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CHAPTER I 
Il'lTRO'DUC THh l 
Purpose of the Study 
1 
We live in an Age of Science. This no thinking per-
son will dispute. For over a centu~y, a leading element in 
our way of living and thinking has been science. It has 
given us new machines, new processes, and new materials of 
daily usefulness. In international affairs as well, there 
is a constant awareness of the latest developments in 
science. 
Surrounded by the achievements of science, the 
child of today has great need of training in the understand-
ing and intelligent use of these new acquisitions. With ex-
istence growing always more complex, the amount of practical 
knowledge to be acquired is increasing. 
But science is more than accumulated facts. It 
involves a way of thinking. This way of thinking, called 
the scientific method, is synonymous with an objective and 
unprejudiced approach to problems. It includes being ever 
alert in securing reliable information on all important 
matters, being able to assemble the facts relevant to a 
situation, or to devise suitable means of checking one's 
thinking. Finally, it includes the capacity to reach just 
conclusions, free from superstitions, prejudices, and 
emotionalism. Though ways of doing things will become 
obsolete, this way of thinki ng will be timeless. 
This should be the privilege of every child - to 
participate in a program of well-selected experiences in 
science leading to generally accepted concepts and desirable 
attitudes. Is science, then, holding its rightful place 
among other school subjects? What is its status in the 
elementary schools? 
Mann 1sl studies of the amount of time allotted to 
various subjects in 444 city systems in 1926 showed that 
about one percent of the total time was given over to nature 
study and elementary science. 
Croxtonj in surveying the existing conditions, ad-
vances reas ons for the present situation: 
"In some schools the .subject is little more than 
a name. It does not appear on .the daily program, 
although the traditional differentiated subjects 
have been retained, and some new titles added. 
This is often the case where time is allotted for 
elementary science instruction by the state course 
of study. When asked the reason teachers and 
supervisors usually state that there is not time 
for it. They frequently add that they correlate 
it with reading and others ubjects when they can. 
Many teachers frankly state that they are not fam-
iliar with science materials and do not know how 
to proceed. 
"While purposeful work is being carried on in 
many places, in very few schools is there a com-
prehensive pro gram looking toward accomplishment 
of the major aims of science teaching ." 
Through the war while the shortage of teachers was 
most acute, the State Normal School at Johnson, Vermont, 
2 
1. Mann, C. H., How Schools Use Their Time. Contributions 
to Education, No. 333, Teachers College, Columbia University, 
New York, 1928. . . 
~· Croxt9nl W.O. Science in the ~lementary Sghool. McGraw-
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like the other teacher-education institutions in the state, 
operated on an accelerated program. The cou~ses were 
offered in quarters consisting of twelve weeks, with classes 
generally meeting six days in the week. A quarter corres-
ponded to an eighteen-week semester. With only brief in-
tervals between quarters, a student was able to complete 
a two-year, three-year, or four-year course in much less 
than the usual time and thus be prepared to swell the ranks 
of teachers in the field. 
~fuile the transition from the accelerated program 
to the conventional pr ogram has been going on gradually 
this year, 1945-1946, a revised curriculum has been in the 
process of evolution for use beginni ng 1946-1947. This 
curriculum is the product of several staff meetings of the 
principals of the state teacher-education institutions with 
the Commissioner of Education, and of numerous faculty 
meetings in the given schools. As a result of these studies 
and deliberations, each · of the four institutions in the 
state has emerged with its own curriculum, differing from 
one another in some respects, but all conforming to certain 
standards and requirements. 
The revised Basic Curriculum in Science for the 
State Normal School, Johnson, Vermont, follows: 
3 
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Basic Curriculum in Science 
Freshman Program 1st Semester -2nd Semester 
Periods Credit-Periods Credit 
Science I - Personal Hygiene 
Sophomore Program 
2 Year Students 
1st Sem. 2nd Sem• 
Per. Cr. Per. Cr. 
Science III 
and IV, Sur-
vey. 2 
Science II 
Child 
Health 
1 
Junior Prog ram 
Science V 
and VI 
Biology 
Senior Program 
Science VII 
and VIII 
Advanced Science 
3 3 
2 2 
3 3 
3 and 4 Year Students 
1st Sem. 2nd Sem. 
Per. Cr. Per. Cr. 
2 2 
1st Semester 
Per. Cr. 
3 3 
3 3 
2 2 
-2nd Semester 
Per. Cr. 
3 
1st Semester -2nd Semester 
Per. Cr. 
2 2 
Per. 
2 
Cr. 
1 
Since the number and type of courses, and the 
schedule of periods of each course has been determined to 
meet the approval of the State Department of Education in 
Vermont, it is the content and methods and materials which 
remain to be determined by the instructor. It is with this 
problem, the determination of what content, methods and 
materials shall constitU:e the science curriculum for the 
preparation of elementary school teachers at the State 
Normal School, Johnson, Vermont, that this paper deals. 
Assuming that the status of science education in the elemen-
5 
tary schools of Vermont is on the plane described by Croxton, 
the reader may concede that there exists a problem in plan-
ning the instruction o~ future teachers. 
Methods of Approaching the Problem 
A number of evidences show very clearly that the 
movement to make science an important part of the elemen-
tary school program is gaining momentum. New courses of 
study, method courses, and revisions of the science curricu-
lum in teachers' colleges point the way. 
Rudy3 describes a study made in Texas teacher 
training institutions to determine the professional and 
.academic science needs of students preparing to teach 
science in the elementary schools and to determine the 
trends in science preparation for prospective elementary 
teachers. Cours~s of study and elementary science texts-. 
were analyzed to determine what was being taught. 
3. Rudy, Madeline, "Science Education for Elementary 
Teachers in Texas Teacher Training Institutions, " Science 
Education. O·ctober, 1941, pp. 267-273 
Miss Rudy states: 
"The approximate science content of the teacher-
training program should include six maJor sciences. 
Zoology 
Botany . 
Chemistry and 
27.5% 
21.5 
Physics 21.5 
Astronomy 10. 
Geology 10. 
InterdependencelO. 
"To present material of astronomy, geology, and 
interdependence to elementary school children, the 
te achers will not be able to depend upon elementary 
science textb ooks now available. The training pro-
gram must i .nclude professi onalized courses to equip 
future teachers with the ability to adapt science 
materials to these divisions." 
Billig,l after developing a technique for select-
i ng and organizing core and marginal content for a pro-
fessional course in science for teachers in the elementary 
schoo·l, draws the following conclusions: 
"A professional course as recommended would be 
composed of a number of units, each developed around 
a large pri nciple of science which would establish 
a goal toward which the study would be directed. 
"The length of time given to the course and the 
background of scientific information possessed by 
the students and factors determining the amount of 
marginal content and t he additional demonstrati ons, 
exerc~s, experiments, readings, and field work 
t o be used as an integral part of· the course. - - . 
"To make provision for the varied and apparent 
lack of background of information, it is recommend-
ed that the course should be of sufficient leng th to 
pPovide for a broad s urvey of the major fields of 
science to provide opportunity for students with 
insufficient training in one field to g ive special 
attention to that phase, to emphasize the large 
pr i nciples of science and to give an unde·rstandi ng 
of the close relation of the fields of science." 
-· 
1. Billig , Florence Grace, A Technique for Developing Content 
for a Professional Course in Science for Teachers in Elemen-
tary Schools. Teachers College, Columbia University, New 
YOrK ~ .")\ d;ll). ] _q_s_ 
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7 Search is continually being made for better methods 
of presentation of material. The use of the teachi ng film 
is findi ng wide-spread popularity. Rulonl substantiates 
its use with the follow i ng evidence: 
"Three groups of children were tested to find 
the s uperiority of knowledge acquired by supple-
menting a reel of sound motion pictures for each 
chapter of the textbook , over the group using 
only the tex t. The gain i mmediately after the 
instructi onal period showed the film gain exceed-
ed the control g ain by 20 .5%. When tests were 
admi nistered aga i n at the end of three months 
of 1tforgetting time " the film g roup showed even 
greater superiority - 38.5%." 
While Wi.t tich2 agrees that the film presents learn-
ing situations which cannot be duplicated in the classroom 
under any other circumstances t han the sound motion picture, 
he cautions a gainst overuse: 
"The teacher will avoid using a great number 
of movies, and restrict her use to those few 
that will make a definite contribu tion." 
In additi on to the findings made through research, 
the selection and organization of the content and methods 
of t .he science c curses nru.st be considered with a view to 
local factors. 
In order to plan specifically, it is important to 
have an understanding of the local environment in which the 
cu rricul um is to function. The Science laborat ory, on the 
1 • Rulon, Phillip J • , 11 Sound Films vs • Tr adi ti onal Methods in 
Science Teaching ," .Nation's Schools, .i.~ovember, 1933, pp.31-34. 
2. Witt.i ch, w. A., 11 The Science Teaching Film Comes t o the El-
ementary Grades," School Science and Mathematics, April, 1945. 
pp. 298-300. 
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top floor of a building erected in 1942, is a spacious, well-
lighted workroom furnished with laboratory tables each equip-
ped with bunsen burners and outlets for electricity. Three 
sinks and a demonstration table are situated at convenient 
locations. The ~pparatus for experiments is adequate for 
the purpose in the courses involved. for visual education 
there is a fine collection of both mounted wall charts and 
easel charts. In the adjacent room, the projection room, 
there is an RCA 16 mm. sound movie . projector, a strip film 
projector, a lantern slide machine, and a micro-projector. 
The Fleming Museum ~Classroom Film Library, supported by 
subsc~ibing schools, has an extensive list of science 
visual aids. Being a member in this library entitles the 
State Normal School to the use of a specified number of 
films each week. 
The natural setting of the s chool should not be 
overlooked in the enumeration of its resources. Situated 
as it is in the Lamoille River Valley and surrounded by 
mountain rangea, the biologist and geologist find an out-
door laboratory to suit a discriminating taste. O'n all 
hands one can find "specimens" for science and observe 
plant and animal life in its natural environment. 
It has been found that there is generally a wide 
variation of background of information in the sciences 
possessed by the students entering the State .Normal School. 
A large majority of the students claim no instruction in 
science in the elementary school. It is frequently the same 
students who have avoided science courses in high school. 
Thus there is a real need for a thorough background in the 
fundamentals of biology and of physical science. Also it 
should be remembered that these students will be teachingin 
the rural and graded elementary schools. Therefore their 
preparation should give them a feeling of security involved 
in the basic concepts suggested in the State Course of Study 
in Science for Elementary Schools. 
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CHAPTER II 
THE SCIENCE CURRICULUM AT THE STATE NORL\l.AI, 
SCHOOL, J OHN SUN, VERlYL{l NT, FOR THE PREPARA-
TION OF TEACHERS IN THE ELEMENTARY S CHOOLS. 
On the basis of all the information considered in 
the preceding chapter, recommendations are made for the re-
vised curriculum in science at the State Normal School, 
Johnson, Vermont. Following is the description of the 
courses in the Science Department as it is printed in the 
school catalogue, 1946. 
Department of Science 
Science I Personal Hygiene 
A study of human anatomy and physiology as a basis 
for establishing health and combating illness and disease. 
The course includes the student's self-appraisal of health 
10 
measures and habits, interpretation of physical examinations, 
and personal inventories. 
Science II Child Health 
A study of the application of pr i nciples and methods 
of health instruction in the elementary school. The course 
deals with the nature and growth of children, the health 
inspection, the school lunch program, control of the school 
environment, and possible me·ans of influencing the home 
environment. 
Science III and IV Survey of Science 
A content and method course in the 'physical sciences; 
11 
organization of individual projects by students and demonstra-
tion experiments with simple apparatus; examination of text-
books and apparatus suitable for use in the elementary school. 
Science V and VI Biology 
This course aims to furnish the basis for an intel-
ligent understanding of animal and plant life, the place of 
man in the world of living things. Field trips to acquaint 
the student with the habitat and methods of . collect i ng ani-
mals and plants are supplemented by laboratory .work on the 
-fundamental structures and functions of plants and animals. 
Science VII and VIII Advanced Sc:i,.ence 
An extension of the survey of physical s .ciences. 
It deals with such topics · as the Earth and Some of rts ~eigh­
bors, Conservation, Sound, and Light. 
A fuller examination of each course gives insight 
into the way in which its content and method has been influ-
enced by the factors sunnnarized in Chapter I: 
Science I Personal Hygiene 
Under the present system the Health Department is 
incorporated with the Science Department. So, although this 
is a health course as the title indicates, it is classified 
among the Sciences. 
The aim of the Health Department is to promote a 
program of correction and prevention. Before entrance, each 
f 12 
student is required to file the record of the physic~l exami-
nation made by her family physician. In addition to this, 
the entire student body is examined by the school physician 
during the first month. Further examination includes chest 
X-rays for all, and the standing postu re recorded without 
clothes in silhouette photograph. 
The record of these annual check-ups is reta i ned on 
a cumulative individual health card. On this card will also 
be entered the reports of sickness, ab s ence from school, 
visits to the doctor's office, or attend~nce by the doctor 
in the dormitory. Students are encourag ed ·to correct remedial 
physical defects. In cases of financial need, aid is secured 
for medical treatment. 
At the beginning of each School year, each student 
pays a medical service fee of three dollars. This fund 
provides for medical ser~ice including minor surgery, and 
emergency treatment in case of accidents, and advice a b out 
health problems du ring the time that the normal school is 
in session. The stu dent may choose either of two local phy-
sicians, and treatment may be made either at the doctor's 
office or at the school dormitory. 
As the school catalogue explains, the course in 
Personal Hygiene "includes the student's self-appraisal of 
health measures and habits, the interpretation of physical 
ex aminations and inventories. 11 In this respect, personal 
conferences play an important part in counseling on matters 
of he alth. 
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It has been found that the majority of students en-
tering the course have a vague and often sketchy knowledge of 
human anatomy and physiology. For this reason a large pro-
porti on of class time is spent developing this background 
which may provide "the basis for establishing health and 
combating illness and disease." 
Appropriate films and guide s heets for directing 
stu dy in units are used in this c ourse. Students are re-
quired to read monthly a health article from current issues 
of approved magaz i nes and to report orally. 
· The text is: 1urner, C. E ., Personal and Community 
Health, Seventh Edit i on, The C. V. Mosby Company, St. Louis, 
1943. 
Science II -- Child Health 
This course is an a ddition to the revised curriculum. 
Under the accelerated pro gram, only one course in health was 
offered, and it, perforce, was a combination of personal hy-
giene, nutrition, and child health. Since many students 
have come with a . good background of nutrition from high 
school Home Economics, more time in this revised course has 
been allocated t o healthEducation, with the school lunch 
considered in the light of their knowledge of nutrition. 
A study of the application of pr i nciples and 
14 
methods of health instru ction in the elementary school is 
made · in conjunction wi th the' Course of ::>tudy in Health. 
Materials and textbooks are surveyed and e valuated. 
Sections of the following books are used as texts: 
Begert, L. Jean, l~trition and Physical Fitness, 
Fourth Edition. w. B. Saunders Company, Phila-
delphia, 19 43 
Terman, Lewis 1•11 ., Almack, J. C., The Hygiene of 
the School Child. Hought on Mifflin Company, 
Boston, 1929 
r.l'urner, C. E., Personal and Community Health. 
The 0. V. Mosby Company, St. Louis, 19 43 
Science III and IV Survey of Science 
Basically this course is one of "professionalized 
subject matter" in the physical sciences. It is a content 
and method course, rather than one of scientific background. 
The "method" of teaching is considered concurrently with each 
topic. 
This work consists of the organization of individu al 
projects by students and demonstration experiments with sim-
ple apparatus suitable for elementary school use. Construe-
tion of apparatu s also has a place. 
A s u rvey of materials and textbooks for elementary 
science will be conducted and individual evaluation of these 
sources will be compiled. 
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Teaching films render the service of clarification 
of many topics in this course. The majority of films are 
borrowed from the Fleming Museum Classroom Film Library, 
Burlington, Vermont. In addit i on, some very excell·ent films 
are obtained from Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Pitts-
burgh, Pennsylvania, and General Electric Company, Schenectady 
~ew York, for the payment of transportation charges. 
Guide sheets have been found helpful in defining 
thework of the units -in this course. During the year, the 
students are to read and report on one book from the list of 
n on-fiction books pertaining to physical science. 
The text is: McCorkle, Paul, Survey of Physical 
Science. The Blakiston Company, Philadelphia, 1938. 
Science VII and VIII, Advanced Science, is an ex-
tension of this c ourse, using the same text and applying 
the same principles of study. It deals chiefly with Astronomy 
Geology, and Light and Sound. 
Science V and VI Biology 
Of all the science courses offered in the revised 
curriculum, this one is primarily a "background" course. It 
aims to furnish the basis for an intelligent understanding 
of animal and plant life, and man's place in this world of 
living things. 
The advantage of the rich resources in outdoor 
laboratories is utilized by field trips whenever weather 
conditions and seasons permit. Gne of the requ irements of 
the course is to collect and identify thirty plants and 
twenty-five animals. Field trips serve t o acquaint the 
student with the habitat and methods of collecting plants 
and an i mals. This work is supplemented by laboratory ex-
ercises on the f undamental structures and functions of 
plants and animals. 
16 
Films and supplementary reading are again . in use. 
The present text for the course is: Hunter, George; 
Walter, Herbert E; and Hunter, George III; Biology. The 
American Book Company, l'Jew York, 1938. 
For laboratory exercises the Manual to accompany 
the text is used. 
17 
CHAPTER III 
CG:l'>I TEN T OF THE SCIENCE COURSES 
---'~~================================================r====== 
lB 
SCIENCE I PERSONAL HYGIENE 
Personal Hygiene is a required course in the first semester 
of the freshman year at the State Normal School, Johnson, 
Vermont. A fifty-minute class mee ts three times a week, 
totaling forty-eight periods in all. 
ing will be enc ouraged. A complete list of references may 
be found in the Bibliography for Science I and II. 
--·-=-==1!============================11==== 
SCIENCE I PERSONAL HYGIENE 
Meeting I. 
I. Discuss the general aims of our health program: 
A. To determine the health status of the student 
and to improve it in a healthful environment 
by giving her~. a background of clearly applied 
health information based on scientific know-
ledge. 
B. To create in the student a desire to be healthy 
by developing a sense of responsibility for her 
own health and safety as well as responsibility 
for the health of the community. 
c. To guide and promote the mental and physical 
health of the student. 
II. Discuss the meaning of health. 
III. Explain the plan of work of the course. 
A. Scope of the course 
B. Each student to review and report orally one 
health article each month from Hygeia or other 
approved current magazine. 
C. Each student to collect illustrative materials 
suitable for use in the elementary school 
health program. 
Meeting 2. Science and Attitudes 
I. The scientific method. 
19 
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II. The l ong stru e::;gle with d i sease. 
III. F8 cts and superstitions. 
IV. The challenge of scientific medicine. 
Reference: Williams, Jesse, Personal Hygiene Applied. 
W. B. Saunders Company, Philadelphia, 1941, Chapter 5. 
l'IIeet i ng 3. 
I. Health and heredity. 
II. Health and environment. 
III . Health values. 
IV. The field of hygiene. 
v. General location of body viscera. 
A. Terms u sed to describe anatomical positions and 
body re gions. 
Reference: Williams, Jesse, Personal Hygiene 
APplied. vV . B. Saunders Company, Philadelphia, 
19 41, Chapter 2. 
Meeting 4. C~lls, 'Tissues, Or gans, and Systems. 
I. The body as an organized whole. 
II. The cell. 
20 
III. Diffus i on of water i n cellular physiology, relationship 
of all volume and s urfa ce area. 
IV. Demonstration of osmosis and diffusion through an 
animal membrane. 
V. Demonstrat i on of animal cells by micro-project i on. 
Reference: Kimber, D. C. Gray, C. E., and Stackpole, 
Textbook of Anatomy and Physiology. 1~1 acmillan 
New York 1941 Cha ters 2 
Meeting 5. The Anatomy and Physiolog y of the Alimentary 
Canal 
I. Mouth and esophagus. 
II. Stomach. 
III. Small intest i ne, liver, pancreas. 
IV. The large intestine. 
21 
Reference: Kimber, D. C., Gray, C. E., and Stackpole, 
C. E., Textbook of Anatomy and Physiology. Macmillan 
Company, New York, 1941, Chapter 18. 
Meeting 6. 
I. Digestion and the emotions. 
II. Rest. 
III. Regularity in eating . 
IV. Digestive disorders. 
V. Diseases of the di gestive tract. 
VI. Film: Digestion - 1 real, silent 
Reference: Williams, J. F., Personal Hygiene Applied. 
W. B. Saunders Company, Philadelphia, l94l,pp. 237-258. 
Meeting 7. The Blood: Characteristics and Composition. 
1 . Red cells, t heir number and composition. 
A. Hemoglobin. 
I I . White cells. 
I I I. Platele t s, plasma, and serum. 
IV. Functions of blood. 
v. Blood-typing. 
~====-----1~================~-~~~--==-==================================o~2~2~1F=======~ 
Reference: Kimber, D. C., Gray, C. E., and Stackpole, 
C. E., Textbook of Anatomy and Physiology. ·Macmillan 
Company, ~ew York, 1941, Chapter 11. 
Meeting 8. The Hear and Its Activities. 
I. The cavities, orifices, and valves of the heart. 
II. Arteries. 
III. Veins. 
IV. Capillari~s. 
Reference: Kimber, D. C.,Gray, C. E., and Stackpole, 
C. E ., Tex tbook of Anatomy and Physiology. Macmillan 
Company, !'lew York, 1941, Chapter 12. 
Meeting 9. Physiology of General Circulation and Fetal 
Circulation. 
I. Pulmonary circulation. 
II. Systemic circulation. 
I II. Blood pressure. 
IV. The cardiac cycle. 
V. The heart as a pump. 
VI • . The pulse. 
Reference: Kimber, D. C., Gray, C. E ., and Stackpole, 
C. E ., Textb ook of Anatomy and Physiiogy. Macmillan 
Company, ~ew York, 1941, Chap ter 14. 
Meeting 10. Tissu e Fluid and Its Functions, Lymph and the 
Vascular System. 
I. These flu ids as the mechanism o~ cellu lar integration. 
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II. Hygiene of the c i rculatory system. 
I II. Film: Circulation, 1 reel, silent. 
Reference: Kimber, D. C., Gray, C. E., and Stackpole, 
C. E ., Tex tbook of Anatomy and Physiology. Macmillan 
Company, New York, 1941, Chapter 15. 
Meeting 11. Test on: Digestive System. 
Circulatory System. 
Meet i n g 12. Stud ent Oral Reports. 
Oral reports on health articles from cu r r ent and recent 
issu es of Hygeia or from other magaz i nes if the article has 
been a pproved by the instructor. The student shall consider 
his respons i bility in mak i n g his report worthwhile for the 
class. The benefit derived from the reports will be di-
rectly proportional to t h e manner of presentation. 
Ivleeting 13. The Respiratory S,)s tem. 
I. The nose. 
II. The larynx. 
III. The trachea. 
IV. The bronchi. 
v. The lung s and alveolla. 
VT. Breathing : external and internal respiration. 
Reference: Kimber, D. C. Gray, C. E., and Stack pole, 
C. E ., Textbook of Anatomy and Physiology. Macmillan 
Company, New York, 1941, pp. 359-371. 
~-~-=-~1=-=-~~=-~===========================-=-===-=-=-=~=~-=-=-=-==-=~-~-~--~-==-=============~p====-=--
i'lleeting 14. The Functional Respiratory Unit and Its Blood 
Supply. 
I. Car riage of ox ygen and carbon dioxide by the blood. 
IT. Respiratory control. 
III . Integration of circulation and respiration. 
IV. Essentials of respiration. 
A. Desirable temperature. 
B. Proper humidity. 
C. Air movement. 
24 
Reference: Williams, J. F., Pers onal Hygiene Applied. 
W. B. Saunders, Philadelphia, 1941, pp. 260-270. 
Meet i n g 15. Health of the Res p iratory System. 
I. Dust and dirt in the air; bacteria 
II. Diseases of the respiratory system. 
A . Cold.s. 
B . Adeno i ds ; tonsils. 
C • Silicosis 
D. Tuberculosis. 
III. Film. Behi nd the Shadows (tuberculosis ) 
1 reel, silent, or Breathing , 1 reel, sound 
Reference: Williams, J. F., Personal Hyg iene Applied. 
W. B. Sau nders Company, Philadelphia, 1941, pp.270-296. 
Meeting 16. The Sk in and Appendages. 
I. The Stru ctor of the skin. 
II. The f u nctions of the skin. 
-1-
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A. Protection. 25 
B. Excretion. 
c. Distribution and regulation of heat. 
III. Care of hair, nails and hands. 
IV. Bathing. 
A. Types of baths and characteristics of each. 
Reference: Kimber, D. C. Gray, C. E., and Stack-
pole, C. E., Textbook of Anatomy and Physilogy. 
}llacmillan Company, .New York, 1941, Chapter 22. 
Meeting 17 .'' The Use of Cosmetics. 
I. The ingredients of commonly used cosmetics. Using 
the Consumers' Union Buying Guide, students investigate 
the acceptab ility and comparative expense of leading 
brands of the following toilet preparations: 
A. Soap. 
B. Face powder, rouge, lipstick. 
C. Cold creams. 
D. Astringents. 
E. Deodorants and anti-perspirants. 
F. Shampoos. 
Meeting 18. Excretion of Nitrogenous Wastes 
I. The anatomy of the kidneys. 
A. Cortex, medulla, and pelvis. 
B. R nal tubule: Bowman's capsule, glomerulus. 
e 
II. Physiology of kidneys. 
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B. ~ormal and abnormal constituents. 26 
III. Ureters and bladder. 
Reference: Kimber, D. C., Gray, C. E., and Stackpole, 
C. E., Textbook of Anatomy and Physiology. Macmillan 
Company, New York, 1941, Chapter 21. 
·Meeting 19. The Endocrine Glands and Th!r Hormones. 
I. The thyroid gland -location, structure, and funct.ion. 
A. Hormone secreted. 
B. Result of over-and under-secretion. 
1~ Exophthalmic g oiter. 
2. Cretinism. 
3. Myxedema • 
II. The parathyroid gland- location, structure and function. 
A. Results of over- and under-secretion .of the hormone. 
1. Tetany. 
· Reference: Kimber, D. c., Gray, C. E.,and Stack-
pole, c. E., Textbook of Anatomy and Physkiogy. 
Macmillan Company, l'Jew York, 1941, Chapter 16. 
Meeting 20. Endocrine Glands. 
I. The adrenal gland. 
A. The hormones of the cortex and medulla. 
B. The 11 emergency11 theory • . 
c. The effect of adrenaline on the sympathetic nervous 
system. 
II. 'l'he pituitary body. 
B. Hormones control. 27 
1. The growth of the skeleton. 
' 2. Thyroid secretion. 
3. Activity of the gonads. 
4. Activity of the adrenal cortex. 
Meeting 21. 
I. The pituitary body (continued) 
A. The posterior lobe consisting of two portions. 
1. The general effect of their hormones. 
II. The p i neal body - locati on and function. 
A. Female hormones: theel i n and pro gesterone. 
B. ~~le hormones: testoster one and androsterone. 
Reference: Kimber, D. C., Gray, C. E ., and Stackpole., 
C. E., Textbook of Anatomy and Physiolog:y_. Macmillan 
Company, New York , 19 41, Chapter 16. 
Meeting 22. The Sense Or gans. 
r. The sensory unit including 
A. The receptor 
B. Sensory path 
c. Center in cortex . 
II. Cutaneous sensations. 
A. Pai n and tbuch. 
B. Heat and cold. 
III. Taste sensations. 
IV. Smell. 
~=====jt===h~=-==""'B~J.""'i=n~d::!:.:f=o~ld t _e...st_s_f ..o__r___t__a te-smell and cutaneous se_n_s_a_t_i_o_n_s 
Reference: Kimber, D. C., Gray, C. E., and Stackpole, 
C. E., Textbook of Anatomy and Physiology. Macmillan 
Company, 1\J ew York , 1941, chapter 23. 
Meeting 23. The Ear - Organ of Hearing and Equilibrium. 
I. Anatomy of the ear. 
IT. The functions of the inner ear and the physiology of 
hearing. 
III. The sense of equilibrium. 
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Refe r ence: Kimber, D. C., Gray, C. E., and Stackpole, 
c. E., Textbook of Anatomy and Physiology. Macmillan 
Company, l.'lew York, 1941, Chapter 23. 
Meeting 24. The Eye and How We See. 
I. The accessory organs of the eye; eyelids, conjunctiva, 
lachrimal apparatu s, and muscles and nerves. 
II. The anatomy of the eyeball. 
A. Sclera, choroid, and retina. 
B . Vitreous humor and aqueou s humor. 
C . Cornea, iris, pupil and lens. 
III. The physiolog y of sight. 
A. Perception of light and color. 
B. Refraction. 
c. Accomodation. 
Meeting 25. Conditions of the Eye. 
I. Abnormal c ondit i ons. 
A. Color blindness. 
B. Myopia, or nearsightedness. 29 
C. Hypermetropia, or farsightedness. 
D. Astigmatism. 
II. Dis eased conditions of the eye. 
A. ~ight blindness from nutritional deficiency. 
B. Cataracts, sties. 
C. Pink eye. 
I I I. Care of the eyes. 
Reference: Kimber, D. C. Gray, C. E., and Stackpole, 
C. E., Textbook of Anatomy and Physiology. Macmillan · 
Company, .New York, 1941, Chap ter 23. 
Meeting 26. Student reports from Hygeia, Health and Physical 
E~1cation, Parents' Ma gaz i ne or other approved 
magazines. The reports will be followed by dis-
cussion. These reports may deal with any of 
the following topics: Eyes, Ears, Endocrine 
Glands, Skin, Kidneys or the Res p iratory System. 
Meeting 27. Test on: The Respiratory System. 
The Skin and Kidneys. 
The Endocr i ne Glands. 
The Sense Organs. 
Meeting 28. The .Nervous System. 
I. The purpose of the nervous system. 
IT. The general plan of the nervous system. 
A. The brain. 
B. The spinal cord. 
C. The peripheral nerves. 
III. ~ eurons and nerves. 
IV. The spinal cord- its structure. 
V. The nerve impulse. 
Reference: Williams, J. F., Textbook of Anatomy and 
Physiology. W. B. Saunders Company, Philadelphia, 
1944, pp. 167-181. 
Meeting 29. Reflex es. 
I. Fatigue of nerves. 
II. Reflex action - r e actions of the first, second, and 
third level. 
III. Spinal cord reflexes. 
IV. Education of the reflexes. 
v. Demonstration through practical exercises involving 
reflexes of the knee, tendon of Achilles, pharynx 
and pupil. 
Reference: Williams, J. F., Textbook of Anatomy and 
Physiology. W. B. Saunders bompany, Philadelphia, 
1944, PP• 181-189, 213-218. 
Meeting 30. The Brain. 
I. 'l'he brain as center of nervofl.s system. 
TI. The meninges. 
ITI. Di vial ons of b rain and funct · ons of each. 
A. The medulla. 
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B. Tb~n~lO~ln~~~ ================~==============~~=============*===========l 
c. The cerebellum. 
D. TI~e cerebrum. 
IV. Tracts of the brain. 
Reference: Williams, J. F., Textbook of Anatomy and 
Physiology. W. B. Saunders Company, Philadelphia, 
1944, pp. 191-203~ 
Meeting 31. The Brain. 
I. 1rhe cortical areas of the c rebrum. 
A. The motor area. 
B. The sensory area. 
c. The visual area. 
D. The auditory area. 
E. The area of the sensati ns of smell and taste. 
F. The speech and writing areas. 
II. the autonomic nervous system and its functions. 
A. The sympathetic portion. 
B. The parasympathetic portion. 
Reference: Williams, J. F., Textbook of Anatomy and 
Physiology. W. B. Saunders Company, Philadelphia, 
1944, Chapter 9 and PP• 207-219. 
Meeting 32. Mental Hygiene. 
I. \Vhat is mental hygiene? 
II. Wdld cases of mental disorder. 
III. Serious cases of mental disorder. 
IV. Mental health for normal children. 
=~= ,Jt~==-'y_._Th.e nervous ch ild - the 
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VI. Feeblemindedness. 32 
Reference: Turner, C. E., Personal and Community Health 
The c. V. Mosby Company, St. Louis, 1943, Chapter 12. 
Meeting 33. Laboratory period on phenomena of the nervous 
system. 
I. A short quiz on the nervous system (approximately 10 
minutes.) 
II. Perform exercises listed in Williams, Textb ook of 
Anatomy and Physiology, p. 219, and explain the princi-
ples involved. 
Reference: Williams, J. F., Textbook of Anatomy and 
Physiology. W. B . Saunders C.ompany, Philadelphia, 19 44, 
p. 219. 
Meeting 34. Muscles and Their Actions. 
I. Development of the muscular system. 
II. Types of muscle and characteristics. 
A. Skeletal, striated, and voluntary. 
B. Smooth and involun t ary. 
c. Cardiac muscle, striated and involuntary. 
III. Unity of muscle and nerve. 
IV. The c ontraction of the muscle. 
v. The chemistry of fatigue in the muscle. 
A. Lameness. 
-
Reference: Williams, J. F., Textbook of Anatomy and 
e 
Physiology. W. B. Saunders Company, Philadelphia, 
1944 Cha ter 6. 
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Meeting 35. The Effect of Exercise. 33 
I. H0 w exercise contributes to health. 
II. Choice of exercise adapted to a ge and to physical 
condition. 
A. Activities suited to ag es from infancy to maturity. 
III. The skeleton. 
A. The bones of the extremeties and pelvic and shoul-
der girdles. 
B. Joints - ligaments and tendons. 
Reference: Williams, J. F., Textbook of Anatomy and 
Physiolog y. W. B . Saunders Company, Philadelphia, 
1944, Chapter 3. 
Meeting 36. The Skeleton. 
I. 'l'he spine. 
A. The cervical, thoracic, lumbar, sacral and coccygeal 
regions. 
B. Curves of the spine. 
II. A typical vertebra. 
The body processes, and foramen. 
III. The skull as a whole. Cavities, sinuses, sutures and 
fontanels. 
Meeting 37. Body Mechanics. 
I. The importance of pos t ure. 
II. Defects of posture. Lordosis, kyphosis, scoliosis. 
III. Causes of poor posture. 
IV. Effects of poor po~ture on_healt~ =-=·-~-~==--~~=II= === 
V. Correction of postural defects. 34 
VI. ~'Vhat is good posture and how is it s.ecured? 
Each student willexamine her personal posture picture, 
grade it, and s u g gest corrections. 
Reference: Turner, C. E., Personal and Community Heal.th. 
C. V. Mosby Company, St. Louis, 1943, Chapter ~4. 
Meeting 38, Foot Hygiene. 
I. The structure of the foot and its function. 
A. Longitudinal arch. 
B. Transverse or anterior arch. 
II. Foot defecta: 
Pronation, flatfoot 1 fallen transverse arch, bunions, 
calluses, corns, clubfoot, sprain. 
III. Hygiene of the foot. 
IV. Exercises for the feet. 
Film: On Your Feet - 1 reel sound 
l\l eeting 39. Test on: 'l'he Nervous System and the Skeletal and 
Muscular Systems. 
Meeting ·4o. The Fema~ Generative System. 
I. ~0 ti ons about reproduction. 
II. The female reproductive organs. 
A. The ovary, graafian follicles, ovum. 
B. The fallopian tubes. 
G. The uterus - stru cture, position, and ligaments. 
D. The vagina. 
E. The external g enatalia. 35 
Reference: Turner, C. E., Personal and Community Health. 
C. V. Mosby Company, St. Louis, 1943, Chapter 16. 
Meeting 41. The Physiology of the Female Generative System. 
I. Menstruation - its significance and hyg iene. 
A. Menstrual disturbances, physiologic and patholog ic. 
II. Pregnancy. 
A. Formation. and function of amniotic sac, fluid, 
and placenta. 
III. M nopause and accompanying changes. 
e 
IV. .Niammary glands and lactation. 
Reference: Williams, J. F ., Textbook of Anatomy and 
Ph ysiolo gy. W. B . Saunders Company, Philadelphia, 
1944, Chapter 19. 
1Vleeting 413 . The Male Generative System. 
I. The . male g enerative ·organs, location, structure, and 
function. 
A. Testes and epididymis. 
B. Vas deferens. 
C. Seminal vesicles. 
D. Scrotum. 
E. Penis. 
F. . Urethra. 
G. Prostate and Cowper ,' s gl$-DdS. 
II. Secondary male characteristics acquired at puberty. 
Reference: Williams, J. F., Textbook of Anatomy and 36 
Physiology. W. B. SaLmders Company, Philadelphia, 
19 44, Chapter 19. 
Meeting 43. Heredity and Health. 
I. Mendelian law of heredity illustrated from animal 
heredity. 
A. Monohybrids. 
B. Dihybrids. 
II. Inherited diseases and abnormalities. 
III. How sex in the offspring is determi ned. 
IV. Sex-linked ctillracters, illustrated by color-blindness. 
V. Mentality and heredity. 
Reference: Turner, C. E., Personal and Comnru.ni ty Health 
C. V. Mosby Company, St. Louis, 1943, Chapter 17. 
Meeting 44. Venereal Disease. 
I. Syphilis ... 
A. The causative or ganism. 
B. Transmission of the disease. 
C. ~ature of the disease. 
D. Treatment. 
II. Gonorrhea and other venereal diseases. 
Reference: Turner, C. E., Pers onal and Community Health 
C. V. l\!I osby Company, St. Louis, 1943, pp. 328-335. 
Meeting 45. Embryological Development. 
Students read and discuss chapters from M. s. Gilbert's. 
Biography of the Unborn. 
Reference: Gilbert, M. S., Biography of the Unborn. 
The Williams and Wilkins Company, Baltimore, 1938. 
Meeting 46. Final Test of the Course. 
37 . 
This test will consist wholly of objective-type questions. 
The majority of the questions will deal with the recent 
topics of Reproduction, Heredity and Venereal Disease, but 
there will be questions also on all the body systems 
studied. 
Meet i ng 47 and 48. Oral reports on reviews of health articles 
' from Hygeia and other approved magazines. 'l'he reports shoul 
be related to any of the following topics: 
The Nervous System. 
The Muscular and Skeletal Systems (feet, posture, 
exercise.) 
The Reroductive System (heredity and venereal 
disease}. 
SCIENCE II CHILD HEALTH 
Child Health is a required course in the second 
semester of the sophomore yea r at the State .Normal School, 
Johnson, Vermont. A f i fty-minute class meets twice a w~ek, 
totaling thirty-two periods. 
The course provides for astudy of principles and 
methods of health instruction in the elemen.tary school. 
It deals with the nature and growth of children, the health 
inspection , the school lunch program, and control of the 
school environment. 
Suggested lessons for Child Health are now pre-
sented, followed by pag e or chapter references to the books 
which will be in most general use. A complete list of 
references for the cotlrse may be f ound in the Bibliography 
for Science I and II. 
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SCIENCE II CHILD HEALTH 
Meeting I. The Science of Disease Prevention. 
I. Early theories of di~ease. 
II. Foreshadowings of the present theory. 
III. Contributions of Pasteur, Lister and Koch. 
IV. The development of bacteriology. 
V. Preventive medicine. 
VI. Demonstrate the culture of bacteria by the inoculation 
of sterile agar plates with a small quantity of bac-
teria collected from common sources: e.g. finger nail, 
coughi ng, spitting, dust bfilshed from clothes. 
Reference: Turner, C. E., Personal and Community Health 
The C. V. Mosby Company, St. Louis, 1943, Chapter 20 . 
Meeting 2. Communicable Diseases. 
I. The interrelationship of plants and animals. 
II. Organis~ which cause disease. 
III. Classification of communicable diseases . according to 
their modes of entering the body. (.Note typical 
diseases of eachgroup. ) 
A. The alimentary group. 
B. The inoculation group. 
C. The respiratory g roup. 
D. The contact group. 
Reference: Turner, C. E., Personal and Cormnuni ty Health. 
The c. V. Mosby Company, St. Louis, 1943, Chapter 21. 
Meeting 3. EssentXal Facts of Immunity. 
I. Immunity defined. 
II. Important factors in breaking down resistance or 
general vitality. 
A. Faj;igue. 
B. Exposure to wet and cold. 
C. Alcohol. 
D. Malnutrition. 
E. Focal infections. 
F. Physical defects. 
III. Immunization in specific diseases. 
IV. Tests for immunity. 
Reference: Turner, C. E., Personal and Community 
Health. The C. V. Mosby Company, St. Louis, 1943~ 
Chapter 22. 
Meeting 4. Water Supply. 
I. Vfuat is good water? 
II. Sources of water supply. 
A. Surface water. 
B. Ground water. 
III. Water analysis to determine quality of supply. 
A. Study of environment. 
B. Bacteriologic examination. 
C. Microscopic examination. 
D. Chemical examination. 
IV. Water purification methods. 
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V. Send samples of laboratory tap water to Department 41 
of Public Health, Burling ton, Vermont, for examination. 
Reference: 1urner, c. E., Personal and Community Health I 
The C. v. Mosby Company, St. Louis, 1943, Chap ter 25. 
Meeting 5. Waste Disposal. 
I. Direct disposal of household sewage. 
II. Disposal by purification. 
A. Chemical purification. 
B. Bacteriologic purification. 
1. Aerobic processes. 
2. Anaerobic processes. 
III. Possibilities and limitations of sewage purification. 
Reference: Turner, C. E., ·Personal and Community Health. 
The C. V. Mosby Company, St. Louis, 1943, Chapter 2q. 
Meeting 6. Classes of Foods. 
I. Demomtrate simple tests for the main classes of foods: 
sug ar, starches, fats, protein. 
II. The essential nutrients of foodstuffs. 
A. Carbohydrates. 
B. Fats. 
C. Proteins. 
D. Vitamins. 
E. Mineral elemmts. 
F. Water. 
III. Body needs met by the above nutrients. 
A. Energy. 
B. Building materials • 
C. Body regulators. 
IV. Common foods grouped into classes of foods. 
Reference: Bogert, L. Jean, ~utrition and Physical 
Fitness. W. B. Saunders Company, Philadelphia, 1943, 
Chapter 1. 
Meeting 7. Sugars and Starchy Foods. 
I. Kinds of carbohydrates and their occurrence. 
II. Carbohydrate-rich foods. 
III. I nteresting facts about c~rbohydrate-rich food. 
IV. Place of sugars and starchy foods in the diet. 
V. Dietary hygiene for the carbohydrate foods. 
Reference: Bogert, L. Jean, ~utrition and Physical 
Fitness. W. B. Saunders Company, Philadelphia,l943, 
Chapter 2. 
Meeting 8. Fatty Foods. 
I. Uses of the fat stores in animals. 
II. Properties and digestibility of fats. 
III. Occurrence in foods. 
IV. Ways of serving fats and effects in cookery. 
V. Place of fats in the diet and their disadvantages. 
VI. Dietary rules for fatty foods. 
Reference: Bogert, L. Jean, 1\Ju.trition and Physical 
ness. W. B .!_llaunders _pompa.n_y. Phil._adelpb.ia_,lfL4.:3. 
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Meeting 9. Prote i n-rich Foods. 
I. Compos~ion and properties of protein. 
I I. Compl e te a n d inc omp lete proteins. 
III. The most i mportant protein-bearing foods. 
IV. :Milk as a food almost but not quite complete. 
V. Differences betwe en f~esh foods. 
VI. Dietary rules for pr otein-rich foods. 
Reference: Bogert, L . Jean, ~utrition and Physical 
Fitness. W. B . Sau nders Comp any, Philadelph ia, 1 9 43, 
Chapter 4. 
. 
Meeting 10. Fruits and Ve getables. 
I. Relative composition of different parts of plants. 
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II. Imp ortance of lib eral amounts of fruits and veg etables 
in the diet. 
III. Facts about vari ety and properti es of indi vidu al 
fruits. 
IV. Facts abou t variety in vegetables. 
V. Di etary r ules for fruits and ve getables. 
Reference: Bogert, L. Jean, ~utrition and Physical 
Fitness. W. B.· Saund ers Company, Philadelphia, 19 43, 
Chap ter 5. 
Meeting 11. ~eed of the Body for Energ y and Use of Foods 
as Fu_el. 
I. Energy needs. 
II. Similarity of the body to a machine. 
=====#===I =-I=-I'=" - En.e~~~~e~d- :i-t:l=='ha~e=&--=====~~-======H==~=== 
IV. How to tell whether the fuel requirement -:-:e~ ~~--4~ 
exceeded by the di e.t. 
V. Disadvantages of undereating or overeating as to 
calories. 
Btudents determine individual BMR for one day using 
the Harris-Benedict Method, and the energy expenditure 
for one day over and under B~ffi. 
Students determine total calorie intake per day using 
tables. 
Reference: Bogert, L. Jean, ~utrition and Physical 
Fitness. W. B. Saunders Company, Philadelphia, 1943, 
Chapter 7. 
Meeting 12. The Protein Requirement. 
I. Body needs which determine the amount of protein 
required. 
II. Further factors that have an influence on the quantity 
of protein necessary. 
III. Muscular work without effect on protein requirements. 
IV. Amount of protein used as distinct from the protein 
requirement. 
V. How to secure theqptimum protein allowance in the 
diet to the best advantage. 
VI. Disadvantages of eating too much or too little protein. 
Reference: Bogert, L . Jean, ~utrition and Physical 
Fitness. W. B. Saunders Company, Philadelphia, 1943, 
=========9i========C~hant§F __ 9. 
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Meeting 13. Why the Body ~eeds Mineral Salts, Water and 
Fiber. 
I. · 11Jeed for ash consti turents to build and maintain tissues. 
II. Use of mineral salts in regulating body processes. 
III. 1\le ed for water in the diet. 
IV. liJeed for fiber. 
Reference: Bogert, L. Jean, Nutrition and Physical 
Fitness. W. B. Saunders Company, Philadelphia, 1943, 
Chapters 10, 11. 
Meeting 14. General Info.nna tion About Vitamins. 
I. The discovery of vitamins. 
II. iiJumber and nam i ng of vitamins. 
-
III. Isolation and s:;nthesis of vitamins in the laboratory. 
IV. General uses of vitamins in the body. 
V. How to get plenty of vitamins in the diet. 
VI. Film: Something you Didn't Eat, l .reel sound, color. 
Reference: Bogert, L. Jean, Nutrition and Physical 
Fitness. W. B. Saunders Company, Philadelphia, 1943, 
Chapter 12. 
Meeting 15. More About Vitamins • 
I. Vit.amin C. -uses, effect and distribution. 
II. B. Complex vitamins. 
A. Thiamin. 
B. Hiboflavin. 
C. l'liacin. 
----
-·--
III. 
----
-
Fat 
-
soluble vitamins. 
A. Vitamin A. 
B. Vitami n D. 
c. Vitamins E and K. 
Reference: Bogert, L. Jean, Nutrition and Physical 
Fitness • . W. B. Saunders Company, Philadelphia, 1943, 
Chapters 13, 14, 15. 
Meeting 16. How to Build ~ enus for One Day. 
I. Differences between adequate and optimal diet and 
how to secure each. 
I I . Foods for each pe.rson daily for adequate diet. 
III. How to combine foods in menus. 
Students will grade eight mimeographed sample meals 
according to a score card for meal planning and will 
of 
make suggestions for correction of low-scoring meals. 
Students will also plan an original menu for one day. 
Reference: Bogert, L. Jean, ~utrition and Physical 
· Fitness, W. B. Saunders Company, Philadelphia, 1943, 
Chapter 2 0 . 
Ivieet ::Lng 17. How to Build Menus - It,or a Week. 
I. H~w to introduce variety from day to day. 
II. How to utilize left-over foods through the week. 
III. How to effect economy of labor in preparing meals. 
IV. Film: Kids Nbst Eat. ! reel sound. Applying the 
principles of variety and economy, students will 
======H=~====~ru_ild orj_gj._nal men.l!.§.___f a r on~ week. 
Reference: Bogert, L. Jean, ~utrition and Physical 47 
Fitness. W. B. Sau nders Company, Philadelphia, 1943, 
Chapter 21. 
Meeting 18. Initiating and Manag ing a Hot School Lunch. 
I. Vfuy have a hot school lunch? 
II. Winning community supp ort and cooperation. 
III. The equipment necessary for such a program and how to 
obtain it. 
IV. Correlation of the hot lunch with school subjects to 
render it a meaningful learni n g situation. 
References: Bulletin from State Department of Educa-
tion, Montpelier, Vermont. 
Bulletins from War Food Administration, U.s. Depart-
ment of Agriculture, 125 Church Street, Burlington, 
Vermont. 
Meeting 1 9 . The Hot School Lunch. 
I. How to obtain government aid. 
A. Types of lunches which qualify for reimbursement. 
B. A sponsoring agent. 
II. How to file the monthly forms from the U.S. D. A. 
< 
III. Desired outcomes from a hot lunch program. 
A. Outcomes affecting the pupils' nutrition. 
B. Outcomes related to citizenship. 
Meeting 20 .. Maternal and Child Hygiene. 
L=· = 
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I. Maternal Hyg iene. 
II. The infant. 
A. Feeding and care. 
B. Community standards of child welfare. 
III. The preschool child • . 
A. The health pro gram for the preschool child. 
B. Vmite House Conferences and the Children's Charter. 
IV. Film: Choose to Live ( cancer} 2 reels sound. 
Reference: Turner, C. E., Personal and Community Health •. 
C. V. Mosby Company, St. Louis, 1943, Chapter 29. 
Meeting 21. The Annual Health Exami nation and Follow-up Work. 
I. Preparing the children for the doct6r·1 s visit. 
II. Physical examination forms to be filled in by parents 
and nurse or teachers. 
III. Vermont school laws pertaining to the health of the 
child and re garding the minimum physical examination 
required annually. 
IV. Welfare a gencies and departments in Vermont that may 
f u rnish &. id to n e edy handicapped children. 
Reference: Turner, C. E ., Personal and Community Health. 
The C. V. Mos by Company, St. Louis, 1943, pp. 436-452. 
Meeting 22. Physical Tests Conducted by the Teacher. 
I. Test for visual acuity by the Snellen Chart. 
A. How to use the various pieces of Snellen equipment. 
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B. How to record the results of examination. 
II. Test for auditory acuity by the phonograph audiometer. 
(This test may be given by the school nurse, but 
every t eacher should understand its use.) 
A. The class is to participate in taking the audiometer 
test ·to b ecome familiar with the a:lrninistration of 
it. 
B. Instruction is to be given in the ' scoring of test 
and the interpretation of score. 
III. Strip film: Rural Public Health. 
Meeting 23. Ventilation, Heat~ng ·, and Lighting. 
I. Maintenance of sanitary and hygienic conditions in 
school. 
II. Ventilation and heating. 
A. .1.~atural ventilation. 
B. Artificial or mechanical ventilation. 
C·. Relative humidity'. 
I II • Lighting • 
A. Standards for lighting. 
B. Measuring the intensity of light by a light meter. 
In the rural demonstration schools, the students will 
rate the heat i ng, lighting and ventilation according 
to the Vermont Rating Sheet for Rural Schools. 
-Reference: 1Urner, C. E., Personal and Community Health. 
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The C. V. Mosby Company, St. Louis, 1943, pp. 434-436. 
Meeting 24. Healthful Experiences: Providing for Health-
ful Living . 
I. What constitutes a . complete health pro gram? 
II. Making the health program an integral part of the 
total curriculum. 
A. Healthful school living - the physical environment. 
B. Health education for the irn tructional program. 
].. Habits and attitudes. 
2. Subject matter of health education. 
3. Learn1ng eJq:> eriences. 
4. Physical examinations. 
Meeting 25. An Overview of A Suggested Course of Study in 
Health Education for Elementary Sehools, State 
of Vermont. 
I. Introduction. 
II. A minimum health pro g ram. 
A. A school environment that promotes health. 
B. An adequate program of health instruction. 
C. Physical education. 
D. Health service program. 
III. Organization of school health program. 
IV. Teacher survey. 
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Each student is to make a survey chart to use in her 
Teacher Survey at the beginning of the school year. 
Reference: A Sugg ested Course of Study in Health 
Eaucation for Elementary Schools, Stat'e of Vermont, 
Montpelier, 1938, pp. 1-18. 
~~eting 26. Examination of Units from the State Course of 
Study in Health. 
1 I. Note the plan of alternating units in the odd and 
II even years. 
i' 
IJ . I I. Study specific units to note: 
! 
A. Suggestions made on three levels: grades 1-2-3, 
4-5-6, 7-8. 
B. Outline followed in suggested units. 
1. General aim. 
2. Pupil objectives. 
3. Suggested approaches. 
4,. Activities. 
5. Bibliography. 
Each student is to make a unit in health education. 
She may choose her topic and the g rade level. 
Meeting 27. Student Oral Reports from Health Education-
A Report of the Joint Committee on Health Pro-
blems in Edu cation, N. · E. A. 
I. Reports on "Learning Situations: Processes of 
.. oot6n Untwrsity 
$Ghool of Education 
. -.......... Library · 
II 
II 
:I 
Meeting Them" pp. 206-217. 
Reports on "Illustrations: 
Experiences, 11 pp. 243-257. 
Some Reports of Learning 
Display of free materials, visual aids, and exhibits 
suitable for use in the health prog ram of elementary 
schools. 
Reference: Heatlh Education - A Report of the Joint 
Cow~ittee on Health Problems in Education, National 
Education Association, Washington, D. c. , 1944, pp. 
206-217, 243-257. 
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1 :Meeting 28. Stu dy of Problems of Health Education Requiring 
a Special Technique: · Safety Education. An 
Overview of the Suggested Course of Study in 
Safety Education for Junior and Senior High 
Schools, State of Vermont. 
I. Introduction. 
A. Philosophy of safety education. 
B. General aims. 
C. Content and its use. 
D. Fitting into the program of stu dies. 
E. Suggested means of evaluation. 
II. Suggested units. 
III. Appendix. 
A. Statistics. 
II 
I 
II 
I) 
I 
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Meeting 29. Study of .Problems of Health Education Requiring I
ll 
Special Technique: Temperance Education. An i[ 
II overview of the Course of Study in Temperance I! 
Education (Alcohol and uarcotic Drugs) for I 
Grades 7-8-9, State . of Vermont. ,I 
ll I. Alcohol. 1 
A. 1~ature and Source. 
B. Effect on the individual. 
C. Reasons for drinking. 
II. Narcotics. 
A. Definition of narcotic drugs. 
B. The effect of narcotic drugs upon the indi-
vidual. 
c. Government control. 
III. Demonstrate action of grain alcohol on protoplasm 
(egg white). 
IV. Film: The Pay-Off 1 reel sound. 
Meeting 30. Survey of Health Tex tbooks for the Elementary 
Schools. 
The Normal School library owns the recent edi-
tions of health textbooks published by the 
leading publishing companies: D. C. Heath, 
Rand I·ilcNally and Company, Ginn and Company, 
Bobbs - Merrill, The Mac Millan Company, Scott, 
Foresman, and Lyons and Carnahan. 
Each student is to carefullv examl ne these 
·., t; 
texts and evaluate them accord i n g to a score 
card developed through class research and 
discussion. 
As a result of the individual surveys, the 
student is to plan the library 6f health books 
that she prefers and to substantiate her 
choice. 
Meeting 31. Pinal test in Child Health. 
This test will be one class period in 
duration. It will consist of two parts: 
one part, objective; the otber, subjective 
or essay. 
Meeting 32. Examination and Evaluation of Units a nd 
Materials. 
I. The units prepared by the students will be called 
' to the attention of the class for pooling of good 
ideas and materials. 
II. The files of supplementary materials for health 
collected by the students are now due and will 
.be evaluated by the class. 
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SCIENCE III AND IV SURVEY OF SCIENCE 
Survey of Science is a required course in both 
semesters of the sophomore year at the State Normal School, 
Johnson, Vermont. A fifty-minute class meets twice a week 
duri n g the first semester, and three times a week during 
the second semester, totaling eighty periods. 
Survey of Science is a content and method course 
in the physical sciences. It includes organization of 
individual projects by students, demonstration experiments 
with simple apparatus, and examination of textbooks and 
apparatus suitable for use in the elementary school. 
Suggested lessons for £urvey of Science are now 
presented, followed by page or chapter references to the 
book which is used as the text. Supp lementary references 
for the course may be found in the Bibliography for ~cience 
III and IV, and VII and VIII. 
I 
I 
:t 
!I 
I 
I 
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!I 
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SCIENCE III AND IV SURVEY UF S C I B"N CE 
Meeting 1. 
I. Aims of the Survey of Science course based upon 
nMethods Courses in Elementary Science" from W. C. 
-Croxton's Science in the Elementary School, published 
,. 
by McGnaw-Hill Book Company, Inc. 
II. Plan of the work. 
The use of guide sheets, optional WJrk for higher 
grades, and preparation for experi ments wi 11 be 
explained. There will be at est at the completion 
of each unit. 
Each student d uring the course is to read one of 
the non-fiction books on the reading list and report 
on it orally. 
Reference: Croxton, W. C., Science in the Elementary 
School. McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, 
1937, PP• 79,80. 
Meeting 2. The Atmosphere. 
I. Its component parts. 
II. Liquefact i on of air as a means of subsequent dis-
tillat i on. 
III. The nature of gases. 
IV. The extent of atmosphere and its characteristics at 
various levels. 
A. Troposphere. 
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II 57 B. Stratosphere. 
Reference: McCorkle, Paul, Survey of Physical Science. 
Blakiston Company, Philadelphia, 1938, pp. 140-Y8. 
I 
I 
II 
!I 
\1 
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I 
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I 
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I 
II 
It I, 
II II. 
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GUIDE SHEET Air and Air Pressure 
Describe a simple experiment (may be accompanied by an 
illustration if desired) which might be used in an ele-
mentary school to show: 
A. Air is present all a r ound us. 
B. Air occupies space. 
C. Air has weight. 
How much does the air weigh in: 
A. The metric system? 
B. (1ur system? 
C. Calculate the weight of the air in your room. 
Show your figuring. 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
III. What is meant by atmosphere? 
IV. 
A. How does the atmosphere of some of the other planets 
differ from ours? 
B. What effect has our atmosphere in regard to: 
1. Variation in temperature on theearth? 
2. Amount of light we receive from sun? 
3. 'l'ransmission of sound waves? 
4. Life on the earth? 
C. How much of the earth's atmosphere (by weight) lies 
below the three mile level? 
D. How much higher than this does our I' atmosphere extend?[! 
II 
Ma ke a graph showing the composition of 
the inert gases together. 
the air. Group I 
! 
V. A. vVhat does the term inert gas mean? 
~~il======~===============================r===== 
I 
I 
II 
II 
jl 
I 
I 
I 
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B. What commercial use is being made of some of the 
inert gases of the air? 
C. Write a parag raph on each of the three g ases which 
compose most of the air, and a fourth paragraph on 
one of the inert g ases. Use references but write 
the paragraph in your own language. 
D. How does the composition of the air at a height 
of 70 or· 80 miles above sea level differ from the 
composition of the air here? 
VI. Two men visited a caisson in which workers were build-
VTI. 
ing a t unnel under a river. When ready to return to 
the surface of the g round they partially filled two 
toy balloons ~th air. As t h ey approached the - surface 
of the ground the balloons enlarged also in size. 
State and learn exactly the law that was in operation 
here. 
YVb.at is meant by air pressure? 
A. What is the air pressure at sea level? 
B. At sea level, how high a column of water can be 
supported by air pressure? How high a column of 
mercury? 
c. What would be the total downward force due to air 
pressure, on the roof of a building 100 feet long 
and 60 feet wide? Why doesn't air pressure crush 
hollow objects like buildings? 
'I 
II 
II 
[I 
·I 
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.I 
· t: 
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D. 
E. 
F. 
6o If 
Make a drawing and write a paragraph explaining !1 
how air pressure is at work in one of the following~ I 
1. a siphon. 
2. a lift pump. 
3. medicire dropper. 
4. self-filling fountain 
pen. 
Draw a diagram of an aneroid barometer and explain 
how it works. 
Look up barometers in a physics book. 
Find out: 
1. ~Vhat besides air pressure might affect 
the barome t er reading? 
2. What is me ant by correcting a barometer 
reading? 
VIII. A. Vmat is meant by buoyancF? 
B. State and learn exactly, what is meant by Archimedes' 
principle. 
I X. Perform in class a simple exper i ment that could be used 
in the classroom. Explain the principle it illustrates, 
and tell how you would use it in teaching. Some sug-
gestions are listed below, but you may use any other 
experiment you like if it has been approved by the in-
stru ctor. The sa~e experiment may not be performed 
by more than one person. 
Text, page 156 -- Experiment 3 or. 7 ., 
Smith-Trafton (red)-pages 69,71,78,92,104,110,118. 
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Carpenter & Wood -- pages 164,178,184,188,190,192. 
X. Ivlal{e a short oral report on one of the following : 
(No two students may have the same one) 
Elementary School Science for the Air Age. 
A. Pages 5-8--Air as a part of the Earth and Structure 
of the Atmosphere. 
-1--
B. Pages 9-13--Behavior of Air as applied to Flying. 
C. Pages 14-17--Flight of Seeds and Flight of Animals. 
D. Pages 16-21--~ypes of Bird Flight. 
E. Pages 21-23--Birds are Adapted for Flying. 
o-ptional 
"B" work. 
Make a written report on one of the following: 
~ 
Elementary School Science of the Air Age - Chapter 4. 
~ 
Biology of Flight. 
Ch apters 1 and 2. 
Chapters 5 and 6. 
"A" work 
Chapters 3 and 4. 
Chapters 7 and 8. 
Prepare a report written in your own words, upon one of the 
following : 
1. Stratosphere Flights '.National Geographic - 1935). 
2. Liquid Air and its uses and Compressed Air and its 
uses. 
3. Lives of Priestly and Archimedes. 
I 
II 
I 
II 
\I 
II 
I 
II 
4. Dirigibles, Kites, Balloons, (Chapter 3, Air Education !' 
\I Series, and also other books. 
I 
I 
,I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
,, 
II 
I, 
J. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Meeting 3. Air Pressure. 
I. 
II. 
III. 
IV. 
'I'he weight and pressure of air. · 
Measurement of air pressure. 
A. Aneroid barorre ter. 
B. Mercury b aroma ter. 
Compressed air. 
Btxoyancy. 
A. Archimedes' law. 
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Reference: McCorkle, Paul, Survey of Physical Science. 
Blakiston Company, Philadelphia, 1938, pp. 148-155. 
Meeting 4. Class Experiments - Air and Air Pressure. 
I. Each student is to describe a simple experiment which 
might be in an elementary school to show: 
A. Air is present all around us. 
B. Air occupies space. 
c. Air has weight. 
I 
I 
li 
I 
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II 
Each student is to perform in class a simple experiment !1 
li 
li 
that could 'be used in the classroom, explain the prin-
ciple it illustrates and tell how she would use it in 
teaching. 
III. Discuss questions II, III, IV, on Guide Sheet. 
Guide Sheet : Air and Air Pressure, Exercises I-IV,IX. 
Meeting 5. Student Cral Reports. 
Each student is to make a short oral report. The fol-
lowing topics, or others if they are approved, may be 
il 
II 
!j 
il 
!I 
[I 
I· 
ji 
II 
II 
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Behavior of Air as Applied to Flying. 
Flight of Seeds and Flight of Animals. 
Types of Bird Fl ight. 
Birds ar e Adapted to Flying. 
Reference: Arey, c. K., Elementary School Science for 
the Air Age. Macmillan Company, l'lew York, 1942. 
Meeting 6·. Discu ssion of Problems from Guide Sheet, Air 
and Air Eressure - Exercises V, VI, VII, A, B, c. 
I. The inert gases. 
A. Commercial use made. 
II. Pressu re as noted by divers and workers at g reat depths. 
III. Computing the weight du e to air pressure of a downward 
force on a flat sur face. 
IV. How air pressure supporting a column of mercury and a 
column of water can be used as a measure. 
lVIeeting 7. Discussion of the Final Problems from Guide Sheet. 
I. Explanation of how air pressure is at oork in 
A. Siphon 
B. Lift pump 
c. Medicine dropper 
D. Self-filling fountain pen. 
I I. Explanation of aneroid and mercury barometers. 
I I I. Buoyancy and Archimedes' principle. 
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IV. Any reports from Optional Work should be presented at 
this time. 
Meeting 8. Flying . 
I. Early contributors to the science of aviation. 
II. The Wri ght brothers. 
III. How an airplane flies. 
A. :Lift. 
B. Drag . 
c. 'rhrust. 
D. Stall. 
E. Center of pressure. 
Reference: Arey, C. K ., Ele.nentary School S cience for 
Air Age. Macmillan Company, l'.Jew York, 1942. 
Meeting .9. The Airplane of Today. 
I. Pa rts of the wings and tail assemble that control flight. 
A. Aileron and flaps. 
B. Stabilizer, rudder, eleva tor, and tabs. 
II. The propeller. 
III. Streamlining to decrease drag . 
IV. Strip film: Seeing the Airport. 
Meeting 10. Winds and Weather. 
I. Wind belts of the world. 
A. Trade winds. 
B. Antitrade winds. 
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c. Prevailing westerlies. 
II. Storms. 
A. "Hiah" and "lows". 0 
B. Thunderstorms. 
II I. Humidity. 
Reference: McCorkle, Paul, Survey of Physical Scie.nce. 
Blakiston Company, ~hiladelphia, 1938, pp. 157-166. 
Meet i n g 11. Weather. 
I. Ki nds of precipitation. 
A. Rain and hai 1. 
B. Snow and sleet. 
C. Fog and dew. 
II. Weather forecasting and weather maps. 
III. Air-condi t i on;t:12g •. 
Reference: McCorkle, .Paul, Survey of Physical Science. 
Blakiston Company, Philadelphia, 1938, pp. 167-176. 
Meeting 12. Strip Films. Presented for Clarification of 
Weather Principles. 
Present and discuss the following strip films: 
I. Elements of Weather and Atmos pheric Circulation. 
II. Clouds and Cloud Formations. 
III. Weather Instruments. 
Meeting 13. Weatbe~ Maps_ and Forecasts. 
I. S tudents study weather maps for four consecutive days. 
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Predict we a t h er from one day to the next and for parti-
cular places. 
A. Note isobars, isotherms. 
B. Note 11hi ghs 11 and t'Lows", prevailing winds. 
II. Discu ss the si gnificance of isobars, isotherms, highs, 
and lows. 
(a n Guide Sheets for Weather have problems I-II I com-
pleted). 
Meet i n g 14. Discussion of Problems from Guide Sheet I-Y.I. 
I. 'l'he use and functioning of weather instruments. 
II·. Computation of relative humidity from wet and dry bulb 
readings. 
III. Clouds and precipitation. 
IV. Factors which influence the temperature of the weather. 
·v. Ferrel's law for wind direction. 
Meeting 15. Discussion of Problems from Guide Sheet VII-VIII. 
I. Variable wi nds. 
A. Cyclones and characteristic weather accompanying 
them. 
B. Anticyclones and c haracteristic weather. 
II. Expl anatiGn of different strom phenomena: 
A. Tornadoes. 
B. Waterspout. 
C. Rainbows. 
D. Monsoons. 
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III. Film: Weather :B'orecast i ng. 1 reel silent. 
Meeting 16. Film: Youth Takes to Wings. 3 reels, sound. 
I. Presentation of the film. 
The film provides an excellent review of the principles 
of air and air pressure, and how the construction of' 
planes talresadvantage ofair to make flight possible. 
Several experiments are performed in the film to 
illustrate the points made. 
II. Class discussion andevaluation of film. 
Meeting 17. A Teaching Unit on Weather-Guide Sheet I X. 
I. Ex amine and stu dy the weather concepts suggested in 
the State Course of Study in Science. 
II. Determine the g rade placements for the concepts which 
you wish to develop. Follow the outlinea ~ 
1. Aims. 
2. · Subject matter outline. 
3. Possible procedures. 
4. Activities. 
5. Bibliography. 
Meeting 18. Weather Experiences and Activities Suitable 
for Elementary Schools. 
I. Exami ne and discuss suggest i ons for weatheractivities 
in W. C. Croxton's Sc i eBce in the Elementary S9hool. 
II. Demonstrate the following e .xpe ri ences: 
A. What causes winds? 
1. Unequal temperatures. 
2. Air pressure. 
3. What causes land and sea breezes? 
B. Evaporation affected by 
1. Temperature. 
2. Air currents. 
3. Amount of exposed surface. 
C. Humidity. 
Meeting 19. Test on Atmosphere and Weather. 
IJ:'he entire class period will be allowed for the test. 
Meeting 20. Heat, a Form of Energy. 
I. Specific heat. 
II. Temperature. 
A. Thermometers - Fahrenheit and centigrade. 
Work problems in converting from , one scale to 
another. Use formula. 
B. Thermocouple. 
III. Expansion due to heati ng. 
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Demonstrate expansion of metal due to heating. 
Reference: McCorkle, Paul, Survey of Physical Science. 
Blaki ston Company, ¥hiladelphia, 1938, pp. 235-245. 
Meeting 21. Heat. 
I. Change of state. 
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A. Heat of fusion. 
B. Heat of vaporization - boiling. 
II. Refrigeration. 
III. Heat transfer. 
A. Convection. 
B. Conduction·. 
C. Radiation. 
IV. Demonstrate the three methods of heat transfer. 
Reference: McCorkle, Paul, Survey of Physical Science. 
a C 
Blakiston Company, Philadelphia, 1 938, pp. 245-256. 
Meeting 22. Convect i on in Hot Air Furnaces and Hot Water 
Tanks. 
I. On a hectogr~ hed diag ram of a hot-air heating system 
and a hot-water tank, students will indicate the di-
rection of t he convection currents by arrows and ex-
plain the diagram. 
I T . The class will make a visit to the furnace room in the 
administration b u ilding to inspect the s chool heating 
plant. The ventilation throug h the univents and foul 
air outlets will also be examined. 
Meeting 23. Discu ssion of Guide Sheet on Heat, Problems 
I-IV. 
I. The ancient and modern the ories of the cause of heat. 
II. Measurements of heat. 
III. Ex planation of how a thermometer works. 
IV. Explanation of how a thermostat works. 
V. Explanation of i nstances of e«pansion. 
Meeting 24. Discu ssion of Guide Sheet. Problems V, VI. 
I. Changing matter from ones tate to another. 
A. rrhe change in the speed of the molecules. 
B. The ab sorp tion of, or releasing of, heat. 
II. Boiling - raising and lowering the boiling point. 
III. Heat transfer in: 
A. The automobile caiing system. 
B . Cooking u tensils. 
c. The refrigerator. 
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Meeting 25. Discussion of Guide Sheet - Problems VII, VIII. 
I. Engines. 
A. Steam engines. 
B. 'fll1e four-stroke cycle internal combusti on engine. 
II. Fuels. 
A. Compounds of carbon. 
B. The advantages whichgaseous, liqu id, and solid 
fuels possess. 
III. Film: The Gas Engine. l reel silent. 
Meeting 26. A Lesson Plan on Some Phase of Heat 
(Problem I X on Guide Sheet} 
I. Students will prepare a lesson plan on some phase of 
heat following the outline previously g iven. 
II. Any reports f'rom ~lpti onal Work should be ready at 
this time. 
III. Demonstrate experiments on Heat for ele mentary schools. 
Arey, C. K. Science Experiences for Elementary Schools, 
· ' ' ' 
Teachers Colle ge, Columbia University, New York, 1942, 
PP• 80-86. 
Meeting 27. Test on Heat. 
The test will extend throughout the period. 
Meeting 28. Water and Its Application to Daily Life. 
I. 1he composition of water and its wide-spread p resence. 
A. Demonstra1te electrolysis of water. 
II. Buoyancy. 
A. Review A chimedes' principle. 
")"> 
III. Specific g ravity. 
A. Demonstrate t h e acti on of t h e hydrometer i n v arious 
li4u ids and in water. 
IV. Water and health . 
Reference: McCorkle, Paul, Survey of Physical Science. 
Blakiston Comp any, Philadelphia, 1938, pp. 410 -414. 
Meeting 29 , Water Purification. 
I. Hard and soft water. 
II. Water softeni ng methods. 
III. Water pu rification methods. 
A. Filtration. 
B. Co agul ati on. 72 
c. Distillation. 
D. Ch lorination. 
E. Aeration. 
Reference: McCorkle, Paul, Survey of Physical Science -~ 
Blakiston Company, Philadelphia, 1938, pp. 414-418. 
Meeting 30. Student Re ports Relative to Water. 
The reports may be on the following , or similar, 
topics: Water Conservation (Boulder Dam). 
Water Power. 
Water Transportati on. 
Irrig at i on Projects of the Government. 
Flood Control. 
Meeting 31. Experi:r.nents with Water. 
Experimen t s will b e performed based on the following 
problems: 
1. \f.hy do some objects float while others s i nk? 
2. Does water exert an upward or lift i n g force? 
3. Does an object weigh less in water than in 
air? 
4. How doe s the buoyancy of fresh. water compare 
~nth salt water and other liqu ids? 
5. How does changin g the weight a.f.fect a body 
immersed in water? 
6. Does water tend to seek its own level? 
Me e ting 32. Chemical Reactions. 
I .The atom. 
A. Th e atom as c onceived by Dalton in 1 806. 
B. Brownian movement. 
C. 'lhe elements and their a tomic number. 
D. Atom models. 
II. The modern c oncept of the atom. 
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Reference: :McCorkle, .l:'aul, Survey of Physical Science. 
Blak iston Company, Philadelphia, 1 938, pp. 179-190. 
Ivieeting 33. 'I'he Atom. 
I. Energy or quanta levels of t h e atoms. 
A. i~iel Bohr's theory. 
B. 'l'he wav e theory. 
II. Electromagnetic radiations. 
A. Wireless waves. 
B . Infra-red. 
C. Ultra-violet light. 
D. X- rays. 
E . Gamma rays • 
Reference: McCork le, Paul, Survey of Physica l S cience. 
Blakiston Company, Philadelphia, 1938, pp. 190-199. 
Meeting 34. Student Reports on Reference Reading s About 
Atoms. These reports may be on: 
11 1rhe Atom Bomb 11 - £ ife Ma gaz i ne, Au gust 20, 1945. 
" 'l'h e World Wi thin the At om11 - Westingh ouse Li t t le 
Science Series. 
Roentgen and X-Rays. 
Meeting 35. lvlatter Associated with Chemical Energy. 
I. . Oxidation, combustion and reduction. 
II. Chemistry as an exact science. 
A. Symbols and formulas. 
III. Atomic weights and vale nee. 
IV. I oni 7 a ti on. 
v. Film: Chemistry of Combustion, 1 reel sound. 
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Reference: McCorkle, Paul, Survey of Physical Science. 
Blakiston Company, Philadelphia, 1938, pp. 350 -359. 
Meeting 36. Chemical Reactions. 
I. Acids - prope rties and characteristics. 
II. Bases - properties. 
III. Salts. 
A. Compare acids, bases and salts. 
B. Give examples of each. 
IV. ~ome common household chemicals. 
Reference: McCorkle , Paul, Survey of Physical Science. 
Blakiston Company, Philadelphia, 1938, pp. 359-364. 
Meeting 37. True and Apparent Solutions. 
I. Some terms used in solu tion: 
A. Solvent or disperson medium. 
B . Solute. 
C. Dilute, c oncentrated, sat~~ated, supersaturated. 
=======IF==============================================~====---
II .. Properties of solutions. 75 
I I I. Osmosis. 
Demonstrate osmosis through animal membrane. 
IV. Colloids. 
V. Suspension. 
Reference: MCCorkle, Paul, Survey of ~hysical Science. 
Blakiston Company, Philadelphia, 19 38, pp. 398-408. 
Meeting38. Discussion of Guide Sheet on Chemical Reactions. 
Problems I and II. 
I. Differences be t ween a mixture and a compound. 
II. Use of the molecular theory to eA~la in certain 
phenomena. 
III. Application of k nowledge about molecules, atoms, 
symbols and formulas. 
Meeting 39. Discussion of Guide Sheet - Problems III and IV. 
I. The t hree states of matter. 
II. 1be law of conservation of matter. 
III. Chemicalreactions. 
A. A "comb ination" chemical change. 
B. A ndecomposition" chemical chan ge. 
C. A "replacement 11 chemical change. 
IV. Comparison of acids, bases, andsalts according to 
chart. 
l\1eeting 40. Discussion o f Guide Sheet-Problems VI-VIII. 
I. Solutions, colloids, and suspension s. 
A. Three characteristics of true solutions. 76 
B. Examples of different k i nds of colloids. 
c. Examples of changes in pressu..re or temperature 
be i n g caused by a solu tion. 
II. The electron theory. 
III. Electricity from chemicals. 
Me e ting 41. Student Oral Rep orts - Guide Shee t, Problem I X. 
Students will g ive oral reports on a topic from the 
s uggested list. Some topics are: 
1. .Making pig iron in the blast furnace. 
2. How a fire ext i ngu isher works. 
3. Madame Curie and Radium. 
Any Uptional Work on this Guide Sheet is now due. 
Meeting 42. Chemistry Associated with Livin g Thi ngs. 
I. Dyes and perfumes. 
II. Drugs. 
III. Toilet preparations. 
IV. Foods and the dig estion of them. 
V. Vitamins. 
Reference: McCorkle, Paul, Survey of Physical Science. 
Blakiston·company, Philadelphia, 1938, pp. 366-387. 
Meeting 43. Test on Chemical Reactions. 
The entire class period will be allowed for this test. 
Meeting 44. Ma gnetism. 
=-·=~~~=-9F-==·====================================-=-=~-~-==-~-=-======~==-~ 
I. V'Jhat is magnetism? 77 
II. Kinds of magnets. 
A. Horseshoe magnets. 
B. Bar magnets. 
C. U magnets. 
III. How tolocate the poles of a magnet. 
IV. Care and storag e of magnets. 
' 
Reference: Craig, G. s., Science for the Elementary 
School 'reacher ·. Ginn and Company, Boston, 1940, 
pp. 438-448. 
Meeting 45. Class Experiments - Guide Sheet on Magnetism 
Problems I - IV. 
Experiences to find: 
I. 1N.hat substances are attracted by a magnet. 
A. Objects attracted. 
B. Ubjects not attracted. 
II. What substances through which magnetism will pass. 
III. Row to make a mag net. 
IV. How beating and dropping of magnets affects ma gnetism. 
V. · What part of the magnet is stron g est? 
Meeting 46. Class Exp eriments - Gu ide Sheet, ~roblems V-VIII 
Experiences to find: 
I. How two magnets react to each other. 
II. ·vij·hat a compass is and how it works. 
III. Vvbat an electro-magnet is. 
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A. How the strength can be increased. 
IV. Patterns made with iron filing s and paraffin paper or 
blue-pr i nt paper showing lines of force around magnet. 
Meeting 47. Static Electricity- Guide Sheet. 
Students experiment to find: 
I. 
II. 
III. 
IV. 
Articles attracted by a charged rubber rod. 
Articles attracted by a charged glass rod. 
According to electron theory, explain what happens. 
Explain lightning; thunder. 
Reference: McCork le, Paul, Survey of Physical S9ience. 
Blakiston Company, Philadelphia, 1938, pp. 311,312. 
Meeting 48. Student Demonstration of Magnetism Experiments. 
The students will choose and perform experiments with 
magnets: number 3, 4, 10, 12 in Arey's Science Experiences 
for Elementary :::lchools. 
All stu dents will construct a compass, following the di-
rections pp. 58, 59. 
Meeting 49. Class experiments with Static Electricity. 
I. S ¥udents will choose the experiments with S~atic 
Electricity which they wish to perform as demonstra-
tions in class. The experiments will be from Arey: 
Science Experiences for Elementary sghools, numbers 
16, c, d; 17; 19, c, e. 
Reference :Arey, C. K . Science Experiences for Elemen-
tary Schools. Teachers Colle ge, Columbia University, 
79 
l'lew York, 1942, pp. 53-64. 
Meeting 50. Current Electricity. 
I . Electrical units and their meaning. 
A. Volts. 
B. Ohms. 
C. Amperes. 
D. Watts. 
II. Ohm's law - formula for computing resistance, voltage, 
or amperage. 
III. Saf~y precautions to observe in using electricity. 
Reference: McCorkle, Paul, Survey of Physical Science. 
Blakiston Company, Philadelphia, 1938, pp. 305-314. 
Meeting 51. Electrical Phenomena. 
I. Lightning. 
II. Aurora borealis, and aurora australis. 
III. Ele.ctricity and the dry cell. 
IV. Electro-magnetism. 
A. Cersted 1s experiment 
-
v. Film: vVhat is Electricity? Westinghouse Electric fil~ 
p 
Reference: McCorkle, Paul, Survey of Physical Ssienc e. 
Blakiston Company, Philadelphia, 1 938, pp 314-319; 
321-323. 
Meeting 52. Class Experiments. 
Guide Sheet on Current Electricity, Problem I. 
I. Mak,e a good electrical circuit, inserting a swith. 80 
Test ten or twelve materials and classify them as g ood 
or poor conductors of electricity. 
II. Wire two dry cells in series, in p arallel• 
A. What are the a dvantages? the disadvantages? 
III. Wi re two lights in series, in p a rallel. 
A. Compare brightness of light in the two cases. 
B. Advantages and disadvantages. 
"" 
Meeting 53. How Electricity Works for Us. 
Guide Sheet, Problems II and III. 
I. (Jhm 's law. 
A. Computation of problems. 
II. Gral reports · on some electrical appliance accompanied 
by demonstrations or drawings. 
A. Doorbell • 
B. Electric toaster. 
C. Two kinds of light bulbs. 
Meeting 54. The Telegraph and the Telephone. 
I. The telegraph. 
A. How a telegraph works. 
1. Work a toy telegraph set. 
II. The telephone. 
A. H0 w a telephone canreproduce the human voice. 
B. Exam i ne the transmitter andreceiver. 
C. A "visit" to a swi tchb card. 
Reference: McCorkle, Paul, Survey of Physical Scien~~. 
e 
Blakiston Company, Philadelphia, 1938, pp. 338-340. 
Meeting 55. Other Common Electrical Appliances. 
I. The electric motor .• 
A. ~he pri nciple underlying the motor. 
B. Direct current a~d alternating c u rrent motor. 
IT. Li ghts. 
A. Carbon, arc, tungsten filament, fluorescent, and 
neon lights. 
Reference: McCorkle, f aul, Survey of Physical Science. 
Blakiston Company, Philadelphia, 1938, pp. 337, 338. 
Meeti n g 56. How Electricity is Produced. 
Guide· Sheet, Problem IV. 
I. Battery electricity. 
A. Demonstrate electricity produced by chemicals. 
B. 1'he storage battery.· 
1. Chemical chan ges which t ake place. 
I I. Dynamo electricity. 
A. Generators. 
B. Ma gnetoes. 
III. Film: What is Electricity? A W8sti n ghou se Electric 
.film. 
Reference: McCorkle, Paul, Survey of Physical Science. 
e c 
Blakiston Company, Philadelphia, 1938, pp. 335-337. 
Meeting 57. Induction Coils and Transformers. 82 
Guide Sheet, Problem V. 
I. The transformer as an exceptionally efficient machine. 
A. The use of the transformer. 
B. The relationship between voltage and current in 
the transformer • 
I I . Students follow work sheet d i rections and experience 
current induced by a magnet in a coil of wire. 
Reference: McCorkle, Paul, Survey of Physical :::>cience. 
Blakiston Company, Philadelphia, 1938, pp. 326-335. 
Meeting 58. The Radio. 
I • 'l 'he microphone. 
II. Radio waves and the transmitting station. 
III. 1be radio tube and how it works. 
Reference: McCorkle, Pm1l~ Su rvey of Physical Sc i ence. 
Blakiston Company, Philadelphia, 1938, pp 340-347. 
Meeting 59. Film: The Story of F. M. Westinghouse sound 
color film. 
I. Discussion of weaknesses in the conventional broadcast. 
A. Static. 
B. Interference between stations. 
C. Fading. 
D. Poor tone quality. 
II. Presentation of the film: The S-tory of F. M. 
{Frequency IVlodu]:ation} 
III. Discuss how frequency modul a tion overcomes the faulUB3 
of conventional broadcast. 
Meeting 60. Visit to the Johnson Power Plant. 
I. 'l'b.e foreman will conduct the science class on the 
tour. Objects of i nterest to notice: 
A. Control boards. 
B . The generators. 
C. The transformers. 
D. The rheostat. 
E. Transmission lines. 
Meeting 61. Experiences with Electricity :::>uitable for 
~lementary S chool. 
Students will demonstrate experiences with electricity 
for use in the elementar y school. These experiences may 
develop s ome of the following conceptsa 
A. Some s ubstances conduct electricity, others do 
not. 
B. A current of e le ctrici ty has a heating effect. 
C. Fuses prevent wires from b ecorning dangerously 
hot. 
D. Electricity may be made fro m chemicals. 
Meeting 62. Electricity Units in the State Course of Study 
in Science. 
c 
Study in Science. 
I. ~ otice the g rade p lacements of units on electricity 84 
in the State Course of S t udy. 
II. Notice what the concepts of electricity are on the 
pri mary level, intermediate, and upper grade levels .• · 
III. Write a lesson plan· develop i n g one of these concepts 
~ 
of electricit y . 
Meeting 63. Test on Electric i ty 
The class hour will be devoted to the test on electricity. 
'r he 'l'est will be in two parts: · writtan and demonstration 
of wi ring cells. 
Meet i n g · 64. Energy App lied to Machines. 
I. How we use mach i nes. 
II. Definition of a machine. 
III . Uses of machines. 
A. To increase s peed. 
B. To decrease spe ed. 
c . To increase f orce. 
D. To ch ange the dire c tion of the fo:r-ce. 
E. 'r o chan ge e n erg y from one form to another. 
IV. Ef f iciency of a machine. 
Reference: McCorkle, Paul, Survey of Physical Science. 
Blakiston Company, Philadelphia, 1938, pp. 227-233 . 
Meeting 66. More Simple Machines. 
I. 'I'he inclined plane. 
II. Wh a t is work ? 
III. 1~at is power? 
IV. Measuring work done. 
V. Film: Simple Machines. 1 reel silent. 
Meeting 67. Some Special Machines. 
I. Differentiated pulleys. 
II. Cranks. 
III. Cams. 
IV. Eccentrics. 
V. Worm gear. 
Meeting 68. Liquids and Gases at Work. 
I . Water wheels. 
II • r~Purb ine s • 
III. Pumps. 
IV. Water meters. 
V. Hydraulic jacks. 
VI. Pressure gauges. 
Meeting 69. Experiences with Simple Machines. 
I. The students will conduct e xperiences with simple 
machines which are suitable to the elementary school. 
These experiences will involve: 
A. Using the inclined plane. 
B. Using wedges. 
c. The screw. 
D. Using levers. 
E. Using pulleys. 
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II. Exami ne common instruments and tools to note the 
machi nes. 
Meeting 70. Technique in Science Teaching . 
I. The a ims for a teachers' course in science. 
II. Discuss: Reasons wh y science isn't g enerally taught 
in the rural and g raded schools in Vermont. 
One reas on that is usu~lly g iven is that there is a 
lack of equ i pment for science teaching. Since this 
is so often offered as the crux of the problem, the 
stu dents will be assigned the collection of a kit of 
all materials necessary to carry out experiments on a 
chosen sc i ence concept. The material need not b e ex-
pensive. Much can be d one with h ome-furnished equ ip-
ment. 
Meeting 71. Science and Curricu lar Trends. 
I. The place of s c ience in elementary edu cat i on. 
I I. Conceptions of modern science. 
A. Man's conception of truth changes. 
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B. Importance of confidence in the scientific method. 
I I I. Elements of the scientific attitu de. 
IV. Conception of science a nd desirable s oc i al att i tudes. 
Meeting 72. Science and the Child. 
I. Trends in science in the elementary school. 
II . Interaction of experiences and values. 
A. Phases of instruction that the teacher may 87 
share with the children. 
III. 'I'he u se of the scient i fic method in the educational 
process. 
IV. The solution of problems. 
A. Def i n i ng the problem to be studied. 
B. Suggesting a method of so l ving the pDOblem. 
C. Arr iving at a solution. 
Meeting 73. Types of Activities in Science. 
I. Activiti es. 
A. Discuss ion. 
B. Experiment. 
c. Excursion. 
D. Heading . 
II. Intelligent adjustment through scientific _ inter-
pretation. 
III. Planning instruction in science. 
Meeting 74. Or ganizing Life and Learning in the School: 
The Unit of Work. 
I . Characteristics of desirable units. 
II. Develop i n g a unit. 
A. Orientation, appr oach or introduction. 
B. Formulation of problem or planni n g paiod. 
C. Collection and evaluation of data. 
D. Presentation of materials. 
III. Planning in the unit. 88 
IV. Evaluating the significance of the unit. 
Meeting 75. Student reports from the Cornell Rural School 
Leaflets, ~ew York State College of Agriculture 
at Cornell University, Ithaca, New York. Each 
student is to read a Leaflet of her · choice and 
make the evaluation of it to the class. 
Meeting 76, Scientific Experiences. 
I. Why scientific experiences for the elementary child? 
II. Which scientific concepts are vital to children? 
III. Interest - what role does it play in selecting science 
experiences? 
IV. Basic guiding principles. 
V. Sc i ence experiences -what t ypes? 
Meeting 77. The Excursion as a Teaching Technique. 
I. Plann i n g the excursion. 
A. Plann i n g by the teacher. 
B. Planning that can and should be shared with the 
children. 
II. The outcome and follow-up of the exct~sion. 
ITI. Possible excursion trips. 
The students collecti vely will list excu rsions (by 
grades where significant} that are in accord with the 
science concepts euggested in the State Course of Study 
L 
in Science. 
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Meeting 78. Survey of Elementary Science Texts. 
A committee of students will formulate a score card for 
judging the merits of elementary science texts. Using 
this score card each stv_den t will examine a set of science 
books and give her evaluation of it to the class. 
The purpose of this assignment is to acquaint the student 
with the textbooks in most g eneral use. She should feel 
qualified to make suggestions for the purchase of texts 
if the adopt i on of a new s eries is pending. 
Meeting 79. Teachers' Supplementary Science Materials. 
I. Teachers 1 supplementary books for personal reference. 
II. Ma gazines such as: 
'"' Canadian Activities, 177 Jarvis St., N.W., Washington, 
D. C. 
Current Science, A.rnerican Education Press, 400 South 
Front Street, Columbus, Ohio. 
III. Free materials relative to science. 
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SCIENCE V AND VI -- BIOLOGY 
Biology is a required course in the junior year 
at the State ~ormal School, Johnson, Vermont. Class meets 
three times a week for a total of seventy-two periods • . 
One of the classes each week is a laboratory period of one 
hundred minutes in length. 
This course aims to furnish the basis for an 
ihtelligent understanding of animal and plant life, and 
the place of man in the world of living things. 
Sugg ested lessons for Biolog y are now presented, 
followed by page or chapter references to the book which 
is used as the tex t and to its laboratory manual. Supple-
mentary references for the course may be found in the 
Bibliography for Science V and VI. 
( 
SC JEN CE V AND VI BIOLOGY 
Iv1 eeting 1 • 
I. Exp lain plan of work for c ourse: 
A. Text and references. 
B. Collection of plants and animals. 
C. Preparation for field trip or laboratory 
e x.ercis es • 
II. Start lecture on Animal Ecology. 
A. How to study ecology. 
B. Plant and an imal associations. 
C. Basic environments and factors of the environment. 
l. Water. 
2. Temperature • . 
3. Li ght. 
4. Chemical factors. 
5. Gravity. 
6. Biotic factors. 
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Reference: Hunter G., Walter, H. E., Bunter, G. I I I, 
Biology. American Book Comp any, :N ew York, 1938 Chap. 1. 
Meet i n g 2. Laboratory: Field trip~ 
Objectives: 
1. To study the interrelationship of plants and animals 
to (a } each other and (b } their environment. 
2. To collect material common to these localities. 
I. Give instructions and distribute necessary equ ipment 
before going into the field. 
II. Area studies in the field. 
A. Study of Grassland Community. 
B. Study of a S tream Community. 
c. Study of a Pond Community. 
D. Study of a Woodland Community. 
Meeting 3. r he Biological Conqu est of the World. 
I. A comp arison of two f orests. 
II. The why of distribu tion. 
A. Barriers. 
B. Successions and their causes. 
C. Overpopulation and its resu lts. 
III. The shifting world of organisms. 
IV. Ways of locomotion. 
V. Adaptability to new conditions. 
R ference: Hunter, G., Walter, H. E., Hunter G. I I I, 
e 
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Biolog y. American Book Company, New York, 1938. Chap. 2 
Meeting 4. Collection and Preservation of Animal and Plant 
Specimens. 
Since the following laboratory period will be 
spent in the field c ollecting spec imens, this 
meeting will be devoted to a consideration of 
the proper means of collecting plant and animal 
life, and the u se of equipment. 
I. Plant 1 ife. 
A. Collection of typical specimens. 93 
B. Treatment - press i n g , or preserving in formalin. 
C. Identification and mounti n g . 
II. Animal life. 
A. Equipment for collection of water inhabitants. 
B. Insects: method of killing , pinning and mounting . 
C. Other animals: method of preservation. 
Meeting 5. Laboratory: Field Trip for Collection of Plants 
and Animals. 
I. Giv i ng instructions and distri buting equipment. 
II. Collection of common plants: flower i ng plants; Mosses 
and club mosses; tree leaves; ferns. 
III. Collection of animal life; b u tterflies, moths, and 
oth er flyi ng i nsects; t adpoles, frogs, and salamanders; 
water insects; insect galls and parasitic forms. 
Meeting 6. The Interdependence of Liv i n g Things. 
I. Relations between members of .the same species. 
II. Relations of members of different species. 
III. Adap tations for feed-getting in plants. 
A. Carnivorous plants. 
B. Comraens alism. 
C. Symbiosis. 
D. Parasitism. 
Hunter, G., 1Nalter, H. E., Hu nter, G. III, Biology, 
Amer i can Book Comp :ctny, liJew York , 1908, Chapter 3. 
Meeting 7. Student Reports. 
How to Set up a Terrarium. 
How to Set up an Aquarium. 
These reports should spec i fy the types of plants and 
animals to i nclude, the number for maintaining balance, 
the type and size of container, the preparation o.f it, 
and steps in the arrangement o f the life in it. The 
care and feeding of a nimals should also be included. 
Meet i ng 8. Labor a tory: Field TriP for Collection of 
Aquarium: and IJ:lerra:rium Materials. 
The class will divide into two sections, one to 
collect materials for an a,qu arium, the other for 
a terrarium. 
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The latter part of the period will be allowed for 
setting up the terrarium and aquarium in the classroom. 
Meeting 9. Classification of Animal and Plant Life. 
I. Early contributions to class i fication. 
II. 
III. 
IV. 
v. 
A. Linnaeus. 
Binomial nomenclature: 
Kingdom, phylum, clas s , order, family, g enus, species. 
Law of priority. 
Vfuat is a species? 
A classification of plants and animals. 
Hunter, G., Walter, H. E., Hunter, G. III, Biology. 
American Book Company, ~ew York, 1938, pp.63-69. 
Meeting 10. Life and Protoplasm. 
I. vVha t is being alive? 
A. Metabolism. 
E. Some signs of manifes ta t i.on of life. 
C. The produ ction and tme of enzymes associated 
with living things. 
I I. Structure of protoplasm. 
A. Protoplasm and the cell. 
B. Chemical organization of living matter. 
C. Protoplasm, a complex mixture. 
hunter, G., Walter, H. E ., Bunter, G. III, Biolog y. 
American Book Company, ~ ew York, 1938. pp. 125-132. 
Meeting 11. Laboratory: The Microscope and The Cell. 
I. Prelimi nary instructi ons for t h e student. 
A. Use of the microscope. 
B. Microscopic preparati ons. 
C. Drawings. 
I I . Use of the microscope. 
A. Prelimiary microscope work. 
III. Structu re of the cell. 
A. Cellular or ganization of plant tissues. 
B. Cellular organization · of animal tissues. 
Exercise 5 in Manual. 
Meeting 12. Protoplasm. 
I. Protoplasm a colloidal mixture. 
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A. ~ature of colkids. 
II. Diffusion. 
A. Solute. 
· B . So 1 vent • 
III. Osmosis and its si gnificance to living cells. 
A. Plasmolys'iS. 
B. Hyperosmotic solutions. 
C. hypoosmotic solutions. 
hunter, G., Walter, H. E., Hunter, G., III, Biology. 
American Book Company, ~ew York , 1938, pp.l32-137. 
Meeting 13. Cells and Tissues. 
I. Living things composed of cells. 
II. Plant and animal cells differ in size, shape and 
structure. 
I II. Why calls divide. 
IV. How plant cells div i de • . 
V. How an imal cells divide. 
Hunter, G., Walter, H. E., Hunter, G. III, lQiology. 
American Book Company, ~ew York, 19 38, pp. 138 -144. 
Meeting 14. Laboratory: Cell Division. 
I. Mitosis in plants. 
A. Re sting stag e. 
B. Prophase. 
c. Metaphase. 
D. Anaphase. 
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E. Telaphase. 
II. Mi tosis in ani~Bls. 
Exerc i se 6 in Manual. 
Meeting 15. Plant and . Animal ~issues. 
I. Tissues in plants. 
A. The rneristema tic tissues. 
B. The protective t i ssues. 
D. The fundamental tissues. 
D. 'lbe conducting tissues. 
II. The tissu es in animals. 
A. Epithelial tissues. 
B . Supporting tissues. 
C. Muscular tissues. 
D. Nervous tissues. 
Bunter, G., Walter, H. E ., Hunter, G. III, Biology. 
American Book Company, New York , 1938, pp.l44-149. 
Meeting 16. The Development of Sexuality in Plants. 
r ~ 'l'he be ginning of sex i n the al gae. 
A. Pleurococcus or Protococ cus. 
B. Spirogyra. 
C. Ulothrix . 
D. Oedog onium. 
E. A representa t i ve fungus. 
Hunter, G., Walter, H. E., Hu nter, G. II I., Biology. 
Amer i ca n Book Company, New York , 1938 , pp. 168- 174. 
========9F==========================================================~~-==~- -
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Meeting 17 ... Laboratory: Development of Sexuality in Lower 
Flants, the Algae. 
I. ~imple types. 
A. Gleocapsa. 
B. Pleurococcus. 
c. Uscellatoria. 
D. .Nostoc. 
II. Types sug gesting s exual reproduction. 
A. Spyrogyra - sexual and asexual reproduction. 
B. Ulcthrix. 
C. Mucor. 
Exercise 9 in I•llanual. 
Meeting 18. Liverworts and Mosses - the Bryophytes. 
I. Two most important differences between bryophytes and 
al gal ancestors. 
A. Specialized character of their alternation of 
generations. 
B. More complex str1J.cture of their sex organs. 
II. The life cycle of the_ liverwort: Marchantia. 
III. The life cycle of a moss: Polytrichum. 
Meeting 19. 'l'he Ferms. 
I. External stru cture of ferns. 
II. Internal structure of ferns. 
A. Spore-bearing org ans. 
III. The garnet. ophyte, or prothallus. 
IV. The origin of the ferns. 
Hunter, G. Walter, H. E., Hunter, G. III. Biology. 
Arnerican Book Company, New York, 1938, pp. 174-178. 
Meeting 20. Lab oratory: The Fern. 
I. The asexual stage, or sporophyte. 
A. The rhizome. 
B. The frond. 
1. Sorus. 
2. C 8 ntral stalk. 
3. Spore case. 
4. Annulus and indus i um. 
II. The s e.xual stage, or prothallium. 
A. Archegonia. 
B. Antheridia. 
Exercise 10 in the Manual. 
Meeting 21. Ferns and the I ndependent Sporophyte. 
I. The life cycle of a typical fern. 
II. Thealternation of generations amon g the ferns. 
A. The gametophyte. 
B. The sporophyte - dominant generation. 
III. Identify at least five ferns. 
J 
Meeting \22. The Gymnosperms. 
I. T~~ origin of the seed habit. 
II. Seed development in the pine. 
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A. Stami nate cones. 100 
B. O'vulate cones. 
C. The alternation of generations. 
III. The earliest gymnosperma. 
Meeting 23. Laboratory: The Morphology and Life Cycle of 
the Gymnosperms. 
The Pine. 
I. The vegetative branches. 
II. 1be pine needle. 
III. 'rhe staminate cone. 
IV. The ovulate c one at pollination. 
v. The year-old ovulate cone at fertilization 
VI. The two-year ovulate cone. 
VII. The seed. 
Exercise 11 in the .Manual. 
Meeting 24. Primitive Seed Plants. 
I. Gymnosperms. 
A. Order-Gnetales. 
B. 0 rder- Ginkgo. · 
C. Order-Cycads. 
D. Order- Conifers. 
II. The life-cycle of the pine - review. 
III. Identify at least five of our conifers. 
Meeting 25. The Flowering Plant. 
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I. V6 getative Structure. 
II. Reproduction. 
A. The male gametophyte. 
B. The female game tb.phyte. 
c. Fertilization and embryo formation. 
III. Grigin of the Angiosperms. 
IV. Dicotyledons and monocotyledons. 
V. Evolutionary tendencies. 
Meeting 86. Laboratory:: The Flowering Plant. 
r. The flowering plant. 
A. The main axis. 
B. Lateral members. 
Ir. The flower. 
A. G~neral morphology. 
l. Pedicel. 
2. Calyx and sepals • 
3. Corolla and petals. 
4. Stamen. 
5. Pistil. 
Exercise 12 in the Manual. 
Meeting 27. The Life-Cycle of the Flowering Plant. 
I. Floral parts of an average specimen .. flower. 
A. Val ue of these parts to the flower. 
II. The alternation of generations in the flowering plants. 
III. The seed. 
IV. The pro gress made by the flowering plant in its 
evolutionary trend. 
Meeting 28. The Role of Green Plants. 
I. The s tructure of g ree plants. 
II. :Ihe raw food materials used b y plants. 
III. The xuot and its work . 
A. Cortex . 
B. Meristem. 
C. Xylem and phloem. 
D. Root hairs. 
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hunte~ G., Walter, H. E., Hunter, G. I I I, Biology. 
American Book Company, ~ew York, 1938, pp. 237-245. 
Meeting 29. Labor a tory: The Root and Its Work. 
I • The root tip. 
A. The morpholog y of the root tip. 
1. The root cap. 
2. Growing re gion, or meristem. 
3. Elong ation zone. 
4. Zone of maturing t i ssue. 
B . The mature r oot. 
II. Experiments demonstra ting the function of roots. 
Exercise 20 in the Manual. 
Meeting 30 . :More Ab ou t t h e Root. 
I. The soil. 
A. Rock particles. 103 
B. Water and air. 
c. Organic matter. 
D. Dissolved substances. 
E. Or ganisms. 
II. The root. 
A. Interna l s t rt..l. c tur e of the root. 
B. Diffusion and osmosis in the root. 
c. Other functions of the root. 
Meeting 31. The Work of the Stem. 
I. The stern, structure and functions. 
A. Xylem and phloem tissu es. 
B . Annual rings. 
c. Cambium. 
D. Parenchyma. 
E. Vascular rays. 
F. Pith rays. 
II. The monoc otyledonous stem. 
I II . The dicotyledonou s stem. 
Bunter, G., Walter, H. E ., Hunter, G. III, Biology. 
The American Book Company, ~ew York, 1938, pp245-251. 
Meeting 32. Laboratory: The Stem, Its Structure and Function 
I. The exogenous type of stem of dicotyledonous plants. 
A. The young stem. 
B. An older stem. 
~ote annual rays. How old is it? 104 
IT. The endogenous t yp e of stem of monocotyledonous plants. 
A. The corn stem. 
Compare with dicot stem. 
Exercise 21 in the Manual. 
Meeting 33. Review of Plants Through Sound Motion Pictures. 
Flowers At Work - l reel sound. 
Seed Dispersal 
Plant Growth 
- l reel sound. 
- 1 reel s ound • 
These films show the structure and ft.mctioning of the 
flowering plant as well as pollination and d i fferent methods 
of seed dispersal. 
After viewing these films with attention on particular 
points, the class will discuss them. 
Meeting 34. The Leaf. 
I. The structure of the leaf. 
A. Epidermis, and stomata with guard cells. 
B. Pal i sade layer. 
C. Parenchyma 
II. How green plants made rood. 
A. Carbon dioxide as raw material. 
B. The role of water. 
C. Cbbrophyll and light. 
III. Chemistry of food making. 
IV. Resp iration. 
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V. Transpiration. 
Hunter, G., Walter, H. E., hunter, G. III. Biology. 
American Book Company, ~ew York, 190~, pp.25l-273. 
Meeting 35. The Structure ana. Fuiictioning of the Leaf. 
I. The ana to my of the Jeaf' . 
A. Leaf of a monocotyledonous plant. 
B. Leaf of a dicotyledonous plant. 
II. Phys1ology of the leaf. 
Experiments and demonstrations designed to illustrate: 
A. Respiration. 
B. Transpiration. 
c. Photosyntheses. 
Exercises 22 in the :Manual. 
Meeting 36. Test on All Plants. 
The entire class period will be devoted to the test. 
Meeting 37. The Large Group of Smallest Organisms. 
I. Some forms found in a drop of water. 
II. Ameba, an animal cell. 
A. Pseudopodia. 
B. Endoplasm and ectoplasm. 
C. Contractile vacuole. 
D. Food vacuole. 
III. Euglena- a borderline representative. 
IV. Paramecium. 
t-======~~==========~======================================i======= 
I I I. Re l ated f or ms -bacteria and diatoms. 
e 
Exerc i se 8 in the Manual • 
Meeting 39 . Protozoa. 
I . Parameci urn. 
A. Macronucleus. 
B. Micronucleus. 
C. Reproduction i n the paramecia. 
1. Simple fission. 
2. Conjugation. 
3 • Endomi xis • 
II. Diatoms. 
Til. Bacteria - coccus, bacillu s, spirillu m 
lVIeet i n g 40 . Bei ng a Worm. 
A t ypical worm. 
I. Ex ternal structure of the earthworm. 
A. Ivietameres. 
B. Pros tomium. 
c. Clitellum. 
D. Setae. 
II. Th e di gestive tract and its functions. 
A. Pharynx. 
B. ~sophagus. 
c. Crop. 
D. Gizzard. 
E. I test i ne. 
n 
10 6 
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II I. How blood circulates. 
H~nter, G., Walter, H. E., Hunter, G. III., Biology. 
American Book Company, ~ew York, 1938, pp. 187-1 98 . 
Meeting 41. Laboratory: The Earthworm. 
I. The living worm. 
II. The p reserved worm. 
A. External anatomy. 
B. I nternal anatomy. 
1. Digestive system. 
2. Circu.latory system. 
r 
3. Excretory system. 
III. :Microscopic anatomy of the earthworm. 
Exercise 14 in the Nianual. 
~ eeting 42. The Earthworm. 
I • Organs of excretion. 
.lL l~ephrostome. 
B. l'Jephridiopore. 
II. The muscles and their work • 
A. . Circular muscles. 
B. Longitudinal muscles. 
III. Reactions to stimuli. 
IV. The reproductive system and reproduction. 
Meeting 43. The Grasshopper. 
I. External features. 
A. Head. 
B. l'itou th parts. 
C. Compound eye and simple e yes. 
D. Antennae. 
E. Thorax. 
F. Le gs and Wings. 
G. Abdomen. 
II. Internal anatomy. 
A. Res pirator y s ystem. 
B. Digestive system. 
Meeting 1±4. Laboratory: The Popu.liD> Insect .Plan, The 
Grasshopper. 
I. External morpholo gy of the g rasshopper. 
A. General characteristics. 
B. The head. 
c . 'n1e thorax. 
D. The abdomen. 
E. The appe ndages. 
II. Internal anatomy of the g rasshopper. 
A. General observat i ons. 
~· ~ervous system. 
Exercise 17 in the Manual. 
Meeting 45. The Life of the Socialized Bee. 
I. The head and appendages. 
II. 'l'he thorax and its appendages. 
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III. 
IV. 
v. 
Honey manufacture. 
Digestion, circulation, respiration. 
Reproduction and life his tory. 
VI. 'I'he life in the hive. 
Film: The tloney Bee - 1 reel sound. 
Hunter, G., Walter, H. E. Hunter, G. III. Biology. 
American Book Company, New York, 1 938 , pp. 199 - 214. 
Mee ting 46. I nternal Pa ras ites. 
I. Parasi te req¥iring ' o_n~ :· hos.t._ 
A. The hookworm, Necator americanus. 
B . Ascaris lumbricoides 
II. Parasite requ iring two hosts. 
A. Tr ichinella s p iralis. 
B. lVfalaria. 
I II. Parasites requiring more than two hosts. 
A. Bass tapeworm. 
B. Flukes. 
HUnter, G., Walter, h. E ., Hunter, G. III, Biology~ 
American Book Company, New x·ork, 1938, pp. 223-232. 
Meeting 47. Laboratory: The Art of Parasitism. 
Adaptations to Parasitism. 
I. Paras i tes requ iring only one h ost. 
A. 'l'he hookworm. 
B. The rou ndworm. 
II. Parasites re quiring more t han one host. 
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A. Sheep liver flwce. 
B. Trichinella. 
C. 'l'he bass tapeworm. 
Exercise 18 in the l\'Ianual. 
Me e t i n g 48. Effects of a Parasitic Life. 
I. The art of parasitism. 
A. Who qualifies? 
B. The host-parasite conflict. 
II. Effects of parasitism on organisms. 
A. Keeping the cycle going. 
B. The complexity of parasltic relationships. 
III. External parasites. 
IV. Film: ~fuite Pine Bli~r Rust -- 2 reels sound. 
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Bunter, G., Walter, H. E., Hunter, G. III, Biology. 
American Book Company, New York, 1 938, pp 215-222. 
Meet ing 49. The Digestive System. 
I. Parts of the dig estive system. 
A. Oral cavity. 
B. The pharynx and esophagus. 
C • The s tomach • 
1. fundus. 
2. Cardiac reg ion. 
3. Gr·eater and lesser curvatures. 
4. .Pylorus. 
D. The small intestine. 
; 
E. The large intestine. 
Hunter, G., Walter, H. E., Hunter, G. III, Biology .. 
Arnerican Book Company, 1\lew York, i938, pp. 284-293 
11 1 
Meeting 50. Laboratory: 'rhe Intake Mechanism of the Pig. 
I . Abdominal viscera. 
A. IDissecting the pig. 
B. The organs in situ. 
C. The alimentary canal. 
1. S tomach. 
2. Duodenum, jejunum, ileum. 
3. Larg e intestine • . 
D. Glands. 
1. Liver. 
2. Pancreas. 
Exercise 23 in the Manual. 
lVIeeting 51. Intake Devices and How They Function. 
I. Foods and the i r u ses. 
II. 
III. 
IV. 
A. Energy producers. 
B . ~ on-energy producers. 
C. Vitamins. 
D. The activators - enzymes. 
Digestion in lower animals. 
Methods of increasing digestive surfaces. 
The di gestive glands and their enzymes. 
Hunter, G., Walter, H. E., Hunter, G. III, Biolog y. 
L_ 
American Book Company, ~ew York, 1938, pp. 274-284;112 
293-30 0. 
Meeting 52. The Heart and Lungs. 
I • The he art • 
A. Ventricles. 
B. Auricles. 
C. Valves. 
D. Connecting arteries and veins. 
III. Respiratory devices. 
A. Resp iration. 
B. The protein, hemoglobin. 
Hunter, G., Walter, H. E., Hunter, G. III, Biology. 
American Book Company, l"'ew York, 1938, pp. 306-308; 
311-313. 
heeting 53. Laboratory: The Heart and Lungs of a Pig. 
I. The thoracic viscera. 
A. The or gans in position. 
B. The heart. 
IT. The fetal c irculatio n . 
A. The fetal heart. 
III. The adult heart. 
A. Plan of circulation. 
Exe rcise 25 in the Manual • 
~fleeting 54. The Respiratory System. 
I. External respiration. 
A. Respiratory papillae. 
B. Respiratory pouches. 
c. Lung books. 
D. The body surface. 
E. Gills. 
F. 'l1racheae. 
II. Internal resp iration. 
III. Respiratory system in man. 
Hunter, G., Walter, H. E., Hunter, G. III, Biology. 
~rican Book Company, ~ew York, 1938, pp. 313-319. 
Meeting 55. The How and Why of Circulat ion. 
I. Vfuy a transportation system? 
II. Unspecialized trans por tation system. 
ITI. Upen circulatory systems. 
IV. Closed circulatory system~. 
A. The conduits -arteries, veins, and capillaries. 
Hunter, G., Walter, H. E., Hunt er, G. III, Biology. 
American Book Company, ~ew York, 1938 , 'pp. 300-311. 
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Meeting 56. Labor a tory: The Circulatory Sys tern of the Pig. 
I. The proximal aorta and its branches. 
A. Coronary arteries. 
B. Carotids. 
II. The right s ubclavian artery. 
III. The descending aorta. 
IV. 'I'he veins • 
V. Fllm: Circulation- l reel silent. 
Exercise 27 in the Manual • 
Meeting 57 • The Blood and tbe Lymph. 
I. Volu me of blood. 
II. Composition of blood. 
III. 
IV. 
v. 
A. The platelets. 
B. The white cells. 
C. The red cells. 
Reger.eration of the he~globin. 
Coagulati on of blood. 
Transfusion of blood. 
Meeting 58. Support and Locomotion. 
I. Skeletal devices. 
A. Interdep endence of parts. 
B. Kinds of skeletons. 
1. Exoskeletons. 
2. Endoskeletons. 
c. Support, pro t ection, and locomotion. 
II. Devices for movement. 
A. The "why11 of motion and locomotion. 
B. IVIus cl e s and mus cular s ys tern s. 
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Hunter, G., Walter, H. E., Hunter, G. III, Biolog y. 
American Book Company, New Y0 rk, 1 9 38, pp. 326-339. 
IVIeeting 59: Laboratory: Devices for Support and Locomotion. 
I. Kinds of s k eletons. 
A. Exoskeletons. 
B. Endoskeletons - the axial skeleton. 
1. The human skull. 
2. The vertebrae. 
3. The thorax. 
C. Endoskeletons -the appendicular skeleton. 
1. Bones of arms and shoulder girdle. 
2. Bones of legs and pelvis. 
Exercise 31 in the Manual. 
Meet i n g 60. The Skeleton. 
I. How the skeleton begins~ 
II. H0 w bone is formed. 
III. General characteristics of bone. 
IV. Articulations of the skeleton. 
V. Bursae. 
Meeting 61. lvlechanisms of Sensation. 
I. The cranial and spinal nerves. 
II. The autonomic nervous system. 
III. The ~ ense organs~ receptor devices. 
A. Taste. 
B. Smell. 
C. Simple light receptors. 
D. Compound eyes. 
E. Camera eyes. 
F. Ears. 
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Bunter, G., Walter , H. E., Hunter, G. III, Biolo gy. 
American Book Company, New York , 1938, pp. 352-363. 
Me et i n g 62. 
I. Vis:bn. 
A. Direct and indirect vision. 
B . The blind spot. 
II. Sensations. 
A . The cutaneous senses. 
1. Hea t - cold. 
2. Touch - pain. 
III. Reflex act ions. 
A. Pupil reflex. 
B. Tendon reflex . 
Exercise 33 in the Manual • 
Meeting 63. Mechanisms of Sensation and Coord i nation. 
I. 1he morphological uni t - the neuron. 
II . The physiolog ical unit - the reflex arc. 
III. Types of nervous systems. 
IV. Ana t omy and development of the brain. 
A. The vertebrate brain. 
1. Cereb rt1m. 
2. Cerebellum. 
3. Pons. 
4. Medulla oblongata. 
Meetin 64. Sexual Re- redu ction and 
Vertebrates. 
I. Germ Cells versus soma cells. 
II. Fertilization. 
III. Early cleavage and variations caused by yolk. 
IV. Blastulation. 
V. Gastrulation. 
VI. Early differentiation of the embryo. 
VII. Elaboration of germ cells, or gametogenesis. 
Hunter, G., Walter, H. E., Hunter, G. III, Biology. 
American Book Company, ~ew York, 1938, pp. 414-422; 
428-430. 
Meeting 65. Laboratory: Reproduction and the Life Cycle. 
I. Early embryologi cal development. 
A. :Germ cells and .fertilization. 
B. Early cleavage. 
II. Later embryological development. 
A. Thirty-three hour chick. 
B. Study of a living embryo. 
1 Seventy-two hour chick. 
Exercise 37 in Manual. 
Meeting 66. Protective Devices for the Embryo. 
I. Egg shells. 
II. The yolk sac. 
III. Amnion and chor ion. 
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IV. Allantois. 
V. Placenta. 
VI. Film: The Gift of Life - silent. 
Hunter, G., Walter~ H. E., Hunter, G. III, Biology. 
American Book Company, New York, 1938, pp. 4~~-433. 
Meeting 67. The Great Relay Race - Genetics. 
I. Biological inheritance. 
A. Heredity. 
B. Environment. 
II. Independence of germplasm. 
III. Lines of approach. 
A. Somatoplasm. 
B. Germplasm. 
IV. The experimental method. 
A. M~ndelism. 
Hunter, G., Walter, H. E., Bunter, G. III, Biology. 
American Book Company, New York, 1938, pp. 434-447. 
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Meeting 68. ~aboratory: The Great R~lay Race - Genetics. 
'l1his ]a boratory exercise, because of the d i fficulty and 
length, will extend through two periods. In this, the 
first of the two periods, problems in monohybrids and 
debybrid crosses will be done for practice. The student 
may secure all aid necessary to understand these crosses. 
The problems will not be handed in. 
Film: Heredity - 1 reel sound. 119 
Exercise 39 in the Manual. 
Meeting 69. IVIonohyprids, Dihybrids, Trihybrids, and Other 
Crosses. 
I. Examples , 5.n hybrid eros s es . 
II. D n i t char~c cters and factors. 
III. Practical breeding. 
A. ~election • . 
B. Pedigree breeding. 
I V. Inbreeding and c ousin marriage. 
V. Cutbreeding and hybrid vi gor. 
Hunter, G., Walter, H. E., J:iunt er, G. III, Biology. 
Ainerican Book Company, .New York, 1938, pp. 447-457. 
Meeting 70. F'actors in Heredity. 
I. Chromosomes and g enes. 
II. Lin..kag e and crossing over. 
III. Chromosome maps. 
IV. The role of cytoplasm. 
V. Sex in heredity. 
Bunter, G., Walter, H. E., Hunter, G. III, Biology. 
American Book Company, .New York, 1 938, pp . 457-471. 
~ 
Ivl eeting 71. Laboratory: The Great Relay Race - Genetics. 
This is the second period on this exercise dealing with 
monohybrids and dihybrid crosses. The first period was 
for practice only, but in this period, each student must 
work his own problems without aid from colleagues or in-
structor~ 
Exercise 39 in the Manual. 
Meeting 72. Final Test. 
The final test will be one class period in duration. 
The questions will be entirely of the multiple choice 
cr completion type. 
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======~F==============-=---======-=-==~========================~======== 
SCIEi,ICE VII A.ND VIII ADVANCED ::>CIEN CE 
Adv~~ced Science is a required course in the 
Senior year at the State .Nor~al School, Johns on , Vermont. 
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A fifty-minute class meets twice a week, t otaling forty-eight 
periods. 
Advanced Science is an extension of Survey of 
Science. It deals with such topics as the Earth and Some 
of Its ~eighbors, Conservat i on, Sound, and Li ght. 
Suggested lessons for Advanced Science are now 
presented, followed by page or chapter references to the book 
which is used as text. Supplementary references may be se-
lected 'from the Bibliography for Science III and IV and VII 
and VIII. 
SCIEN CE VII AND VIII ADVANCE SCI ENCE 
'l'he Earth and the Universe 
Meeting 1. The Earth as a Planet. 
I. The origin of the earth. 
A. Hypothesis of orig in. 
II. The earth is ou r planet. 
III. The seasons. 
A. The positions of the axis of the earth dL~ing 
the solar year.. 
B. The equ inox es - autumnal and vernal. 
122 
1\'lcCork le, Paul, Survey of Physical Saience. Blak iston 
Compan y, Philadelphia, 1938 , pp. 67-70. 
Meet i n g 2. The Earth. 
I. Evidence for rotation of the earth on its axis. 
A. Foucault's e xp eriment. 
II. ; Earth stru cture. 
A. Centrosphere. 
B. Li thos phere. 
C. Hydrosphere. 
D. Atmosphere. 
III. Age of the earth. 
McCork le, Paul, Survey of Physical Science. B1a kiston 
Company, Philadelphia, 1938, p p . 70 -78. 
Meeting 3. The Earth as a Clock. 
I. Sidereal t ime. 
I I. Me an solar time. 123 
III. Longitude. 
IV. The date line. 
v. Film: The Earth in Motion- l reel sound. 
Meeting 4. · The Earth A Clock. 
I. The calendar. 
A. rl'he Roman cal en dar • 
B. The thirteen-month calendar. 
II. The clock. 
III. Work problems on p. 90. 
McCorkle, Paul, Survey of Physical Science. Blakiston 
c 
Company, Philadelphia, 1938, pp. 87-90 . 
Meeting 5. Discussion of Guide Sheet on Astronomy, Problem 
I Wha t is the earth? 
I. Diameter and c i rcumferenc of earth. 
II. ;:;)hap e of the earth. 
III. 'I'he zones of the earth. 
IV. Elements of which earth is composed. 
v. Latitu de and long itude. 
Meet i n g 6. The Sun. 
I. Description of the Sun. 
A. Rotation of the sun. 
B. Sun;::spo ts. 
C. Appearance of the sun. 
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II. Early astronomers. 
A • Ari s to tl e • 
B. Ptolemy. 
C. Cope rnicus. 
D. Galilee. 
'-
McCorkle, Paul, Survey of Physical Science. Bl akiston 
f~ 
Company, Philad elphia, 19 38, pp. 8-14. 
Meeting 7. The Sun. 
I. Astronomical instruments. 
A. The telescope. 
B. The spectroscope. 
II. Possible sources of the sun's heat. 
A. The Helmholtz theory. 
B. 'l 1he Einstein theory. 
McCorkle, Paul, Survey of Physical Science. Blakis ton 
Company, Philadelphia, 1938~ pp 14-22. 
Meeting 8. Discussion of Guide Sheet, Problem II. v1Jhat is 
the sun? 
I. Compa r ison of sun with earth as to diameter and volume . 
II. The various Ja yers of the sun. 
A. Temperature. 
B. Of what is the sun composed? 
III. Different kinds of s u n' rays. 
A. Effect u p on earth's ener gy. 
B . The Ei nstein theory. 
Meeting .·9. ·. Discussion of Guide Shee t, Problems III and 125 
IV. Why do the days and ni g hts differ in leng th 
in different parts of the earth and at different 
times of t h e year? 
I. Speed of earth's revolutions around sun. 
II. 
III. 
IV. 
v. 
VI. 
Why days are shorter in winter than in su1nmer. 
Solstice and equinox. 
Gravity, gravitation, and contripetal force. 
A Heliocentric universe and a Ptolemaic universe. 
Why s ummer is warmer than winter. 
Meeting 10. Discussion of Guide ::>heet, :f!roblem V. 
Why do we have different t ime belts in different parts 
of our country? 
I. Speed of the earth's r otation at the equator; at 
Johnson, Vermont. 
II. f,. ake a time belt map of the United ~:>tates. 
III. Cities in the United States where standard time and 
mean time are about the same. 
IV. Problems computing ti me in other places when one lo-
cation is given . 
Meeting ll. The Moon. 
I. General description of the moon~ 
A. Telescopic appearan~~. 
B. Size. 126 
C. Temperature of the moon. 
1. The atmosphere. 
D. Phases. 
1. Demonstrate the peculiar rotation and revolu-
tion of the moon. 
McCorkle, Paul, Survey of Physical Science. Blakiston r, 
Company, Philadelphia, 1938, pp. 41-46~ 
Meet i ng 12. The 11J1oon. 
/ 
I. Eclipses. 
A. Annular and total eclipses. 
II • "Earth Shine 11 • 
III. Tides. 
A. Spring tides. 
B. 1\l eap tides. 
c. Causes of tides. 
IV. The origin of the moon. 
McCorkle, Paul, Survey of' Physical S cience. Blakiston 
Company, Philadelphia, 1938, pp. 46-51. 
Meetin g 13. Discus sion c f Gt~i cle Sheet, Part II, A-F. 
What is the moon like? 
I. Some superstitions regarding the moon. 
II. Gravity on the moon. 
III. Diagram relative positions of the earth, sun, and 
moon dur i n g . 
A. Full moon. 
B. First qu a rter. 
C. New moon. 
D. Last quarter. 
IV. Consult almanac for dates of next fUll moons. 
lvfeet i n g 14. Discussion of Guide She e t, Part II, G-I. 
I. Eclipses. 
A. Draw position of sun, moon, and earth in a sol a r 
eclipse. 
B . Repeat, showing rel a tive position of these t h ree 
bodies duri n g a l u nar eclipse. 
II. Tides. 
A. Diagram and explain neap and spr i ng tides. 
III. Wr i te a parag raph on either. 
A. Solar eclipse. 
B. The Pass~~oquoddy project. 
Me e t i n g 15. Planets and Other Bodies of the Solar System. 
I. 
I I. 
III. 
IV. 
v. 
VI. 
Mercury. 
Venus. 
Mare. 
Jupiter. 
Saturn. 
P1 anet tables giving info rmation a bou t planets regard-
ing distance from s un, year, number of moons and 
sidereal day. 
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McCorkle, Paul, Survey of Physical Science, Blakiston 
Company, ~hiladelphia, 1 938 , pp. 53-59. 
~eeting 16. Planets. 
I. Uranus. 
II • Neptune. 
III. Pluto. 
IV. Comets. 
V. Nleteors. 
VI. 'l1h eories of the origin of the solar system. 
128 
McCorkle, Paul, Survey of Physical S~ience, Blakiston 
,.. 
Company, Philadelphia, 1938, pp. 58-66. 
Meeting l7. Discussion of Guide Sheet, Part III, Problems 
I-IV. The Solar System. 
I. student oral reports. H:ach s tudent will report on 
two planets. 
II.. Comparison of earth with Mars. 
III. Morning and e vening stars. 
A. vVhat are the morning and evening stars this 
month'i 
Meeting l8. Discussion of Guide Sheet, Part III, Problems 
I-IX. 
I. How planets differ from a comet with respect to 
A. Size. 
C. Ability to support human life. 
·~ 
D. Course in which it moves. 
II. Difference between a meteor and a meteorite. 
III. Student reports on 
A. Halley's comet. 
B. Brook's c omet. 
c. liJieteor crater in Arizona~ 
D. Cape York meteor. 
IV. Theories of the origin of the solar system. 
Meeting 19. The Stars. 
I. The c onstellations. 
II. Star spectra. 
A. Novae. 
III. Location of stars. 
A. Declination. 
B . Right ascension. 
IV. The number of stars. 
V. Rising and setting of stars. 
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McCorkle, Paul,. Survey of Physical Science, Blakis ton 
Company, Philadelphia, 19 38, pp. 24-34. 
Meeting 20 . Stars. 
I. Star distances. 
A. Speed of light. 
B. Variable star method of measuring distance. 
II. Variable stars. 
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III. Nebulae. 
IV. The evolution of the universe. 
V. Work problems, p. 39 in tex t. 
lVIcG_ork le, Paul, Survey of Physical Science. Blalds ton 
Company, Philadelphia, 1938, pp .34-39. 
Meeting 21. Discuss i on of Guide Sheet, Part IV, Sub-problems 
T-Vr. Beyond the Solar System. 
I. Vfuat is a star? 
II. Obgerve movement of star on a starry night. 
III. Is movement r e al or apparent, or both~ 
IV. Direction of rotation of Bi g Dip p e r around the pole. 
V. Distance b etween stars. 
A. Unit of measu rement. 
B. Compute time necessary for ray of li ght to 
travel from earth to moon. 
Meeting 22. Di s cu ssion of Guide She e t, Part IV, Subproblem 
vri...::xri. 
I. Star magn i t u a es. 
A. Factors a ffecting brightness of the stars. 
B . Why some stars n ever seem to set. 
II. Relat i onship between color and temperature of stars. 
III. Comparison of sun with ,other stars. 
IV. Reasons for studying astronomy. 
v. Our Milk y Way and other galaxies. 
l'vleeting 23. 
.Lo.L 
Discussion of Guide Sheet, Part IV, Sub-Problems 
XIII, XIV. 
Conste]ations. 
I. Students choose two constellat ions which can be 
seen this month. Diagram the constellations and 
tell the myths in connection with them. 
II. Draw in the constellations on sky maps. 
III. Diagram the si gns of the zodiac for each month. 
IV. Find the sign of the zodiac you were born under and 
tell the myth or legend in connection with it. 
lVIeeting 24. Guide Sheet Part V. 
A Teaching Unit. 
Each Student is to make a teaching unit for school chil-
dren and to include the gu ide sheet and test to accompany 
it. 
Suggestions for the unit are: 
The Earth and Its Movements. 
The Moon. 
The Sun. 
The Solar System. 
Beyond the Solar System. 
Meeting 25. Guide Sheet, Problem VI. 
Each student is to give brief oral reports - one from 
each of three g roups. 
Some suggested topics are: 
Seasons in the Torrid Zone. 
Tides and Tidal Waves. 
Newton. 
~lileo. 
Large telescopes at Mt. Palomar, California. 
lVIi dnight Sun. 
Spectroscope. 
Meeting 26. Guide Sheet, Optional Work. 
This period will be devoted to the g iving of the re ports 
on books read in fulfillment of one requ irement of op -
tional work . 
The remaining requ irement consists of construction of a 
star box, a model of the moon showing the cau se of the 
four phases, or a model of the solar system. 
Meeting 27. Test on Astronomy Unit. 
Since this is the completion of the unit on Astronomy , a 
test will cover information from the entire unit and 
use the entire class hour. 
Geology 
Meeting 2.8. The Earth 's Chang ing Crust. 
I. Table of geologic ages. 
, . .. 
A. Eras and periods. 
,... 
II .. The hydrosphere. 
A. The oceans. 
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B. Ocean drifts a n d c u rrents. 133 
C. Cold drifts. 
III. Forces which raise and lower the earth. 
A. Mountain-making ; earthquakes. 
B. Volcanoes, geysers, and h ot springs. 
McCorkle, Paul, Survey of Physical Science. Blakiston 
Company, Philadelphia, 1938 , pp. 91-97. 
Meeting 29. Erosion. 
I. Ground water as anerosive a gent. 
A. Solvent acti on of g round water. 
II. Erosion by running water. 
A. The Mississippi River. 
B. The Nile River. 
c. The Grand Canyon. 
III. Glaciers. 
IV. Wind erosion. 
V. Soil. 
McCorkle, Paul, Survey of Ph ys i cal Science. Blak iston 
Company, Philadelphia, 1938, pp. 97-10 4. 
Meeting 30. Reports on Erosion in the United States. 
S~udents are to read and report on the following publica-
tions from the Soil Conservat i on Service, u. S. Department 
of Agriculture. 
1. •r o Hold 'rhis Soil Mise. Pub . 321. 
2~ What is Soil Erosion? Mi sc. Pub. 286. 
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3. Erosion on Roads and Adjacent Lands. Leaflet 164. 
4. Prevention and Control of Gullies -Farmers' Bulleti 
1813. 
5. Ten Billion Little Dams. Unnumbered. 
6. Soil and Water Conservation in the Elementary 
School. Unnumbered. 
Meeting 31. I'liovie! The River, 3 reels sound, or Trees to 
Tame the Wind. 
I. Study the film i n the li ght of the soil erosion-. prob-
lems as noted in the reports of the previous class. 
II. Discuss: 
A. Evidences shown in the movie which emphasize points 
alt'eady made. 
B. Suggestions for treatment and correction of this 
very serious situation. 
Meeting 32. Rocks and Minerals • 
I'- Ivlinerals, chemical compounds. 
A. liardness. 
B. Cleavag e. 
c. Color. 
D. Streak. 
E. Fluorescence. 
F. Chemical tests. 
I I . Gems. 
III. Rock constitu~nts 
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A. Carbonate. 
B. Silica and silicates. 
lVIcCorkle, Paul, Survey of Physical S 0 ience. Blakis ton 
Company, Philadelphia, 1938, pp~ 106-114. 
Meeting 33. Rocks. 
I. Sedimentary rocks. 
A. Cal carious • 
B. Silicious. 
c. Ar gillaceous 
D. Carbonaceous. 
E . Petroleum 
II. Igneous rocks. 
III. Metamorphic rocks. 
Mc Corkle, Paul, Survey of Physical Science. Blak iston 
Company, Philadelphia, 1 938 , pp. 114-120~ 
Meeting 34. Geology of Vermont. 
I . 'l'he physiographic diviS.ions of the state beginni ng at 
the western edge. 
A. The Champlain Lowland or Valley. 
B. The Taconics. 
c. The Vermont Valley. 
D. The Green Mountains. 
E. The Pi edmont. 
II. Geologic History. 
III . Economic value. 
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A. Granite in the Piedmont Regi·on. 
B. tilarble in the Vermont Valley. 
C. Limestones and dolomites in the Champlain Valley. 
D. State belts of Taconic Region. 
Meeting 35. Earth History as Reveaed in the Rocks. 
I. How geolog ists learn ab out ancient time~ 
I I. Life beg i ns on the earth. 
A. Age of Larval Life. 
B. Age of h1ari ne I nvertebrates. 
c. Age of Fishes. 
D. A~e of Amphibians. 
:Meeting 36. 
I. The Age of Re p tiles. 
A. Flowering plants develop. 
B . Variation and s pecializati on of animals. 
C. Modern insects and primitive mammals emerg e. 
D. Di nosaurs, the predominant animals. 
II. The Ag e of lVI~nnnals. 
A. Inundations of t he Cenozoic Era. 
1. ji'he Gulf Region. 
2. 'l"he Pacific Coast Hegion. 
3. The Plains Re g ion. 
Meeting 37. Ag e of Mammals. 
I . Gre a t crustal unrest characterizes the Cenozoic Era. 
' 
II. The last I ce Age. 
III. Iviammal s appear. 
A. Marsupials. 
B. Placental mamnals. 
IV. The rise of modern mammals. 
V. Adaptation among animals. 
VI. The recent era, or Age of Man. 
A. Fossil man. 
B. Anc i ent cultUres. 
~eeting 38. Test on Geolog y Unit. 
At the completion of this unit on Geology and The Evolution 
of Animal Life an objective and ess~y-question test will 
be g iven. 
LIGHT PJ\!D S OUND 
Meeting 39. Energy Manifested as Light. 
:E. The natu re of light. 
II. Reflection. 
III. Illumination. 
A. The foot-candle measure. 
B. Light efficienc e s of different lamps. 
IV. Color.._ 
A. Helmholtz theory. 
V. Color photog raphy. 
1VIcG orkle, Paul, Survey of Physical Science, Blakiston 
Company, Philadelphia; 19 38 , pp. 259-268. 
Meeting 40. Li ght. 
I. Lenses. 
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A. Diverging type. 
B. Converging type. 
II. Microscope and telescopes. · 
III. The camera. 
A. Parts of the camera: lens, films, shutter 
and diaphragm. 
B. Developing and printing. 
IV. The eye. 
A. Compar1stm of' eye to camera. 
McCorkle, Paul, Survey at ~hysical Science. Blakiston 
Company, Philadelphia, 1938, pp. 269-277. 
Ivie eting 41. 
I. Television. 
A. Imitation of the s.ction of the human eye in the 
photoelectric cell. 
B. The iconoscope. 
II. Sound motion pictures. 
III. Rainbow. 
a 
IV. Ultra violet light. 
V. Polarized light. 
McCorkle, Paul, Survey of Physical Science. Blakiston 
Company, Philadelphia, 1938, pp. 277-286. 
Meeting 42. Laboratory Period. 
I. Study of a camera. 
Hemove the back cover of the camera, replace it with 
a g round glass screen, and adjust the lens until you 
secure the sharpest image. Examine variations in the 
image when the stop is opened and closed. 
II. Replace the back cover, insert film and take photo-
graphs. 
III. ivlake up two solutions, one for developing and the 
other for fixing. 
Develop and print photographs. 
Meeting 43. Demonstration of Experiences with Light for 
Elementary S chool Use. 
Each student will Irepare demonstration of two 
experiences with light s u i table for use in an 
elementary s chool. Some of these experiences 
may include: 
1. Sunli ght or white light is a mixture of 
many colors. 
2. Colored objects reflect their own colors 
and absorb the rest. 
3. The eye may become incapable of seeing 
certain colors. 
4. Light travels in straight lines. 
5. Light may be bent. 
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Film: Light Waves and Their Uses. 1 reel sound. 
Meeting 44. Sound. 
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I. Production of sounds. 
A. Pitch of the tone. 
II. Ultrasonic waves. 
III. Sound waves. 
IV. 'l'he ear. 
A. The anatomy of the ear reviewed. 
B. The physiology of hearing . 
V. Acoustics of a uditoriums. 
McCorkle, Paul, Survey of Phys i cal Science. Blakiston 
Company, Philadelphia, 1938 , pp. 289-297. 
T\fiee ting 45. ·Sound. 
I. Practical applicat i on of echoes. 
II. Noise and music. 
A. Major scale. 
III . Beats. 
A. Consonance. 
B. ~inor scales. 
IV. Musical instruments. 
A. The tuning fork ... 
N1cCorkle, Paul, Survey of Physical Science.. Bla_l{is ton 
Company, Philadelphia, 1 938, pp. 299-303. 
Meeting 46. Demonstrations of Experi ences with Sound. 
These demonstrations may include experiences to clarify 
the following concepts of sound: 
~. Sou nd is produced by the vibration of some thing. 
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2. Sound travels. 
3. Sound can be reflected. 
4. Sounds differ from one another in pitch, loudness 
and qu ality. 
5. Th e quiity of ou r voices is partly controlled by 
the position of ou r tongue, l i ps, and teeth. 
Meet i ng 47. Demonstration of Experiences with Sound. 
Students will a gain demonstrate experiences with sound 
which can be used in the elementary school. These ex-
periences re~ire only home-made equipment or equipment 
that can be easily obtained, such as the following : 
1. Home-made stethoscope and watch. 
2. String "telephone". 
3. A xylophone c onstru cted out of a number of drinking 
glasses fil l ed to various depths with water. 
4. A "bull-roarer". 
5. A t u ning fork. 
Meeting 48. Test. 
Th is unit on Light and Sound will be terminated by a test 
consisting of essay questions and objective quest i ons. 
CO- NCLUSI ONS. 
1. 'l'his is an Age of Science. 
2. Research indicates the need in the elementary scho ol 
for prog rams of' well-selected experiences ins cience 
leading to generally accep ted outcomes. 
3. Evidences show that the movement to make scien ce an 
i mp ortant p a rt of t h e elementary school prog ram is in 
prog ress. This movement is witnessed in the revision 
of method courses in s cme of the teacher-education in-
stitu ti ons. 
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4 . The leng th of ti me given to t h e courses and the back-
gr ound of scientific information possessed by the stu-
dents are factors determining the content and additional 
e x ercises of the courses. 
5. The training pro g ram must include professionalized 
courses to equip f u ture teachers with the a bility to 
a dapt science mater ials to their needs. 
6. The use of sound films is gaining popula-rity as a 
sc i ence teaching method for s u p p lementing the text-
book because it has resulted in s uperior achievement. 
However, correct utilizat i on of t h e film is nece ssary 
and shou ld be limi ted to thos e few which made a defi-
nite contribution. 
On the basis of these cons i derations, the revised cu rr i culu m 
ins cience for the State l'l ormal School at Johnson, Vermont, 
has been presented. 
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GUIDE SHEET 
(continued ) 
Sub-probl em 3 . ·what do c ells n eed b e sides food mB.t erials and hovl 
does the body provide its c ells •v:i. th this substance? 
Refer enc e s : Text : Chapter VIII. 
I. Expl a in: "int ernal respiration", " externa l r espiration". 
II. Wh 8. t thr ee things are done to the alr so it pass es through the 
nos e? 
III. A. Dr nYJ a diagram of the respiratory system, label and ex-p l ufn 
it, showing the journey by which air trav els from the no s -
tril to the lungs. 
B. 1;Vhat is e sinus? Draw 8. diagram or pictur e of the skull. 
Shovr and labe l thes o thr ee . 
IV. Exple.in what cause s the lungs to move in the act of brea thing. 
v. Dis eB. ses and ai lments of the r espira tor:-; trac t . 
A. List the dis eas es of the re spirator7 tract as to: 
1. illness arising from the indus tri a l working , or environ-
mental conditions. 
2 . i nmortant COnL"TTUnico.ble diseases of the r ospirc.tory tr :=t ct. 
3. chronic conditions. - · ' 
Vlhat causes silicosi s ? Under which heading. in the o.bov e out-
line should it b e plac ed? 
B. Pr ep cr e an ora l r eport, us ing other t exts on one of the 16 
diseases or ailm ents li s t ed above , exc ep t A-2. 
VI. 'nn1at nnd '-'.There are the fo11o,.vim? 
A. Eusta chian tub e 
B. Pharngea l tonsil 
c. Fn.ucn1 tonsil 
D. Lingual t onsil 
E. Epl glotti fi 
Optional: Pr epor o oral r eport, u s ing other t exts--See v. B. ubove. 
J.O.:J 
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GUIDE SiiliETS FOR SCIENCE I I I AND IV 
GUIDE .SHEET--Air and Air Pressure 
I. Describe a simple experiment (m~r be a ccompanied by an illustration ~f 
d.esirod) which might bo used in an elementary school to show: 
A. Air . is present all around us. 
E. JUT occupies sp:1ce. 
c. Air has weight. 
II. How much docs .the air weigh in: 
11... Tho metric system? 
B. Our szrstcm? 
0~~>.1. Calcu.lato the weight of tho air in your room. Show your fig.,.lring. 
III. What is moant b;y atmosphere? 
A. Hnw docs tho atmosphere of soma of tho other planets dii.ffor from ours2 
B. What effect has our atmosphere in regard to: 
1. variation in temperature 1")11 tho earth? 
2. Arao~lt of light wo rece ive from sun? 
3. Transmission of sound waves? 
4. Lifo on the earth? 
C. How much of the earth's atmosphere (by weight) lies below tho throe 
rnilo level? 
D. How mucl1 higher than this does 01.1r atr!losphoro extend? 
I• Water vapor is not found in tho air beyond what level? 
IV·. Make a graph showing the composition of tho air. Group tho inert g:J.scs 
together. · 
v. A. What does tho term inert g J.s moen? 
:s. What corrr:.1ercial use is being made of some of the inert g.'lses of the air? 
c. Write a paragraph on each of tho three gases which compose most of the 
air, and a fourth p a r agreph on one of the inert gases. Use references 
but \vri to the p apag raph in your 2Jill. lan.gu.?g;o. 
D. How do':ls t h o composition of tho air at a height of 70 or 80 miles above 
so r1 lovol differ from the composition of tho air hero. 
VI. Two mon visited a ca isr-Jon in which ,.,orkors wore building a tunnel under a 
ri vor. When reE1.dy to return to the surface of the ground thoy pn.rti ally 
filled two to~' balloons with air. As they approached the 1>urfaco of tho 
ground tho bnlloons enlarged in si zo. 
State &!d learn ex~ctly tho law that was in operation hero. 
VII. Wha t is meant by air pres rmro? 
A. What is t he air pressure at sea level? 
B• .At sea lovo1 1 how high a cohUP.:::l of wa.tor cnn be supported by air pross~o? 
How high a column of r.1orc1uy? 
c. Wh 9.t would be the total downward force due to air pressure, on tho roof 
of a building 100 feet long 3Ild 60 ft. wide? Why doosn' t air prossure 
crush hollow o bj oct s like btti.lding s? 
D. Ma.ko a drawing on4 wri to a pa.ragr::~.ph oxplainin{.; ho~·~ air pressure is at 
work i~ one of the following: 
1. a siphon 3. medicine dropper 
2. a lift pu;np 4~ self-filling fountnin pen 
E. Dro.w o. diagram of an aneroid barometer ano. explnin how it ~vor:::s. 
F. Look up ba romotors in a physics book. 
Find out: 
l. Wha t besidGs air pressure might affect tho bo.rometGr 
rending ? 
~ '!fh + ' ;· ·._y., ,c_.-+ h v ~o ,..ra ~t i. n. f! o. 0 9,r omot or readi.nf"? 
GUIDE SEEET-Air and Air Pressure (continued) 
VIII. A. What is meant by buoyancy? 
B. State and learn exactly, what is meant by Archimedes principal. 
IX. Perform in class a simple experiment that could be used in the classroo~ 
Explain . the principle it illustrates, and tell how you would ~se it in 
t eaching. Some suggestions are listed below, but you ~ use any other 
experiment you liko if it has been approved by the instrucror. The s~ue 
experiment may not be performod by more than one person. 
Text page !56-Experiment 3 or 7 · 
Smith-Trefton (red) pages 69, 71, 78, 92, 104, 110, 118 
Carpenter & Wood, pages 164, 178, 184, 188, 190, 192 
X. Make a short oral report on one of ·tho following: 
(Ho two students ma;y have the same one) 
Elementary School Science for tho Air Age 
Optional 
A~ , Pagos 5-8--Air as a part of the Earth and Structure of the 
Atmosphere 
B. Pages 9-13--Behavior of Air as applied to Flying 
C! Pages 14-17--Fl:i.ght of Seeds a:nd Flight of Animals 
D. Pages 16-21--T'JpOS of Bird Flight 
E. Pages 21-23--Birds a.ro Adapted for Flying 
11B11 work 
MeJm a written report on ono of t he following: 
Zlemonte..rJ School Science for tho .Air Age--Chapter 4 
Biology of Flight 
Chapters 1 end 2 
Chapters 5 ~~d 6 
11
.8.11 WOFk 
Chnpters 3 end 4 
Chnpters 7 &~d 8 
Prepnre a report, written in your ow.:.1 words, upon one of the following: 
1! Stratosphere Flights (National Geographic--1935) 
2! Liquid Air · &~d its uses and Compressed Air 2illd its uses 
3. Lives of Priestly nn~ Archimedes 
4. Dirigibl es, Kites, !ll1.d BeJ.loons (Chapter 3, Air Education Series, 
and also otho_r books. 
1?0 
GUI DE SHEET 
I '.7.b.at is tho difference bet><eerl climc:~te and w::Jathe r? 
II 3::-::-plcin t he u s e and fu...'1ctioning of ee.ch of the following \V8ather instru..rnents: 
A. :Baromete r G. eydr odei.k 
13 . :Barogra.ph Hu Ansnomoter 
Co Thermometer I. Eadiom<:l ter 
D. High and Low Therrr:ornoter J . llai:a G<1Uf'}) 
Eo TJ.1er 2nog·raph K. Pilot Bt,~lloon 
F. H.7€:rometer 
III :Vfoi st11re-- iitJ.rnic1ity 
A. W".tH::.t is r1~eant by 
1 = Ab8ol ut o hunli rli t y 
2. Rela t i V ':J rmrnidit? 
:S ~ I f' t l lG air in a roo::n contains i a r:: m<c.ch water vapor -StS it could hold 
t ho r ol att i ve lnm1icli·cy would l)o 1,ocordod as what? 
c. I f tho t crrrpora.turo of t ho room i r> r '1i s ecl "\7:1. t hout changing the arnoUt"1t 
of moi st·r;.rc in ti.w r~ om . will ths r ::: lE~ti vs h11Inidi t y be incre ased or 
dc cr'J.s.sod ? 
D. Would r ol at i v ,; humidity b8 incJ.•ca.secl or docrGu.sod. if tho room were 
coolod? 
E. UrJ o tho t able to cloterm:Lne the r ola.ti vo hU.:lii.di t y i.n rooms he.ving t he 
follo'.7ing wot Dnd dry bi.J.l b readings . 
Dry B<.J~ £ W o_~ ~3u1 b 
1. 80 1 . 60 
2. 56 2. 40 
3 . 82 ,., 0? ,) . "">oj 
4. 66 4. 50 
5. 78 5. 60 
IV Clou.ris nnd Precipitation 
A. Wlw.t is meant by the dow point? 
:E . Docs c1ow :f ~:\11 1 ExpL:lin . 
C. What happens to form the foll0\7in g ~d.nds of precipi t2,tion? 
Dow, frost , r :1in , hail , s~1ow , s loe t, and for;. 
D. lku-no ;mel do scrib·0 4 kinds of cloud s . 
V N'cur!o Md oxolain :fi vo f acto r s which influence tho temperature of tho 
weather. 
VI Wind :Bolts of the Earth 
A. Draw a diagrem of tho oo.rt:h show in&: 
l . Reg ions of CG.l m 
a~ Doldru.Ecs 
b . Horse l c.titudos 
( indicate whether air is ns conding or closccn.cling ~c1 7Jhothor it is 
a high or a lo11 prossu.:r·o ?.rJt~ ) 
2. W~:nd :Belts 
a . TrB.de Winc'ts 
b . rrovnil ing Yi'o st orlies 
c . Circ1:urrpolo.r 'Jinch> 
:B ~ Vvno.t are tho anti- trados '( 
C. S tnt o Ferrel l s Law. 
D. Wri t o a short parcv:; raph expldning tho vrlnd belts cmcl r egi ons of calm 
on tho orJ.rtil . 
.L '11. 
VII Variable Winds 
A. Cyclcnes 
GlJIDE SBEET 
(continued) 
1. In ~hat p >:.crt of a cyclon::; aro the high ::.u1d low pressure :J.ree.s located? 
2, Docs o cyclone in tho northern hemisphere move 1.n 'i clockwise or a 
coul1terclocklvise direction? 
3. Is the temperature likel~.r to be warmer or. cooler in a l0w tho.n in the 
surrounding area.? H'hy would you expect this to bo trne? 
4. Is the oastor~1 pa rt of 3. cyclone likely to h8.VO rainy or fair weather? 
B:o\7 about rainy 1!Jeo.ther in the western part? WHY? 
:a. A:nticy:::lones · 
l. In what part of nni tcyclones are the high and 1 ow pressure .:;;.reas 
lc·cated? 
2. Doos 3'1 nntic;yclonc in the northern hemisphere move clockwise or 
com1 t o::.·cl 'lck:wi so 'i 
c. Oll n United Sto.to s map show U:.o pat hs followed by cyclones ~.nd anti-
cyclones r~crJsn tho c ~m.nt T'J. 
VII I :3J:x:pltdn bri ofly tho following : 
1, Thu..J.derstorm 
2~ Torn:<.do cs 
3. Yvate:rsp0uts 
4. Hurric r:s:ws 
5. T:tphoons 
6. Li ghtning 
7. R:~.J.::wows 
8. Monsoons 
IX Too.chiag Unit or lesson ple.n on \70ather. 
Extra work. Choose one. 
1. Make !1 booklet of wonther signs and superstitions explainL1g why they 
arc or arc not trno. Mako it sui table to leave on your re "!.ding t3.ble 
if ~rour class is studying weather. 
2. Wri to a report . on proper temperature to IT'I:dntain in a schoolroom a.nd 
proper humidity temperature to mai~.1tain in a schoolroom and how to 
m::dntain those. :Explain ill effects if to o high or too low huruidi ty 
·'llld hovr to remodjr it. 
3. Wri to a rop0rt of air conditinning. 
4. Writ0 a report of different climatic regions of tho world incl.udi.ng: 
1. Sorgb.sso Sea 
2. Cliw3to of tropics 
Guide Sheet 
r. Er_!]lain the Dnci ent and mode rn theorie s of the causes of heat . 
II. Wh ?.t is a calorie ? A Bri tish :'he .rw.a~ U11it ? 
II I . Thermomet ers 
A. Fill in the chart below with inforw..ati on regarding the two scdes com-
inonly 'used in our thermometers . 
Name Freezing point 
of water 
Boil i n g point 
of water 
Nlli~ber of degrees 
betwe en f r ee zing 
and boiling 
3~ Write t he two formulas to use when ch&""lging thermo ~Gete:c r eadi11gs from 
one scale to a:nother., 
1. 
2. 
c. Compute the following . ShO'.'T sol utions : 
l . '77°F ;; oc . 7. - 20° 0 = OF• 
2. 20°0 = --oF. B. 100°1' = --oc. 
3. 
-18°1' = --oc. 9. 37°0 = - -- oif. 
--4. 
-40°F = oc . 10. 320_, .) :::1 __ oc. 
5, 14°:;[ = oc. 11 . 100°0 = __ o]. 
6. - 15 C -::. --oF 12. 10 , 000 F = oc. ----- . 
--
D• Dr ew Ct di ;;._g ram of a thermometer and oxp1 a i n how it Tio r :.:~ . 
-, Draw e. diagram of a thermostat and e.A'"P l a i n how it wor:.cs . ~. 
I Y. Ji~~,;Jlain why (Choose two ) 
A~ A s idewal k sometimes 11 buckles 11 on a hot day . 
B. A gl ass sometimes breaks when hot uater i s put into it e 
C. Telephone ·.vires which seem taut in winter a re often lax i n summer., 
D. A :::pace is left between the ends of adjoil1ing r.<.dlroa d rails. 
E. Concrete is oft en laid. Yri th stri ps of tar bet11ee11 t he bloc~':S . 
i!. Oh az1ging matter from one st a t e to another 
A. Vfl1en ice is melted , it forms wat er at the s ame ten~orature . 
Must heat energy "be added to t he i ce to produce this cha11g e? 
B. Will t he speed o:i:~ molecules be increasecl , d.-;; ~reased , or rornai :o. the same 
when the ice molts? 
C~ Ho~1 ~-;roulcl the speed of ~~ir mol ecules have to be changed. in orC .. o t to ··ntJ.l:c 
::.ir .:.. liqui d? 
D. Ho·:r 7li ll tho spcod of mologul es bo cdl.angod ·;vhon •,7ator is changed i nto 
st eam at tho same tem_l]oraturo ? 
E . Wha t i s me&""lt by : 
1. nea t fusi on 
2 . Hoat of vaporization 
3~ Latent hoat 
4 . Specifi c hoat 
5. Thermal co.pa ci ty 
F. Boiling 
l. I n boiling vegetables , will the water boil qui cker with or w"i th-
out salt? 
2 . I n which case will the l iyui d att2.in tho h i gher torrr_pon.turo? 
3. I n uhich ca se would tho vegetables got dono th~ more r ap idly ? 
4 . I f no salt or sugar is added to tho ws.ter , docs vigorous boiling 
hasten tho coold.ng of the voget ablos ? Expl ai n . 
...I.. IV 
VI. Heat Transfer 
A. z~~J?lain the three ways in which heat is transferred. 
B. In an automobile, the problem is to cool the hot we.ter that has circulat-
ed around t he cylinder and to cool it quickly• Of vrhat ld.nd of metal 
should the radiator be made? 
C, A housewife ca~ conserve on heat by keeping all of her kettles free from 
soot. EAPlain. 
D. \Thy will coffee stay hot longer in a tin cu.p than a porcel ain one? 
E, rrhat part of an electric refrigerator is the coolest? Is t his making 
good use of scientific principles? Explain. 
J'. \Then a houseHife _ tries to cool a jar of liquid by setting it in a 
shallov pan of cold water, is she making good usc of. scientific prin-
ciples? Explain. Why is the top of a mountain which is closer to the 
s~! than a neighboring valley narmor th~l the valley/ 
G. EXj_)lain by \vriting and di agram: 
1. The heating system in our school. 
2_. Tho veatilnting system L1 our school. 
VI I. ,;_;ngines 
~\. . If the piston of a steam engine has ::tn area on its surfn.ce of 100 sq. in. 
ond if tho sto~ pressure is 100 lb. to tho sq. in. ~hat is the f orce 
exerted on tho piston ? 
B. Docs the stem:n oscelping from the cylinder hn.vc ~•Y energy? 
c, The cooler the steam 3.8 it comes out of the: exhaust tho eff icien t 
the engine is. 
D. \Vhy is tho type of engine used in nutomobilos cc.llcd !J.i1 intor~1cl combus-
tion engi ne ? 
VI II • it""'Lw 1 s 
I .,_-A .• 
A. All fuels consis t largely of what clement or ,nrc compounds of ·:Th8.t 
olomont? \V'.a:J.t substa...>cc is fo1T11ed as :1 rcstll t of the bur;.1i~1g of f uels? 
::s. I f tho combust i on in a furnace :·FOro complete what ·.vould you s ec; cori'.ing 
out of t ho chirurlO:\' 7 _ _ 
c. .:\. cort a in gr ::'.do o:f soft co o.l gives 1 2, 000 l3. T.U. per lb. 77l1en it bun1s 
'U1d G. certain gr ado of h:1rd co:U. gi vas l5, 00Cl :B-.T. U. per lb. If the 
s oft coc.-1 costs $10 p0r ton :'.11d tho h!J.rd co ~'.l costs $12 per ton , ...-rhich 
is the clw:.tpe r fuel? 
D. Which of tho follO"l7ing o.dv:~nta.gos do liquid fuels, gc.seous fuels :::mel 
solid f uels posses s . (You i'iill neod to list some of tho n.dvo.."'ltages in 
more t h ::m 0 ~10 pl ::~. co . ) 
1. :3 ::.sily tro..:.1sported 4, Easily s tored 
2. Abu.nd.:ult in all loco.li tiGs 5. Cheaper th::u1 other fuels 
3. Freedom from ,.,_sh 6·. C~1 b o fed eo.sily into .c. bur"1cr 
Prepo.ro o. lesson plan or teachi ng unit upon some phase of ho 'lt . 
1. Tea ching principle of :1 stove i n usc in tint rurc..l school. 
174 
Optional ':"lark o;.1 Ho~t 
------
?or _-::, 11 B11 gr2.do do one of tho groups "bolo~.-, <md for m1 11 A11 gr.1.do do t':7o groups. 
Group I 
Mo.kc n. study of fuels 2.nd their consorv3.tion. Have your report incl ucla: 
A. k1 c:ilii bit of tho l:inds of fuels. 
B. i~o U. S. m::.p sho·nng '.1hore our vo.rious fuels como from. 
c. A. p'lpor on the coasorve.tion of fuels including mc:.tcrial from t ho f olloJTing 
SQ1J.l'CCS: 
Group II 
1! Co:1sumor' s Rcport--J3.11U11I"'J, 1945 
2~ Sto rehouse 'of Civiliza tion of Furnas 
3. Ho.to1·io1 on concorvo:tion in v::1.rious text books, mag::1.zino <J.rticlos, 
onc~· clopodins, ot Cu 
Cho ose o.ny throe. 
Ac Gi vo C:'ll illustr3t od oxpl .-uw.t ion of :J. hot ·.1ntor systcn.1 of ho].ting. 
B. Give o.n illustr':'.tod cxplo.n~J.tio~l of 211 electric rofrigor:ttor. 
C. :illx_pl ::dn ho:;:; n v:1cullin bottle ',7orks ~::.1d ho~7 :-:Ul throe methods of heat 
tr::u1sfor ·nro t .i!-:on i:1to cons iderat ion i n tho m::tking of oneo 
D. :Explnin hon artificb1 g3s is m::tdo., 
:n. Mnkr; a roport on Diesel engines ':l.ns·.7o:t·ing tllo follo·.1ing: 
G1·oup III 
1! ~\'hc;.t is the comprossion ratio in tho Di<Jsal ::\s comp:1red ';7ith '"'.11 
ordimn-y i nter;.l3l combustion mo tor? 
2~ Wh o.t tompcr::~.turo is producecl in t he cylinde r of :1. Diesel ongino cl1.1.ri.r.g 
tho corrrp;rcssion stroke ? 
3. WhC\t J.dnd of gns is compressed in tho cy:inder? 
4. tVhn.t l:-iud of fuol is used? 
5, \"{lzy nrc spo..rk plugs l.l.c'1.noccssary? 
0o;:lst.cuct one of tho folJ.o·,rlng: 
·'- ~ A model sto ~:unboat, Soc 1;The J: ~1rth Thc:1 ?.nd No::rH pp. 41 4 , Ho. 4. 
B" H0 dcl Ste 2rn Turobeo (Sci o:Hre problens boo}:: III, pp. 388) 
0.. ~/odel Sto 'llU Hc :J.ting Sys tem. Living ~7ith Scicmcc BJ.:. III. pp. 3 88 . 
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Unit .Q!l Chemical Reactions 
J:. 1iixtu.res , Compom1ds, and Ele1nent s 
A. Fon r cLiffere:c1ces between a ;nixture a11.d a compound are:-
1. 3. 
2. 4. 
B. By t he S8~r ing , elements a re the building blocks of other mc"l.t eria:Ls , we mean : 
C. A material whos e atoms nre al l alike is a 
------------------------------------D. A material whose molecules are · all alike is a 
--------------------------IIi . A material whose molecules a re not all alE:e is a 
~--~----------------------]', Use the ruolecular theor;y- to explain an;;r three of the following. 
l. A lump of sugar placed in the bottom of a cup of coffee sweetens th0 
whole cup. 
2. Jtrdrogon gas sometimes escapes from ::1. balloon even though thoro are no 
hol os in the balloon, 
3. A wet cloth dri os. 
4
.!:. I i' 211 :mtomobiJ.o tir,J is 11 fillod wit l1 ?.i r 11 ~'OU can still p1'..:-c p .nore .<dr 
in ., 
5- Yo-c.. can d.ri Yo ;:, n :·5l j_n~o wood,. (:-:Io·,v can the wood :.ro. C'. n :ciJ. occu:py tho _ 
E ~UilG Gl)D.l.!C? : 
0~ v -,·:-. "'1 s~ e·..-'"'"'·"c' w'1 =-·•J 11" ' -:.. \·:C. •• .L •• ~ ... t;..l. l. -"l.. t ... ~t.. .. • .t .I .J_ , ...... 1.. ... \t ·" 
7., 1:a:l.·cury c-an SJhL··. L e, <>;cl o. r i_llg, 
JI ?.~olecuJes; Atoms , Sym~)ol s , and ]'o ~·Ytm.las, 
.:~. ]'1.2.1 in ;~he ch 9.rt bel ow : 
·- ------- ---
Alco:~l -:>1 
C2rt50~-l _ 
Baiting .S oda 
Na J:·IC0 3 
Na Cl 
Ca~,l G Sugal' 
C1 2H22on 
) .. lum 
K.L\.l (S04 )2 
lii1.un~; e:c o:c' 2-:lnds of 
atoms i n :::. molec1.ll e 
E. ·.7llB.t do t l1e l1UJn"bers: 
Humbe1~ of a;t oms Kind.3 o:C' e.to:,lG oresent 
in a molec1.,.1=-=e'-____ ..._(:'""'· T""a""m""e~-- 10t svtnb~l) 
(l) 4, 3, and :~ mean i n the lormu.l a 4Ca ( l~03 ) 2 (Calciu:n Nitra t e ) (2) 5 , 2 , 4, aml 7 :mea:.11 in t he formula SNa 2B407 
C. ·.Yri te the f o1'1 mla f or On e mol ecule of 
l. Le a d 2 . 0:<>."/6811 3. Iron "L Hi trogen 5. Chlo:cino 
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III. The three ste.tes of matt .. ::;r. 
p2ge 2 
A. I n what 2 ways an·; all ;nate:dals , in e.ny oi the 3 ste.tas of ma tt e :c ,;,lH:e? 
( SGi ence P l"Ob.il·3iT!S Book I-·81--84 ) 
1. 
2 a 
3,. ?i.ll in tho chn.rt below. 
State of 
mattGrc 
Exarrml e 
Element 
z:xemple S :;J;JO O. of Di ntax1co 
Com.-.JOL.l.nd. mol ocul •J s ----~~~~~--------------
.L , . .r~ 1nateria.l tll.'r.< t :.:' il ls 3. 
dcfLli te .r:u:no1J.nt of space 
'1-u.t ila ':J no s ].1ap9 of its 
) 1)1(~.1 . ) 
2 o !\ n.:,_ t8~c~ ... ;:tl tl1at l1as :no. 
c:e.J~"'i:t1i te sl10:~;; e or Bi zeo 
de~·:i::l i. te size a~1c:. sl1.::~re( 
- -.----- ----- - · -- ------------ ---------------------------
:.\ . .., C iJ.en;.~~"!.::.::.l le q. cT,l_ uD. 1 -~ 
A. ~ ~V.~.1~':'~t ~) t''·< ,-112;8 ~:J.re :tlf ~ ~~ [;<i.~.3.~, __ r ~~.1 cr6.er :~o:-~ lJ~ ~-~ :n~J.~·.g ~ o -~oJr.e 1~ la.cc: ? / - ~ . \ ,:c J. :,'8 I 
l. ~ " 3 . 
--- ---- -·- --· --- ~- --- -- --------- -·#- --- · ·--- ~ -------- ----· - ----·- ---- -- --· 
c<.l T .... '.~;iJ'!.,..:~. c·i .~·/:. 1 ec . L ~~ · :A tl:cse Ol'l l='ab8 :'?3, s~ie.l r:e ?rubl8ll1.8 r :~1lr. s·~ -:'s. C n 8':~ 0 .i:: of 
t ·,F' . ~· t"; 1 L J'' l '1i:, ~ 
l ~ A i' cor.!t>Ll9,t".o::l;· c :.1.smi..c:) l C~lanzeo 
,::; • .:1. ,. d.EJt:orr:.::>os.:.. t~ .... m~' ch.:,;·n_i :al cl':angc " 
3 .l j ;· T0}J ) .s~\ "! C.T:~1e nt. : ; c·,:. fJ'.11.:..ea_~ C.:.1 ·'11gC: n 
r ' ~--):~JOS ltO cacl-.. of cl·_c i.bo ·;o c iac rs.;ls , Wl':;_ te t hcJ co:croct CI10rn:ics1 oq!JJJ.t ion, 
I::.~-t\:i~'lr' ~:31:..1 · ~ tl1:~."0 i ·i; ·:;~~-~1A8,:Cl. Ctl;...o 
.~ l'c .L r.~s , lJc:.::cf~~ D..lld saJ.ts .. 
Cv·::Uj? :·:.ro E\cj_d ~:s~ lJ~~ s0s~ ~nc1 s ~~lts. o.ccording to t l1o folloi?1-in~;; c11,~ rt . 
) ., ":3.ste 
o:n 
j, IJ li t DillS lJ;;'l.lJCr ---------
.b . 
c . 
('. Jlo,)G o r c"Loos not usu::JJ.ly eontain i!lot ·l l 
C\ L'oor; OJ." docs not u<<U:~ 1. ~: l'•J :.·.ct with dO L::>.J. 
..... . Hy6.:co. ·;r1 Jon o j:· nG l tho:c 
------·-. ----- _ .. _--~----·--·---
:Baso 
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VI. Solnc ion s, ColJoi CI.s , rmd Suspensions . 
( Sci on co Pro bl ems Boo\: I Sl-1 00. Toxt Chilp t or 24 ) 
,, 
.... , Tllro,; chr.r o .. ctJrist i cs of tlv.o soh.'.tions 
L ------------ ---·- · 2, 
L sol vont ____ _ 
2,. so:<.uto _________ _ _ _ _ 
3 ~ s~t1...1.ratod solu~t.io~c ..... 
t;,,, s·",_~,cr <: ::1tur ·'\tod solution .. 
0 0 Cl. r:.1 i (fll.OSCl1 CO __ 
3 . 
J.'. G: vo :-1n OX'c ..mplo o:C' :cac}l oZ tho fo llowinc:; :;_;i:clde o:l:' c olloi cto . 
lo A soli0. dissolved L1 a li quido 
2 .. , A liquid dio Golved i n :.:>. li qn.i d . ________________________ _ 
3" i~ g:?.s d issol ved i:c. :;, liq_lu d . _____ ~---------------------
4. ~ g~s ~i soolvod in ~ gas . 
-~-----
:0 , G-i v o CX02it:;>J.os of tb.·J followh1g ::T,lds o:L' cll2l1E;Os baing CClu s od OJ so l ;,-_·c i o:;lso 
:.:~'- c: ::~ch c ,:>. sc tel l w:x;t ~1or tln t onrpo r e.turo , pressure : otc. w :'l•J l'~.i s od or 
1 C i?!O:i."Gd~. 
L T ·JlJt=hL'i:t'ilrO ell :n€:..:: 
~·" FT~ i'' .Jl '. :~o (;h::c1'';cl 
~ ~ .. =~ -J J. ~i . .1.l!b r.loi ~~·: t •.} -. :~/1{~ :- r[ 
~~-·- · ~~ -:'H.: .~· J- .::.' ~,:~ u .~ ~~ . ·: ~ . ~-, ·~t·rr·_.l_;. 
~~. .i: ~:-=-~·! !_ ··.-.r. . ·:!'~ .-.. ~·..- ~: ~} .:J) · )t.' ~· r ·. 
·!., . :,,._:. ·n-~ . .:i :: ... . /"7 -~c·. ;r.z;J::. {"i:' J t,;::;f l:::m(!_!3 1f_ d~ ~=,:·.:.o,· ·.::r.J.u ·c~· fu ro 1.1.siE5 i.cO£"'.) r-:r 1<i 
c .:~ .. t ~""'.t .: ··t . :: ~tc}~ 'by ·:..1n :u.1 ~r_; s . ...:.J. c·L.r., . \Vl ~- ::,.·i Jl! .~l ~:~ u i.!.o~L '' 
-i,:. I ll,_;;.· (~c·n t .:?I(/ I':·· n.~ t~H . :· c.·T l11.::'.G io~:. o-i J.-: ~:1;.. .  .lr~~:::id.c o:~: :. t. : J::.~r,. :t t . Lu -b~:··· f~ J.t . . 
C ( .. ~..1>':;" 1· ·l:J.u J .. -111.3 C'l:L ·~ 1) r t~l(·; Vl~!, t O:t ·~IU:fOTC 5. -L ~- ~J :JLLt j_~ .. 1 t. ('.. -i~ l1C ~ . .::8-~ ·L; ]_ ;J? 
C;. y::·.\.;_ ,; :- 1~.! .. 1 :. ~-~ ( )fl10·,rr; ~ .-:;. ilJ.l'- fj"" t:'.:l.J~ S · ~·11d 1~1~~)1 ? 
.- ,:~\i :.:1.t U!." (Jt"':.~ .~-1~ ~ .3 ~ ... ':.· J~ll.:.; bo~· t r:.•ol VCl1t i ~ l tl10 \?Orld f 
.. ).ri .. J:~r~-) ~_ .n_i,:.}, t. ~J rJ G ::.ffC;j_·c·.'l:: .. t; -uOtT-.. otJ:n GO l lJ_t tol!S ~ e:.o~l 0~ ~ .. 8 ~; ":"..:.1(1 ;31lSlJ On si o:.l F: !i -"'l':d g .L 'T(.. 
V'[ j_ . ~ ~t:b::; 0~ _ ;):,-.+_; TCY~. :L r:' 'tl:.OOTji'n 
i\ .. , 1JTi. 1.; o a. s l1o :rt :J~r ~lg~:~ e.~7~'1 c :~p l : ::.i:niJlg t l10 rn~Jd e:-:: .. :n thcnr~· of t:1 J s t.:c-~:.c -Gl.:. rG ol t lJD 
~.:G.Jl'r! ..... 
2~ -o:~otoll 
3n i o:n 
07 t hu fcllowiag ? 
Ll~ \hL)nco.---ox::;:L:c:;.:a >~il".t i ·c is 'lld. l1m1 it is tiGcl --,_p wit :.1 t~L.J ::::Loctro::: 
"Gl100:ry·o 
·v ... :·:L 3loctrici t :r i' l'<'Jm che"dC "'lS , 
..:\.o ! ::.1 i1!::..~i:ing ol oc··~l-- 'l ~;it~r f:ro~1! r.llV!l:.:tc-:,ls is it Dotte r tr-, n ~_"iTG -~.::le! .2 i_?l .~.tcs 0I 
tl1e s -:~n'!o ll' c,'i.' .~~-X·fc r e·a.·_; metals? 
B,J ~7l1D.t :::'.1" 3 £~0l1.lC gc ~ o c: . Ji\:tl_l1.s to 1_:.so in 'J. '.'i,fCJ'C. CG:l.l r 
A. 
3 . 
D. 
1vlt:,2:-:i~lG 
r.sn.J.d.;1E· 
b l -:. _3 t f.u.rD/.?.CC " 
s ·co o.L in L lC; 3c,ssomor Jonvort0r. 
stee l by tnc •)y;ei.l H.;::crU.1 Proc oss . 
H'1w· o. Fi r e :ill:;;,:t:-t. ~ g1.!2 s~hc r ~-.po r}.t:sc 
r .. i J.d. ?.!"P..€: C1J .. ri G :.:l1Ci R:..di ·u.ri! -· 
) 
) 
) 
) 
T~1c ::Z.::i,!ld.s of W:J.V8S ·~X' r'lc,i ?.t i ::us 
G,, Tb o'lrios 'Jf li ~ht cccco r dL1g to 
gi "t,TQ11 off 
:E:x:.~l o..in tho ch c o::dcrcl 
ro :~cti~) !.1S i nv0l v ::Jcl . 
biT ~:' ."C :J~s . 
.:U.1c1 
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H. Various modern theor ies regarding the strt.1cture of th atom. 
I. Osmosis 
J. Volta 
K. Galvani 
Outiona.l For a 11 B11 grade do A(l a.;.1d 2) and B and C. For an 11 A11 grade do the 11 :3 11 
work and also one of the things listed m1der 11 A11 work .. \ 
A. l!1.ll in the following charts correctly. 
1. From y our knowledge of symbols, formulas, and enclings of wo1·ds, fill the 
right hand column correctly with the formulas given at the bottom of the 
chart. There will 0e some formulas left over. 
Chemical 
Phosphoric acid 
Lead. sulphate 
Sil ver nitrite 
Eitric acid 
1Ti trous acid 
Phosphorous acid 
Potassium sul:pha.te 
Mercurous sulphide 
Mercuri c sulphate 
Lead s1..'.lphide 
Silver n itrate 
Potassium S1J~phi te 
Formula 
2. J!'rom what you have learned about val ences , stu.d.;y t:lG f onrrnl as ~:;elm7 end 
figure out tho val en ce of the unk.11own elmne:.1t or suosta:,1cc. 
Sub s t ance 
1. Sand - - -
2. :ilipsom salts 
3. :ra tre 
4. Blue vi trol 
o. Ha.7lganese dioxide 
6. lu:nmoni a 
7. Iron :rust 
Chemical formula 
Sc02 ~ -
M'oS04 
- M03 --
- euso4 
Mn02 -
1-T% 
Fe2o3 - '- -
Find val ence of 
Sili con 
Magne s i 1nn 
Po -Gas s i u,--n 
- Copper 
- - - - Ma:nga:-.'lese 
HHro gen 
Iron 
B. How 1nr::m~r 11 quantum levels" or energy levels of electrons would there be in a.i1 
·atom of 
1. avctrogen 
2. lieon 
3. Sodium 
4. Zinc 
C. Read 11 The Stuff Our World Is i-.1ade Of11 &"'ld tell what value., if any, it ;vould have 
in giving elementary chilclren some idea of the 11 chemistry11 go ing in the earth 
upon which they are living'. 
Ma.l;.:e a con~rehen si ve V!rit t en r eport on one of the fo l lowing : . 
I Pls st ics 
II Chemu r gy 
III Syntlwtic fabrics 
I V Products of Coal .snC. Petroleum 
Page b 
V Sy11thetic products ma.de from thing s produced i n Ve :L~mont su ch a~3 wood , corn, 
soy tea:r1 s , mill::, wheat , etc. 
VI Do 2 ex ·eriments such as des cr{bed in Stuff Our I.'Vorld is Hade O:f , ::_:>ag e 1 4 , 
l\io . 6 ; What Things~ Mad~ Of, (Row Pet e rson Bookl e t), page 35 , ~tJo •. 2 , 
~o . 18 , No. 32 ; Othe rs . 
/ 
.LtsU 
GU!Dlil SHEET 
Problem--~ is maeyptism? 
Sub-Problem I What substances aro attracted by a magnet? · 
A. Objects attracted by a magnet. B. Objects not attracted. 
B. From your reading , f ind two or three other substMces w hich arc c;,ttractod 
by e. IDD.e,:no t . 
Sub":"Problom 11 Con the force of m::~gneti sm p an s t hraugh s orne 1;1Ubstances? 
A. Substances t hrough r;hich magnetism B. Substr.mce s t h rm gh which m3gnetism 
will p ass. ·,vill not pass. 
B • From yOllr study of Sub-Problem I, nruno s amo o t hor t;hings t hrru.gh ~vhich 
you ;;cmld expe ct m£1gneti sm to be unable to pass. 
Sub-Problem III How can one ma.kc a magnet ·? 
A. Me,gn.Otise two kJ:~i tti:ng noodles by stroking thorn against a ID8t,"''1Ct 'lbout 
t wenty times, 8J,ways ru1)'oing i n th0 S ~'lmo direction. Than bring tho knittiq; 
neodl e near so me to. ck s or pins. What h appens 7 
B. Heo.t on1:J of t he needles in a flame until red hot. Does this make its 
magnetism stronger or weaker? 
c. Pound the othe r noodle with a hammer. Docs ha!I1.moring cause it to become 
more or loss magnetic? 
D. What have you learned from B and C r egarding tho C3.re of Ill:.,_gnet s ? 
E. EXI.._J lain A, B, and C above according to tho molecular t heary of m"'.gnotism. 
~. When ma gne tising the knitting noodles, why wns it necess~~ to keep 
stroldng them fn the same dir octi'1ln? -
Sub-Problem I V What pB.rt of a !'Il[\gnet is the tl t r ongest? 
-- A. With ir~n filings tes t s ome me.gnets t o find out whore tho m"€notism is 
strongest. Dr:1w a pt cture of a b Str mngnot and one of a U msgnct, and place 
X whoJ:e t he rna.gnetism is s tronges t. 
Sub-Problem V How do two ms~:snet s re s et toward o::tch o thor? 
-- A. Using one magne t which is susp cndot'i, and another . is hand, find the answers 
to the follo~ing: 
1~ The .;:;S ___ ___.polo of the m~onet ___ ... tho s~ pole of the suspended 
magnet. 
.1.0.1. 
2. ~o S polo of tho magnot ___ tho N. 
3~ The N pole of tho magnet tho N. 
4. Tho N polo of the magnet tho S. 
B. F rom this ex-perimen t ;vhat t \VO g()neral rules could 
b oh::rvior of rna r..nets t rnvards e ach other? 
polo of tho suspended Oili .• 
pole of the suq;> ended o~. 
polo of the su~ endod one. 
you formulat o ab01 t the · 
Sub-Problem VI What is a compass nnd how doe s it work? 
A. Whon e. bar m·~gnet is suspended and laft undisturbed for at ime, where does 
tho north end p0int? 
After studying some books, t ry to ~1awor the following questions: 
1. What causes the magnet to point in t he direction that it does? 
2. Why doesn't the compass needle alw~s point straight northt 
a. In Vermont does it point east or west of true north? 
b. How about in Iowa? 
3. What is meant by tpe declination of the compass? 
4. Why is a compass never enclosed in a steel case? 
5. What is a dipping compass? 
Sub-Problem VII m1at is an electro-magnet? 
A. How is an electro-magnet made? 
B. T\'lo wa:ys in which t he s t rength of an electro-magnet can be increased are: 1. _________________________________________________________________ ___ 
2~----------------------------------------------------~-----------------c. Two advru1tages of electro-ma~lets over other magnets are: 
1. __________________________________________ ~~----------------------
2. 
------------~--~~--~------~---~--------~--~----------------------------D.· A -------- ·core is better for an elect ro-ro.B.go.e t then a -------- core 
bocau ..se 
E. Changing the wires on the terminals of a batce!"J has wlE~t effect on the 
ma@,net ? 
F. From what cOllJl ti ry was the scien'i st Oerst od? Why is he romembf3red? 
Sub-Problem .llil. Miscellaneous 
.A.. MaJr..e two patterns ihowing lines of :force around a magnet or a pair of 
magnets . Use bluo p e.per f or one and paraffin papor for the other. 
B. What is meant by 
l. lodestone or l oadstonG 
2. i nduced ma&1ctism 
3. a permanent magnet 
4. a temporary magne t 
5. linos of force 
C. Toll an old story or legend conc orn.od \vit l1 magnetism. 
D. F r om what com1try was Oerst ed ? What dis covery did he m3lco regc:trding 
mng:.1ot ism? 
Jll. If a mngnot is broken in ·cwo, how :n,-my pol es will eo.ch p i ece have? 
GUIDE SHEET 
Current Electricity 
Probl em I Ho·w c an electric current 'oe mac1.e 
A. Is t he r e e lectricity in a dry cell? 
B. Give thr ee or four p os sible reasons 
annaratus may fail t o work. 
l o 3 . 
8 . 4. 
to flow throu,crh a c1.1.r cuit'? 
wh;r a n i ece of e l ectric d. 
C. r~a!r.e 0 ~ood el ec tri c ~ J. circuit, insertin ": A. RV!i tch so the C"\..J_j_' --
rent can 'Je turned on a nd off. Ha v e it checked 1.-:> y "''Our in·-
struct0:: - 1V:1. th t >e svri tch OT)en, test tun 0r tv·sl'!e matericc2.s 
and cl88sify th~n n s 7ood or poor con1uctors o f eiect~~citv. 
D~ Be suT ; 1-.na::, TOU unC:,erstand t~1e difference ·:JetweeL -.v irin ,c,· in 
seri es e.2.~.ct in pa:~a~_lel. Fill in the c~:I~::. r t s O(; l O-'i -sc show t:n,•,t 
von unJer stand tj ~ s 
Two cells cunRe c- Two cell s in 
(lne cel l t ed j_n ser :~-3 s narallel 
~~---0~:~:;-n: i;iU:ri 9~-~~:)i;""inrc: hovr--1·---- r-· --·-· I --· - · 
2 . ~:~;l~-i~0l!i¥~",~ri r-~e-1-- ----+--------- ----+--------
,,-~~~~~~-"es-~~=~~~J_ ~=~=- I ====~--=t-=== ~ . 0Jsaavq~t2~es - : ) 
. . ! I 
.. -------·· ·-----·-··------··- ·- ·-'- __ _____________ ! ·-- - -- ------ -----i----------
T1.·,o ~]_,r:hts in T1. ·o l i;: :hts in 
ssries uarall e 1 - - - -- - --·-------....,.....---,--~-- --------- ------- --- ----.-----....::..:...=..=.:::...:::..::.=~----l., D::J.e:.r-~ram s h mvi n F:" con~-l ec·c:i.on s I 
i 3 . "Si~f e c t j f 'ln e niece ·-c-=f,..----lf------- ----------
ary laratus doe s n't wo rk 
L1 • 'lf-h· ftD t <1.7-es-
I 
·-J 
-- ---- -- -- -----------+--------------1-------------
B. Sb.ou l d the £'uses in a house li r.htinp: circuit be in ser i e s or 
in narallel ':Y ith the li qhts? '"/h;,r~ 
F. --Jhen 8 f·use blows out is it n rroocl nlo.n to subst itut e :-::_ •:~en'TY') 
11Jhy? 
Problem II In vrh a t U'1i ts is e l e ctricity measured and sold? 
A. 
B . Ohm's LaYr 
1. State Oha' s Law . 
2 . Mark true or fals e 
a . The gre a ter t he resistance the les s the curren t. 
b. The gr ea ter the resistance the gr e 2. ter the cur:t• ent.. 
c. The prea ter the voltage the les s the current. 
d. The e<:reater the voltap.e the r reater the curr e n t, 
3. ·iJork out the 
A be. t tezy or (;'en era tor 
~ives a ~ressure of 
-~1-v. olt 
problems su~,.,ested 
The circuit has a 
resistance of 
1 ohm 
below. 
:'ThG current 
f'lo\~rinf. is 
110 -l/o . ....,..l.,..t-s ------------l-···- -........,2::-::2~0~6-.:l:-:IDl-_-s---·------- - ·----------
;?ooo voTts-- ------·-------~o--------1-o_o_o_o-fi'ms-·-- -- ------·------ -- - - -- --- -·- - · 
-- 2 5 v 0 l t s- -----------t---.tl=-... 5::::---o..-ru_m_s ____ ------, ----------------
··- ~ -2(,-v-o-=l-..,.t-s---------....-..jr.,------=1-o...,h:,...m-. - --- --- --,------ -- ----- ----- -
----------------- ·-------·-·-1------------------ --l--- - -- ·-------·------- · - -
Pr ')·::>-. c: r_ I ~ T "1ll '' t r:' l'' \0; some of the '"r:::;.;:--s i11 Phic:h electrici t· r .-:; ,~ n be 
·1 :.~C'. e to cio wor t: for us? 
i, J-:i : d< ;,n o r rcl t <?cl}c , eT~ laininr", vri t h th .:l c:iG ::)::· d:." :=-· ·· -jn_ .~·s or de)Yl -
o~··u, t·:',\ t.J ons t :;e '..rnrkin 7 of one of tJ:c o::) f oJ:u-Jr:] i1.~ ': 
1, Dof'l"lb el .J. 
? . 3~ f . ctri l t~ r8t er or h eu t e r 
~ . ~~o oi t~e following k i nds of li ;~t bul~s 
a. : f:~rbon filP.rn.ent b1c.lb 
b. ~U1~1 ,re3te1'. f i l o_,nent bulb 
c 3 J.lt30 :} b1.1.lb 
4.. SD2.r lr n 3urr 
B., .. !~l1e. te1 ec :r .q;:)1l 
1. '.Cc~ Ll \•rha t 11n.-rpens in '" tel e r~ncph se-c o:·· nunberin."' t~ne 
sta t ements ]')e lo '·l in t hei r c o rrec:t or::\er. 
a . Circuit is com-vleted 
b. C:irc 11i t is hr ol{en 
c. Ar~sture ~licks &gains t u~ner s~rew . 
d . Key is r e l ea sed 
e . S:Jrin ,cc~ pulJ. s ar:;na t 11r e u.p 
f. An n2tur c i s n ttracted 
g . EJ ectr i ci t:~ flon s throur;-h ele c tro- map-net 
h. Ar;11a tur e cl:-:_c ks 2.p.:2 inst electro-mr?R,net 
i. J\ev is n r ,"J s s ed down 
j. ~lectrici t:.,. flows throuc-h electro- mafTne t 
2 • . ,.I;xplain the d ifference bet';reen the sound of s. !'lot ~? nd 
that of a da sh. 
Z1. Drfl1'! a d ia r.rram of a sender e.n d a receiver sho'l.";i n -7 £·Dd 
labeling Dll tbe p8.rts. Draw in the '\~Ti r e connecti ons 
that must be made. Underneath ;rour -oi cture v·ri t e 9 
pB.rar.rraph ex':l lainin .C~: e -;,;: ac tly h01v the t el e r;raph ·;70rL:s . 
c. Dr P-w o. r\iac::rem of 2.n <:- lectric motor and exp l o.in h01':! it '"o rks. 
D . Dr E'.YJ e. dia_n:r R.':n of s. telephone end expl f::.in hoY' it , -, or~.; s. 
:t-ro'o J. em IV Ho Y is El e ctricity Produc e d? 
A. B::t tt e r y e lectricit;r -" 
1. Ho~ was e l s c tri c i tv a enerated in the Drimarv cells y011 
made vhil e s tudyinr- cher'lical rea.c tions? 
2 . Of vrh t; t Etre t he pl r:~ tes in a s tora r-e b r. tter::r mad e ? ··_ilJ:: -s 
solution is us ed? 
3. Account for the gases "':iven off when the c e ll i>s b e:.i.n ;-r 
char~ed, and the change of its plates. 
4:. "Sxnlain, usinr: equv.tions, the chern.ic a l chan ~o: e s ,.,hich 
tcke ol u ce in a storaue cell when it is char~ed? 
a . che.r ITed 
b. discho.rr:ed 
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~7> . "!Jl' r dc.v:os 'TI.8E~suri n0' the s necific .'Trr.vi b> of the electro-
lyte in ~ stora0'e cell ind ic a te the ex~e-~~ ~r "t ~ ? 
6 . ' 'i1E . t is the \.'olt o r'e of 2 storaae cell? 
'" ,_, _ J. s C.l•. Ccr-::·e . 
7. List some of the uses of r storar:e ce l l . 
:8 . D···De.mo e l e ctrici t~r 
L ·,rhst :is :: hydroe l ectric nLmt? 
? . l;;:~:::D L=- :l.n bv '''ritinr: or :llD.,r; r P:n bow 
er r tec: b; · the use of ste2m obt s_ i'J. 
sun? 
C. c ~n e l ectricitv be stored? How? 
t}t p l P en o Y'l r:......-.~ -r·-,'"l n~-~, 
'-'-" ·-- --V .... r: ·-· __ .l '....~- ~ -
c::e.n.-
thG 
T) . Fin in the c:_H'rt below comn ~:rin,r:. ·'lirect ond ~ ltern~ t in? e l ec-
tr i c s l cuj_"rent. 
Direct Al t er~ atin~ 
i irections : 11 ~he ti~e? 
2 . U3us ll7 Lr o Juced b~ which 3 
~in1s cf a~~Gr ~ tus listed ~elow? 
:: " ns -. J_ :- ~1 _,, p ro ::'J.1Ced 'xy ch ::.n>"inr~ 
- --- - -- -- ,---------------
: ~ ly_ [L t ~ C ~L n ,:)_ C :f 2~1. 0 1") _:.; ··-~:- ~- 11 t ') 3 J. 8 C -
t~ r J.. c .-: ~~ 011 s r~ r~~: '·~· I 
4 . R~ l ~ ti ve~v 9~nensive or chean I 
t .o ·~-~- ~: l_c e? II 
5 . T' L-:;__r1. e :'''j' 'j_ln ·)c:>.l t n us , TJ l' :i_ nci-
'0S.1l. ~· th: "on~f-:- t:'l,':! -liscove:-e1 r--.s o:f -
1 
I 
t 
I 
I , ,lln. t ,,~_f'! Yl? 1 6 . E:':'::·e ct on_ .- ,::_ i_v fdl.O! le ter ;:lcer3.ls ? . 
------ --------------- ---------- - --~·--- -----1---------
Fro':JJ. Gm V In-Jnct5 on Coi 1 s c ;T5 Tr <:msfor;:Jers 
;· .• '~8ne tnn VJ.njs of t:;:·nn.sformeP s c:v': rrive th e use of e f' ch . 
~ . ). ''line \C(> lt ~ 1'ttel'~' ls c.onnected '" Ltb n. nrim~~r·-::· t::.o i l of fift :r 
turns . Th e ~F' G O 'l. ~!- r-:-- coi J.. hrl s 2500 turns; th n, volt s.,se of t he 
C . 1T1f' t '."O'llc' ~,_ .,_-,'> -..,en to thd motor in c to;'.' elect.l•ic tr• c. in if 8. 
sten d 01"11 tr :~'.nsf ormer ''!ere not used? ~Nh;;? 
ele c,c--r·ici t .:" in Jol1nson? Probl em VI Ho do ''8 ce t m;.r 
E:::.,J. :·.cin ll.':) \7 en,!. phere our' 
·;;t: ~' t kind of t ::· Dnsforl;l8 r s 
s ehool b.ouse . 
e l e ctricity is ~ener G t ed , vher e : n~ 
charge it , nnd. nhere .it comes into our 
O•:,ti onrcl ·:rorl{ -
- - J-:-:Dosond expl [~ in SO'TI ·3 si.nn J.. e el e ctric a l exnerh1ents . 
2 . P r:ne rs on 
-;· 
l. J•?c.lfin"" e l ectri c:tt7 from otJ.-:. e r forms of ener:-'7 ( o.ll 'Nays 
nossl'1le for ;.'OU to think 0f) 
2 . Lac Pl i~~l i n~ tions. 
i-:.., L evel 
--J~,:rr.~{ f; .-, ·~ 110 .:l.e 1 t .::-J 1 8 0~r ~}_i)l1 S 8 t t}J ~·L t ~::ror k S • 
J•Tplze · mo ·le l e l ~; ctr .i c ':'Ot:Jr . 
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GUIDE SHEETS FOR SCIEli CE VII AiD VIII 
Guide Sheet - Astronomy 
Part I. The Barth and Sun. 
Problem I -- Wha t is the Earth? 
Sub Problems: 
A. About how larg e is the earth in diameter? Circumference? 
B. Wha t shape is the earth? Give 3 reas ons f or believing this. 
C. Draw a diagram of the e arth gi ving the n ame and location of 
the poles, equator, 2 tropics, and 5 zones, and also the 
number of de grees (from north to south in each zone). 
D. How many elements make up the earth? 
Which elements are most common: 
1. In the earth's atmosphere? 
2. In the earth's crust or lith osphere? 
3. In the care of t h e earth? 
E. Find the longitude of each of. the following : 
1. Singa pore 2. l'lew York City 3. Johnson, Vt. 
4. Buenos Aires 5 . Sydney, Australia 
F. Find the latitude of: 
1. Honolulu 2. Berlin 3. Manila 
2. Panama 5. Johnson 
G. I f stones are d rapped on the United States, Europe and 
Asia at the s ame time, do they all move in the same 
direction? 
Prob lem II -- What is the s u n? 
. A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
Ab out how large is t he sun? How does it compare with the 
earth as to d i ameter? Volu me? 
Describe the various ·layers of· the su n. 
Vfuat is the sun composed of? Vfuat temperature is it: 
1. Kt t h e surface? 
2. Iti the interior? 
About how far awa y f .rom us is the sun? 
Abou t how long does it tak e for the s u n's light to reach us? 
What do you know abou t the different kinds of sun's rayst 
If the sun were to become cool, what would be the effect:· 
1. Upon the earth's energy supply? 
2. Up on the earth's surface. 
187. 
3. Do we get all of t h e e nergy g iven off by the su n? Explain. 
4. What is the Einstein t h e ory re garding the cause of the 
sun 1s heat? 
5. Give 3 other theories re ga r ding this. 
6. What do you k now abou t s unspots? 
Problem TIT -- Why do the days a nd nights differ in leng th in different 
parts of the earth and at different times of t he year? 
Sub Pr oblemsa 
A. How fast does the earth revolve about the sun? 
B. On what dates are out days and nights the s arne length? 
Why? 
c. Why are our days shorter in winter than in summer? 
D. State all the things you need to know in order to 
explain why the lengths of days and nights change 
during the year. 
E. Explain the terms of solstice and equinox. 
F. vVhat is meant by: 
1. Gravity 2. Gravitation 3. Centripetal force 
2. How do two of these forces operate to keep the 
earth in its orbit around the sun? 
G. vVhat is the difference between a Heliocentric universe 
and a Ptolemaic universe? vVhy do scientists believe 
in the former? 
Problem IV -- Vfuy is it warmer in summer than in winter? 
Sub Problems: 
A. Give three reas ons why summer is warmer than wi nter. 
B. Why is the hottest weather in July rather than in June? 
C. Explain in writing or in diagrams, why the people of 
Buenos Aires have .warm weather at Christmas. 
D. Do people at the Equator have summer and wi nter? 
Explain. 
Problem V -- Why do we have different time belts in different 
parts of our cou ntry? 
A. How fast does the earth rotate at the equator? At 
Johnson, Vermont? 
B. Make a t i me belt ·map · of the United States. 
C. 1\lame some cities in tb.e United States where standard 
time and inean time are about the s arne. 
D. If it is 1 a.m. Monday in London, what time is it 
in Chicago? 
E. If it is 4 a.m. Tuesday in Japan, what time is it 
in ~ew York City? 
F. Find places near the z one borders where you would g o: 
1. liJOrth to g ain an hour. 
2. South to gain and hour. 
3. East to lose an h our. 
4. East to gain an hour. 
5. West to gain and hour. 
6. West to lose an hour. 
Part II. -- TEE MOON. 
Problem -- VJhat is the Moon Like? 
Sub Problems: 
A. Vfuat are some superstitions regarding the moon? 
B. What is the moon really like? 
C. Why would you b e able to jump higher mn the moon 
than on the earth (if y ou could remain alive there) 
About how much higher cou~d you jump? 
1B8 
D. How does the moon look when we see 11 the new moon 11 in 
the arms of the old moon? How do scientists explain 
this? 
E. Show by diagrams the relative positions of the earth, 
sun, and moon during : 
1. Ii'ull moon. 
2. First quarter. 
3. New moon. 
4. Last quarter. 
F. From an almanac or calendar, find out v1hen we have: 
1. Ou r next full moon. 
2. The one after that. 
3. 'l'he one after that. 
4. How many days from full moon to full moon? 
G. Eclipses. 
1. Draw and label correctly 3 circ l es to show the 
position of the sun, moon and earth during a solar 
eclipse. 
2. Repeat showing the relative positions of these 3 
bodies duri ng a lunar eclipse. 
3. Why is the moon always in full moon phase during a 
lunar eclipse? 
4. Why don't we have a lunar eclipse every time the 
moon is in the full moon phase? 
5. Why does a solar ecl ipse always occur during new 
mo on phase? 
H. 'l'ides. 
1. iJVhat is a spri n g tide? A neap tide? 
Draw a diagram to explain these. 
2. Why do we have a hi gh tide on the side of the earth 
opposite the moon as well as the side facing the moon? 
3. Do people at the seashore have the highest tides at 
full moon, dark of the moon, or during quarters? 
I. Write a paragraph on one of the following: 
1. Solar Eclipses. 
2. 'rhe passamaquoddy project. 
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Part III -- The Solar System. 
I. Ma."tce a table showing . 
II. 
III. 
A. The names of the planets in orderof their distance from 
the sun. 
B. Distance of each planet from the sun. 
C • Diarne ter in miles • 
D. Length of time required to make one revoluti on a b out 
the sun or (length of year}. 
E. Length of time required to make one rotation or 
length of day. 
F.. 1--Jumber of satellites. 
G. Specific gravity. 
Prepare oral reports on two plenets. T~ke notes on the reports 
given by others in the class and. write frJe se up in parag raph f orm . 
Compare the earth VIJith Mars as to the possibility of life existing 
there. 
IV. Vfua t is meant ·by a morning star? Evening star? VV.hat are 
morn ing and even ing s tax's this month? 
V. How does a planet differ from a comet with respect to the 
following : (This may be written in the form of a tab le if 
desired} • 
A . Course in wh ich it moves. 
B. Size. 
C. Weight per unit a rea. 
D. Ability to support human life. 
VI. Wha t wou ld happen if the earth were to pass through a come t? 
VII. What 1 s t h e difference between a meteor an d a meteorite? Abou t 
how many meteors fall i n a day? At what t ime of night are ~ e 
most likely t o see me teors ? Wby? 
VI I I. i:Vl ak e a br.Bf report on any one of t h e fallowing : 
A • Halley 1 s c omet • 
B . Brooks c ome t. 
C. Meteor Crat er in Ar i zona. 
D . Cape York Meteor. 
I X. ~&~e and explai n 3 t heories of t he origin of the solar system . 
Pa rt IV. -- B~yond the Solar Sys t ern . 
Pro blem -- Vvhat is the nature of the Universe? 
Sub Problems. 
I. ~nat is a star? 
II. How m~DY stars 
A . Can be se en vrl th t he unaided eye? 
B . Can be se en from any one place with the unaide eye? 
C ~ Can be seen with our powerful t elescopes? 
III. On a starry night, place a mark in a sou th window in such a 
place that you can look along a line from a chair (or some 
other fixed object in the r oom). to the mark and on to s ome 
o t h er star. 
Observe star 10 minutes - or until movement is observed. 
\1\Jhi ch wa y does t he s tar seem to move? 
IV. Is the movement of t h e stars real or a pparent or both? 
Explain . 
V. Does the Big Dipper appear to rotate around the pole in a 
clockwi se or counterclockwis e direction? 
VI. Distance between the stars or other celestial bodies. 
A. Wh a t unit is used to measure the distance b etw~en stars? 
Explai n. 
B. Vfuat wou ld be the ecpivalent in miles?. 
C. Wh a t star is closest to our earth ? How fara way is it! 
D. Find ou t how l on g it would take a ray of light to go 
from here to the moon. How long would tt take sound to 
go from here t o the moon? (If s ound c ould travel from 
that place from here.} 
VTI. Star Ivia gni t udes. • 
A. Wha t is me ant by the magnitude of a star? 
B. How many star magnitudes can be seen with the unaided 
eye? VVhich is b righ test? 
C. What 3 factors affect the brightness of the stars? 
vVhy do s ome stars never see m to set? ~arne some con-
stellations of which this is true. Why do we see some stars 
in winter whichw e do not see in s umme r? 
VIII. Vfhat relationship is there between t he color and temperature of 
stars? 
I X. Bow does our sun compare with other stars as to size, tempera-
ture and brilliance. 
X. Explain the following terms: 
~ova (Plural novae} 
~ebula (Plural nebulae) 
Var iab le stars 
As t ronomy 
Astrology 
Super galaxy 
XI. Wbat are s ome reas ons for stu dying astronomy ? 
( National Geo graphic, J"uly 1943 ) 
XII. Our l'll ilky Way and other galaxies. 
A. What does the milky way look like? 
B . How do scientists explain this? 
C. V'v'ha t is a g alaxy? 
D. wnat shap e i s the galax y in whichwe are located? 
E. In what part of our g alaxy do we live? 
F. Do scientists believe there are other g alaxies? 
XIIL Constellations. 
A. Choose constellations which can be seen in the skies 
this month. 
JI/Iake an attracti ve diag ram of each to show the clas.1 and 
g ive a talk explaining the more i mportant sta rs in your 
constellations, and telling the myths in c onnecti ons 
wi th them. 
B. Write up notes on the c onstellations described b y your 
classmates . 
C. Draw in the constellations on _your sky map. 
XIV. Th e Zodiac. 
A. Draw a diagram s howing the signs of the zodiac whichare 
appropriate each month. 
B . What erroneous bel i efs a r e sometimes held i n re gard to 
the zodi ac? 
-C. Find out in which si gn of the ~odiac y ou were born. 
Draw a simple diag r am of that c onstella ti on. 
What legend or myth is c onnected with it? 
Wnat effect is this supposed to have on your life ac-
cordin g to astrology? Has this been proved scientifically? 
Part V. --Do a unit for school children (include guide she e t and test,} 
on one of the following : 
A. The earth and its movements. 
B . The Moon. 
C . '11he s u n. 
D. The solar s y s t em. 
E. Beyond the solar s ys tem. 
Part VI.-- Short reports -Choose one from each of three groups. 
Group . I. 
Seasons in the torrid 
Faucaly's pendulum. 
Tides and tidal waves. 
Group II. 
Spectroscope. 
Midnight sun:.. 
Sun do gs. 
one. 
z 
Group IIr. -- The scientific contributions of the following: 
Newton. 
Galilee. 
Capernicus. 
Aristotle. 
Ptolemy. 
Group IV. 
Astrolog y. 
Aurora Borealis. 
Larg e telesc ope at Mt. Palomar, California. 
Group 
l. 
2:. 
3. 
v. 
Iv'iake a device for telling long itude and time. 
1'/Iake a g raph showing the difference in the length of day 
and night for each month of the year. 
On a clear night spend an hour watching the sky -- Draw 
and keep a record of each shooting star you see and of tb~ 
path it follows. 
Optional Work 
11 B11 Work Choose 2 of the following: 
1. Make a .model of the solar system using directions found in 
various texts. 
2. lviake a model · of the moon showing the cause of the 4 phases. 
3. Make a star box showing constellations. 
4. Read and report on one of the following books. 
a. Highlights of Astronomy - Earthy. 
b. 'I'he Stars for Sam - Reed. 
c. The Universe About Us - Jeans. 
d. The Great Design - lliason. 
11A11 Work Do the 11 B11 work and read and report on one of the following : 
a. The World of Fossil - Fenton. 
b. On the Trail of Ancient lvlan- Andrews. 
c. Before the Dawn - Taine. 
d. The Earth for Sam -nReed. 
